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PREFACE 

ONE of the main features of crop production at 
the present day is waste. Except in the Far 

East, where the large indigenous population ha.,; to 
, be fed from the produce of the country-side, little 
! is being'done to utilize completely the by-prodlIcts 

of the farm in maintaining the fertility of the soil. 
The ever-growing supplies of agricultural produce, 
needed by industry and trade, have been provided 
either by taking up new land or by the purchase of 
artificial manures. 'Both these methods are UIl

economic. The exploitation of virgin soil is a 
fonn of plunder. Any expenditure on fertilizers 
which can be avoided raises the cost of pro
duction, and therefore reduces the margin of profit. ' 
It needs no argument to urge that, in maintaining 

, . the fertility of the soil, the most careful attention 
should be paid to the utilization of the waste 
products of agriculture itself before any demands 
are made on capital-natural or acquired. 

For the last twenty-six years, the senior author 
has been engaged in the study of crop production 

. in India and in devising means by which the 
produce of the soil could be increased by methods 

t within the resources of the small holder. These 
investigations fell into two divisions: (I) the 

" improvement of the, variety; and (2) the intensive 
~-, cultivation of the new types. In the work of 

replacing the indigenous crops of India by higher 
yielding varieties. it was soon realized that the full 
possibilities in plant' breeding could only be 

I 



viii Preface 
achieved when the soil in which the improved 
types are grown is \ provided with an adequate 
supply of organicma~ter in the right condition~ 
Improved varieties by themselves could be relied 
on to give an increased yield in the neighbourhood 
of ten per cent. Improved varieties plus better 

./ soil conditions were found to produce an increment 
up to a hundred per cent or ~ven more. , -\:,!. 

Steps were therefore .taken ~ (I) to study the 
conversion of all forms of vegetable ,.and animal 
wastes into organic ,matter. (humus) suitable for 
the needs of the growing crop; and (2) to w9rk out' 
a simple process by which' the Indian cultivator 
could prepare an adequate supply of this material 
from the by-products of his holding. In: other 
words he has been shown how to become a chemical 
manufacturer. This task involved a careful study 
of the various systems of agriculture which so far 
have been evolved and particularly of the methods 
by which they replenish the soil organic mattet; 
The line of advance in raising 'crop production in 
India to a much higher level .then 1;>ecame clear. 
Very marked, progress could 'be made by. welding 
the various fragments of this,subject-the care of 
the manure heap,' green-manuring and the prepara
tion of artificial farmyard manure-into a single 
process, which, could be worked, continuously 
throughout the year and which 'could be relied 
upon to yield a supply of humus~ uniform· in 
chemical composition and ready for incorporation 

, into the soil.' . This has been accomplished at the' 
Institute of Plant Industry at Indore: ~! rhe work 
is now being taken,up in Sind an9, atvariouscen~~es 
in Central India and Rajputana. " -
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The Indore process for the manufacture of h1)JlluS 
is described in detail in the following pages. It 
can be adopted as it stands throughout the tropics 
and sub-tropics, and also on the small holdings and 
allotments of the temperate zone. How rapidly 
the method can be incorporated into the large-scale 
agriculture of the west is a question which experi
ence alone can answer. It will in all probability 
depend on how far the process can be mechanized. 

In the field of rural hygiene there is great scope 
for the new method. It· can be .applied to the 
utilization of· all human, animal and vegetable 
wastes in such a manner that the breeding of flies 
is prevented, the water and the food-supply of the 
people safeguarded and the general health of the 
locality improved. Cleaner and healthier villages 
will then go hand in hand with heavier crops. 

A.H. 
Indore Y.D.W. 

6 April, I93I 



O/eomposts shall the Muse disdain 1o sing 1 
Nor soil MY heafJmly Plum6s 1 . The sacred Muse 
Nough' sordid d6ems, but wh," is base .. nowgh' jail', 
Unless true Virtue stamp it with her seal. 
Thm, . planter, woulds' Ihou double 'hine eslate, 
N.v.r, ah I neller, be asham'd 1o "'ead 
Thy dung-h,aps. (From Grainger's Th, Sugar Cane.) 
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INTRODUCTION 

T HE maintenance of the fertility of the soil is 
i . the first condition of any permanent system 
of agriCulture. In the· ordinary processes of crop 
production, fertility is steadily lost; its continuous 

,restoration by means of manuring and soil manage
ment is therefore imperative. 
. In considering how the ideal method of 
manuring and of soil management can be devised, 
the first step is to bring under review the various 
systems of. agriculture which so far have been 
evolved. • These. fan for the most part into ·two 
main groups: (I) the methods of the Occident to 
which a large amount of scientific attention has 
been devoted. during' the last fifty years; and 
(2) the practices ot the Orient which have been 
almost unaffected by western science. I The 
systems of agriculture of the Occident and of the 
Orient will now be briefly considered with a view 
of extracting from each ideas and results which 
can be utilized in the evolution of the ideal 
method of maintaining and increasing the fertility 
of the soil. 

I In the general organization of agriculture, Europe 6tauds mid-way 
between the east and the west and provides, as it were, the con
necting link between these two methods of farming. 
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up the store of organic matter in the soil. The 
new areas of North America for example soon 
showed signs of exhaustion. Manuring has 
become necessary as in the case of the older fields 
of Europe. To supply the large quantities of 
combined nitrogen needed, all possible sources 
except the right one-the systematic conversion 
of the waste products of agriculture into humus 
-have one after the other been utilized: guano 
from the islands off the Peruvian coast, nitrate 
of soda from Chile, sulphate of ammonia from 
coal and more recently synthetic nitrogen com
pounds obtained from the atmosphere. These 
substances are supplemented by another class 
of nitrogenous organic manures such as artificiaJ 
guanos, dried blood and slaughter-house residues, 
oil cakes and wool waste-the by-products of 
agriculture-and by another group of artificials 
-the various phosphatic and potassic fertilizers. 
These supplies of concentrated manures have 
enabled agricultural production to be kept at 
a high level. The fact of their existence for 
a time tended to distract attention from the 
fullest utilization of the by-products of the farm. 
Recently, however, a change has taken place and a 
large amount of scientific effort has been devoted 
to the problems which centre round the waste 
products, both animal and vegetable, of agri
culture itself. The need of keeping up the supply 
of organic II!atter in the soil is now widdy 
recognized. 

After the large size of the holding and the 
necessity of -manuring, the high cost of labour 
is another leading characteristic of western 

I 



4 The Waste Products of Agriculture 

farming. The number of men per square mile of 
agricultural land who actually work is low.· This 
state of things has arisen from the dearness and 
scar.city of labour, which has naturally led to the 
study of labour-saving devices including the use 
of machinery. Whenever a machine can be 
invented which saves human labour its spread 
is rapid. Engines of various kinds are the rule 
everywhere. The inevitable march of the com
bine-harvester, in all the wheat-producing areas 
of the world, is the latest example of the mechaniz
ation of the· agriculture of the west. 

Another feature of this extensive· system of 
large-scale agriculture is the development of 
food preservation processes, of transport and 
of marketing, by which the products of agriculture. 
are cheaply and rapidly moved from the field 
to the centres of distribution and consumption. 
There is no· great dearth of capital at any stage. 
Money can always be found for any new machine 
and for any new development which is likely 
to return a dividend. Land and capital are 
abundant; efficient transport and good markets 

• The comparative figures of crop production per worker for the 
five-year period preceding the .War. prepared by the United States' 
Department of Agriculture, are instructive. The number of workers 
etnployed per 1,000 acres of crop land was approximately 235 in Italy, 
160 in Germany, 120 in France, 105 in England and Wales, 60 in . 
Scotland but only 41 in the United States. In Canada, accord. 
ing to Riddell, the 19I1 figures show that every 1,000 acres called 
for only 26 workers. This observer states that in the three prairie 
provinces (Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan) the figures are even 
more striking: the area under field crops was 17,677,091 acres, 
and the numbers engaged in agriculture was 283,472, ·50 that each 
person so employed was responsible for 62 acres. Every 1,000 acres 
required only 16 workers. Since these data were published, further 
statemenh have appeared from ",hicl! it would seem that the size of 
the working popUlation in agriculture in North America has shrunk 
still further. 
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abound. The comparatively small supply of 
suitable labour and its high cost provide the chief 
agricultural problems of the west. 

This system of agriculture is essentially modern 
and has developed largely as one of the conse
quences of the discovery of,,. the steam engine 
and the rapid exploitation of the supplies of 
coal, oil and water-power. It has only been made 
possible by the existence of vast areas of virgin 
land in parts of the earth's surface on which 
the white races can live and work. As already 
mentioned the weak point in this method of 
crop production is that it is. new and lacks the 
backing which only a long period of practical ex
perience can ..supply. Mother Earth is provided 
with an abundant store of reserve fertility which 
can always~e~J>loited for a time. Every really 
successful system of agriculture however must 
be based on the long view, otherwise the day of 
reckoning is certain. 

Side by side with this method of utilizing the 
land there has been a great development of science. 
Efforts have been' made to enlist the help of a 
number of separate sciences in studying the 
problems of agriculture and in increasing t~ 
production of the soil. This has entailed the 
foundation of numerous experiment stations, 
which every year pour out a large volume of printed 
results and advice to the farmer. At first the 
scientific workers naturally devoted themselves 
to solving local problems and to furnishing 
scientific explanations of various agricultural 
practices. This phase is now passing. A new 
note is beginning to appear in the publications 
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of the experime~ stations, namely that of direc
tion and advice which can only be advanced 
by men whose education and training combine 
the ideas of science with the aims of the states
man. The feeling. is not only growing but is 
being expressed that it is no longer the business 
of science merely to solve the problems of the 
moment. Something mor~ is needed. The chief 
function of science in the .agriculture of the future 
is to provide intelligent direction in general policy 
and to point the way. 

THE AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS OF THE ORIENT 

Peasant Holdings 

The chief feature of the agricultural systems 
of the east is the small size of the holding. 
The relation between man-power and cultivated 
area in India is given in Table V In. this table: 
based on the 'Census Report of 1921, the number 
of workers and the acreage cultivated have been 
calculated for the chief provinces of British India. 
Incidentally these figures illustrate how intense 
is the struggle for existence in this portion of the 
tropics. . 

These minute holdings are frequently culfiv
ated by extensive methods (those suitable for 
large areas) which neither utilize the full energies 
of man and beast nor the potential fertility of the 
soil. Such a system of agriculture can only 

I See opposite page. 
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result in poverty .. The obvious line of advance 
'is the gradual introduction of more intensive 
methods, for which the supply of suitable manure, 
within the means of the average cultivator, is 
bound to prove an important factor. 
',: If we t,um to the Far East, to China and Japan, 
a similar system of small holdings is accompanied 
by an even more intense pressure of population 
both human and bovine. In' the introq,uction 
to Farmers of Forty Centuries, King states that 
,the three main islands of Japan' had in 1907 a 
population of 46,977,003, maintained on 20,000 
square miles of ,cultivated fields. This is at the 
rate of 2,349 to the square mile or more than three 
people to, each acre.', In addition Japan fed 

TABLE I.-THE RELATION BETWEEN MAN-POWER AND 
ClJLnVATED AREA IN INDIA 

Provinces 

Bombay •••• 
N orth-West Frontier Province •• 
Punjab •• 
Central Provinces 
Burma •• 
Madras •• 

,Bengal •. 
Bihar and Orissa 
Assam 
United Provinces 

Number of acres 
cultivated per 100 

ordinary cultivators 

1,215 
1,122 

918 
848 
565 
491 
312 
30 9 
296 
251 

• These figures agree very closely with those quoted in' the jap,an 
Y,ar Boolt of 1931 in which the number of persons per sq,uare kilo
metre is given as 969: equivalent to 2,423 to the square mile. 
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on each square mile of cultivation a very large 
animal population~9 horses and .56 .cattIe, 
nearly all employed in labour; 82S, poultry; 
13- swine, goats and sheep. Although no accurate 
statist~cs are available in China, the examples 
quoted by King reveal a condition of affairs 
not unlike Japan. In the Shantung Province, 
a farmer with a family of twelve kept one donkey; 
one cow and two pigs on 2:S acres of cultivated 
land-a density of population at the rate of 
3,072 people, 256 donkeys, 256 cattle andS12 pigs' 
per square mile. The average of seven Chinese 
holdings visited gave a maintenance. capacity 
of 1,783 people, 212 cattle or donkeys and 399 
pigs-nearly 2,000 consumers and 400 rough food 
transformers per square mile of farm land. ' In 
comparison with these remarkable figures, the 
corresponding statistics for 1900 in the case of 
the United States per square mile were: popula
tion 61, horses and mules 30. ' 

The problems of tropical agrict.Ilture for the 
, most part relate to small holdings .• The main 

purpose of this peasant agriculture is crop pro
duction; animal husbandry is much less import
ant. In India the crops growri fall, into two, 

J' classes-(I} food and fodder crops and {2} money 
crops. The former includes, in order, of area; 
rice, millets, wheat, pulses and fodder crops,· 
barley and maize and sugar-cane. The money. 
crops are ~ore varied; cotton. and oil seeds are 
the most important, followed by jute' and other 
fibres, tobacco, tea, opium, indigo and coffee; 
It will be seen that food and fodder crops comprise 

J 82 per cent of the total area under , crops and that 
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~ money crops, 'cas, far as' extent is concerned, are 
'.relatively unii'nportant.' 

. The primary function of Indian agnculture is 
to supply the>cu1tivatorand his cattle with food . ./ 
.Compa,:-edwith .. thisduty: all other matters are 

. su'bsidiary.,.,'The houses are. ~ui1t.of mud, thatched 

. ", . . ' - . 
• 1 Tuu., II ..... AGRICULTURAL·· STATISTICS . OF, BRITISH 

, ':. ~ I,NDlA;i·~9267;z7' 

: Area" ,in, ~es, .u~der food: ~d fodder crops 

Rice . \.". "" • • ..i . 78,502.000 . 
Millets· '~. .•..•• ,,', .~~ 38,776.000 

• Wheat ". • 0, 24,181,000 
Gram. . •• 14.664,000 
PulsesaridothergoodgriLins, .';." 29.I54.00C?! 

'. Fodder crops~ .. '.. ..... .' .,' ," 8,940,00f~ 
Condiments, . spices, fruits" ~getables i 

· " and miscellaneous food ~ps' . . 7,537.oci) 
~ley . ,0, ;'. ...' ..' .. ' 6,387,OOP 

. Maize ',:. • 1 .'" :, S,S55,00j~ 
Sugar'. . •• ' .. ' •• . 3,041,) 
" .' ' .. ' , '. 

· ~ota1, food and fodder crops ::, .' '. :, ' •• 

'. . Area~; in· acreS;' under· money crops 

COtton· •• ·'.. • .:"' .• ,~ •• 
Oil seeds,' chiefly rape andmllstard, 

. se&amum, groundnuts and linseed o. 

J ute and oth",riibres .,' • . '.' ~ , 
Dyes, tanning materials; drugs, narco· 
. tice and miscellaneous money crops •• 
Tobacco. ' . .,~"... ..... . .... ~'; ~ ... ~ • •• 

".'~ea,.. ._ t, .. ' ~~. • ,. • .,., ." 

Opium~ ':: Ii. '."i." '. I 

Indigo ~. ~~It' .:,' I"",', • -. ,.', ~.' .: .. 

_ ,: Co:flee. ,: ',:' I!~. '!, '".-,. ," •• 

j Total •. money' crops" 

'14.999,000 
4,4n ,000 

,1,729.000 
. ,1,055.000 

738,000 
59.000 

104.000 
91,000· 

:~ .:~; .......•...• , 
'., .,,:: ;,", 

'-' ~~~~------~~---
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with grass .andareaJinosf de~oid ,'of furniture,. 
Expenditure on clothing and warJllth is,~()n account '. 
of ·the customs of the coUntry' and. the . nat~re o~ . 
the climate, much smaller. than jn European 
. countries.. Neverthele$S,: the cultivators· require 

. a little.moneywith~which to.pay the land revenue. 
and to purchase ·aLfew: necessaries' in the v:Ulage' 
niarkets. Hence the ~owthof:.moneycrops' to' 
the extent 'of about~ one-fifth the total cultivated; 
area.' The produce, . after conversioIl',into, cash; 

, ~ -.' " 

I TABLB 'II I.-YIELD 'OF THE· MORE 'IMPQRTANTCROPS 
OF INDIA, 1926-21 

Rice •• 
Wheat 
Millets 
Gram 
Barley 
Sugar .... 
Maize •• 

Jute 
Cotton, 
Groundnuts •• 
Rape and mustard 
Linseed, . 
'Sesamum 
Castor seed 
Tea 
Coffee 
Rubber, •• 
Indigo . , 

Food crops 

.. 
',. 
' .. 

29:636.000 tons 
8,941,000 "" 
7,806,000 .11 

3.979,000. .11 

2,550,000 .. 
3,234,000 .. 
1,919,.°00 " 

Money crops 

'. 12,132,000 bales.' (each 400 lb.) 
. ,... . .,960,000 . u. .' ,r 
•• ,., 2,035,000 .tons. 

986,000 ." 
40 7,000 

10.' 411,000 .. 
128,000 " 

.• ;. 392,917,800 lb. 
34,286,806 " 

: •• 23,002,700 " 
18,100 cwt • 

:. 
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~s afterwards either worked up in the local mills 
jOr exported. To some extent food crops are also 
;money crops. The population of the towns and 
lcities is largely' fed from the produce of the soil, 
Iwhile in addition a small percentage of the total 
~food grains produced is exported to foreign 
icountries. In some crops like sugar-cane, the 
itotal out-tum is insufficient for the. towhs and 
:large quantities of sugar are imported from Java, 
IMauritius and the continent of Europe. 
I . When we come.rto the details of soil manage
:ment, a further 'striking difference between the 
!methods in vogue in the west andon the peasant 
'holdings of the east is at on~e planifest. In 
China, fertility has for centuries been maintained 
at a high level without the importation of arti
ficial manures. Alt1!ough it was not till 1888, 
after a protracted controversy lasting thirty years, 
that western science fin~y. accepted as proved 
the important part played by pulse crops in 
enriching the soil, nevertheless centuries of experi
ence had taught the peasants of the east the same 
lesson. The leguminous crop in the rotation is 
everywhere one of their old fixed practices. More
over, on the alluvium of the Indo-Gangetic Plain, 
the deep, spreading root-system of the pigeon 
pea (Cajanus indicus Spreng.) is utilized by the 
peasantry as an efficient substitute for the periodical 
subsoil ploughing which these closely-packed, silt
like soils requiTe. In the case of the best cultivators, 
the general soil management and particularly 
the conservation and utilization of combined 
nitrogen has already reached a high level. This 
has been described, in the case of the United 
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../ Provinces of India, by Clarke. in a recent· paper 

which has been reproduced as Appendix B (p. I37). 
In C~ina and Japan not only the method of soil 
management but also the great attention that 

. is paid to' the systematic preparation, outside tlie 
field, of food ma~erials for t~ectop from an 

./ ~ds of vegetable and animal wastes compelled 
the admiration of one of the most brilliant of the 
agricultural investigators of the last generation. 
The results are set·out by King in his unfinished 
work-Farmers of Forty Centuries-which should 
be prescribed as a textbook in· every agricultural 
school and collt;gein the world. 

Another feature of this agriculture is the culti..: 
vation of rice wherever the soil and water-supply 
permit. In the scientific consideration' of the 
methods of soil management under which the 
rice crop of the. Orient is produced, practical~ 
experience at first seems to contradict one of 
the great principles of the. agricultural science 
of the Occident, namely the dependence o~ cereals 
on nitrogenous manures. Large crops of rice are 

v' produced in many parts of India on. the same 
land year after' year without the addition of any 
manure whatever. The rice fields of the country; 
export paddy in large quantities to the centres 
of population: or abroad, but there is no corre-' 
sponding import of combined nitrogen.1 

• -

1 Taking Burma as an example of an area exporting rice beyond 
leas, during the twenty years ending 1924, about ::IS,OOO,ooo tons !If 
paddy have been exported from a tract roughly 10,000,000 acres m 
area. As unhusked rice contains about 1.::1 pcr cent of nitrogen the 
amount of this element, shipped overseas during twenty years 01' 
destroyed in the burning of the husk, is in the neighbourhood' of :. 
300,000 tons. As this constant drain of nitrogen is Dot made up for . 
by the import of manure, we should expect to find a gradual 1081 
of fertility. Nevertheless this does not take place either in Burma 
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Another important difference between the east 

and the west concerns the supply of labour. In 
the Orient -it is' everywhere adequate, as would 

:_ naturally follow from the great density of the 
rural population. Indeed in India it is so abun
dant that if the time wasted by the, cultivators 
, and' their cattle for a single year could be cal
culated as money, at the local rates of labour, 
a perfectly -'colossal figure would be obtained. 

I nWotluction 

, One of the problems underlying the development 
of agriculture in India is the discovery of the best 

. means' of utilizing this- cOnstant drain, in the 
, shape of wasted hours, for increasing crop produc
tion. There is therefore no lack of human labour., 
,in developing th~ agric;ulture of the east. Another 
,favourable .factor is, the existence of excellent 
breeds of work-cattle and of. the butIalo.1 

The last, characteristic of this ,ancient system 
of agriculture, is lack of money. Again there is a 
great contrast between the east and the west. 
There is'little or no spare capital for the improve- oJ' 

ment'of the' holding. ' Over large tracts of India 
, at any rate," the cultivators are in the hands of 
the moneylender and indebtedness is the rule. 
For many years ,qne of the pre-occupations of 
Government has been the discovery of safeguards 
or In Bengal, where rice has been grown on the ~me land year, &Iter 
year lor centurlea., , Oearly the lOil muat -obtain fresh supplies of 
nitrogen from 10m_here, otherwise the crop would cease to gro'!". 
The only likely lOurce i. hation from the atmosphere. probably In 

, the lubmergeci algal 1ilm on the surface of the mud. ~hls is. one of 
the problems of tropical agriculture which calls for early IDvestigation. 

, I The buffalo II the milch cow of the Otient and Is capable not only 
of useful labour in the cultivation of rice. but allO of living and pro
ducing largo quantdtletl of rich milk on a diet on whl,ch ~e best dairy 
cows of Europe and America would. starve.· The digestive proce&;ges 
of the bu1falo is a 11Ibject whlch appears to have escaped tho attention 
of the inveatlgatorl of animal DutritiOn. ' . 
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by which the~u1tivator' can "b~'sa,v~d'Jrom 
the worst consequences of hisow~ folly...-reckless 
borrowing for unproductive purposes-and main- , 
tained on, the land. Therecent,·development 
of co-operation and,the rapid increas~ in the num~ 
ber of primary' credit: ,societies ,has.' only . been 
possible because of this volume of indebtedness.' " 

... ' .~'."-

. Plantations 
While small holdings, accompanied by a. dense 

.... population, are an'important feature of e~tern 
agriculture~ nevertheless there - are "exceptions. 
Throughout this portion of the tropics European 
enterprise has removed the original· ,forest and 
established in its'· plage extensive: plantations of 
such crops as sugar-cane, .tea, rubber .and coffee. 
The labour for ,these estates is obtained from 
indigenous sources; the capualand management 
are contributed by Europeans. Plantations of 
this kind are common' all over the east and' are 
an important feature of the agriculture of Java, 
Ceylon, the Federated Malay··States, Assam and 
the uplands of Southern India; One' of the 
features of this' agriculture is the attention paid 
to manurial problems. 'Comparatively large sums 
of money are expended every' year in the purchase 
of artifi.ci~ manures, mainly for keeping ·up the 
supply of combined nitrogen,. During, a tour in 
Ceylon in 1908, when visits were paid by the senior 
author to a number of tea estates,. the managers 
invariably produced their manurial, programme 
on which suggestions were always invited. Ceylon 
at that time offered a tragic example of the damage 
which results from uncontrolled tropical rainfall 
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on sloping land, from which the forest canopy had 
been removed without providing a proper system 
of terracing' combined with surface-drainage. 
Over large areas of hilly country, formerly forest 
and now exclusively under tea, practically the 
whole of the valuable surface soil rich in humus 
had been .lost by denudation. The tea plant 
was producing crops from the relatively poor 
s~~soil. supplemented _by the constant applica
tion of expensive manures. I 

Undeveloped Areas 
Very, large stretches of the .Orient are still 

~nder forest and at present carry a very small 
population, supported by hunting, fishing and by 
the small cultivated areas surrounding the villages. 

I In a recent review of this question in Crop Production its l"d;4, 
published in 1924. the damage which has resulted from erosion ,on the 
plantations of the Orient was referred to (pp. 14-5) as follows :-

• It is in the planting areas of the east, however, that the most 
striking examples of soil denudation are to be found. Instances 
of damage to the natural capital of the country are to be sel'," on the 
tea estates near Darjeeling, on the hill-sides in Sikkim, on the upper 
terraces in the vale of Kashmir. in the Kumaon Hills. on the tea 
estates in Ceylon and Assam, and in the planting districts of Southern 
India and the Federated Malay States. In most of these areas forest 
land was $0 abundant that the need for the preservation of the soil 
was not at first recognized. Thanks to the efforts of Hope. a former 
scientific officer employed by the tea industry in Assam. the control 

. of the drainage and the checking of erosion are now widely recognized 
and are being dealt with by the planters in many parts of India. A 
great impetus to this work was given by the publication in Ind:ia 
of a detailed account of the methods in use by the Dutch plantE'rs In 

Java, where the terracing and drainage of sloping land, n,nder tea and 
other crops has been carried to a high stage of perfection. In thiS 
island the area of land available for planting is strictly limitoo, while 
the feeding of the large indigenous population is alw:ays a ,serious 
problem. As a consequence the development of the Island. I,S vcry 
strictly controlled by the Govemment, and one of the conditions of. 
plaIiting new forest lands is the provision of asuitablesystem ofterraces, 
combined with surface-drainage. The advantage is not all on the 
side of the State. The manuring of tea soils in Java is far less neces
sary than in Ceylon and India, while one impo~t consequence of 
the retention of the valuable soil made by the forest IS hE'.altby growt~, 
which Buffers remarkably little damage from insect and fungOid 
pesta.' 
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These un~eveloped forest areas occlli every
where, particularly' in the Malay, Archipelago, 
the Federated Malay States, Burma and the low 
country of Ceylon. In the search for, the ideal 
method of manuring in the tropics, the greatest 
care will have to be taken to preserve the valuable 
surface soil whenever the forest canopy has to' 
be removed for the creation of. new cultivated 
land. Some at any rate of th~sepotentia1ly 
rich tracts are almost certain to be taken up during 
the present century. They will therefore provide , 
ample opportunities of applying any lessons in ,: 
soil management" which science can extract from.· 
experiment and from experience. The. 'serious 
mistakes of the past must not be repeated :yvhen ',~ 
the time comes for developing the vast are~ of., 
tropical forest still untouched. 

It will be evident that the systems of agri-' 
culture of the west and of the east are 'very 
different and that the two have little or nothing" 
in common. In a sense these two methods of' 
managing land remind one of the two sides of a , 
coin. The one supplements the other: each can 
be regarded as a part of one great whole. Clearly 
when attempting to evolve the ideal system of 
manuring and soil management of the future",; 
both of these widely different methods of agli
culture must be studied. This has been done by 
the senior author for the last twenty-six years 
in various parts of India~n the· alluvium of 
the Indo-Gangetic plain at Pusa in Bihar,' on! 
the loess soils of the Quetta Valley on the 
'''estern Frontier and on the black cottdq soils 
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'of peninsular]ndi~at.Indore:~. The chief climatic 
':factors'at: '·Pusa. and !Indorel ate represented in 
:.:Plates.I ~dII!"':Thecliniate of Quetta resembles 
:generally- . that' bf Persia~ . where the' rainfall is 
'receiVed. mainlY dUring' the win~et'months, often 
·hithe'fomCofsnow/At tnese three centres a 
~,1net~o~ . o~,~t~zmg. all tl?-e v,egetaole and animal 
; wastes 'of th~ ,holding ,has gradually been evolved. 
The latest scientific wotkof the Occident and 

· particularly' "that recently . aCcomplished at the 
experiment "station, of· ,New Jersey. together 
~·with the practices in. vogue in India and the Far 
East~ ,have been welded together and synthesized 
into ,a system for the continuous manufacture of 
manure throughout the year' so that it forms an 
· integral part· .of' the industry of agriculture.1 

.No extra labqur is required ~n our manure factory. 
'No' imported chemicals such as Adco are needed 
In thisproc;ess .. No capital is required at any stage 
of the m~ufacture. The methods now in use at 
Indore form the main subj ect of this book. which also 

· attempts to'deal with a number of related matters 
, such, as-the ~ole of, ,organic matter in the soil, 
~the methods of replenishing the supply of organic 
·matter now!iri 'use and. the recent investigations 
!, ... ~ ,.'. .-;.., _.,. • ',,' .'. • 

". I In ConsiderlllS' iIll .. 'thii inforniation~the . various agricultural 
· systems in use at the ·present time, as well as the large volume "of 
',acientific' papers ,dealing ~th manurial ,questions, which have been 
,poured out by the experiment stations during the last fifty years. 
'we have been impressed by the evils inseparable from the present 
fragmentation of any large agricultural problem and its attack by w,ay 

: of the separate science. All this seems tQ follow from the, excess!'!,e 
'specialization which,· il now taking place. both in the teaching and In 
· the application of ecience .. !nthe traiDing given to.the students and 
'in much of the published work. the tendency of knowing more and more 
'about less and lesst. every year b!'COmin!f mcn:e m~~ed.. For this 
.reason any review of the problem of IncreaSIng soU fertility IS rendered 
peculiarly difficult. not· only by the vast mass of published papers 

· but also by their fragmentary and piecUleal nature. 
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which have' been carried out on the conditions 
necessary for converting raw organic residues into 
humus which can be immediately nitrified in the 
soil and so m~de use of by the plant. The Indore 
process can easily be carried out, !Jot only in the 
tropics but also 'on the· small holdings of the 
temperate regions and on, the allotments (pro~ 
vided space is made ,available) in the neighbour
hood of urban areas, where it is, now the 
practice to burn. most of the vegetable waste. 
How rapidly the . system can be'introduced into 
the farming systems C!f the Occident is a question ' 
to which no answer -can be giv~. until the 
ideas in this book have been fully tried out 
in western agriculture. It is not impossible 
that they may founder for a time' on the 
present high cost of labour. 'The method 
however is in full acco~d with the well-marked, 
tendency in western agriculture towards a. more 
intensive production. The inevitable change over 
from extensive to intensive methods has already 
begun. For production to be more economical, 
the acre yield must be increased. Already in the 
United States the suggestion has been made that 
the line of advailce in crop. production lies in 
restricting the area cultivated. 'A portion of 
the impoverished prairie lands, should go back to 
grass. The crops needed should be raised from 
a smaller area. These ideas will become practic
able the moment the farmer learns how to utilize 
the waste products of.his, .fields .in increasing the 
fertility of the soil. 'This is the greatest need of 
agriculture at the present day. 
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ORGANIC MATTER AND SOIL FERTILITY 

T HE ancients and the modems are, in the· 
completest agreement as to the importance' 

of organic matter in maintaining the fertility of' 
the soil. This is evident when the methods of 
crop production in the time of the Romans are 
compared with the views now held by many of 
the leading experiment station workers in the 
United States and other parts of the world. In 
Roman times, the management of the manure 

.. I heap had already reached an advanced stage. 
In 40 B.C. Varro drew attention to the great 
impOJ;tance of the complete decay of manure 
before it was applied to the land~ To bring this 
about, the manure heap, during the period of 
storage, had, to be kept moist. In A.D. 90 

Columella emphasized the importance of c6n-' 
structing the pits (in which farmyard manure was . 
stored) in such a manner that drying out was 
impossible. He mentions the need of turning this 
material in summer to faQIitate decay, and sug- , 
gested that ripen~d manure should, always be', 
used for com, while the fresh· material could be' 
applied with safety to grass land. ,The Romans .. 
therefore not only understood the importance of 

vorganic matter in crop production but had gone 
a long way towards mastering the principle that, 
to obtain the best results, it is necessary to arrange 
for the decay of farmyard manure before it is 
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applied to arable land. It is interesting to turn 
from the writings of the' ancients to, the account 
of the symposium on 'Soil organic matter and 
green:'manuring', ,a.rra~ged by the American 
Society' of Agronomy at: Washington' D.C. on 
22 November I928, the main results of which 
appeare~, in}he,.Journal o/.tM American ~ociety 
oj Agronomy .of;,.OctoberI929. ,Without excep
tion, the investigators 'who took, part in this 
conf~ence laid., the, greatest ,emphasis on the 
.llnportance'. of ,keeping up; the. supply of organic 
matter"in the soil, and, on discovering the most 
effective and the most economical method of doing , 
this under·the~'various con:ditions, as regards 
moisture, which the 'soils' of the United States 
present .. , , ' •. 
'~' During the' 2,000 years which' have, elapsed 
sinceVarro wrote'in 40 B.C •. ' and the American 
JIlvestigators ;~et iri 1928, thet;e has occurred only 
ope brief .period du$g which the role of organic 
matter 'was ,to some extent forgotten. This took 
place',: after Liebig's "Chemistry in its Application 
to AgricultUre. and Physiology;, first appe~ed in 
'1840 • ' • Liebig ,emphasized. the 'fact that plants 
,derive'theircarbon from the ~.bt)n.(ruoxide of the 
atmosphere an~~ed~w··tha.r,·il1 ord~r 
·that a' soil may remai&~~ile;-alI ~hat is necessary 
is to return to it'~'in the' rIll of manure, the mineral 
fconstifuents'a.ridthe rio ,ogen that have been taken 
'awaY,inthecrop?The.~coveij. ~.f the true origin 
'~f the' carbon:lo~'p1ants:rio(tinnaturany s~ggested 
,that the orgamcmatter in the sOil was o~ little.con
:sequence.. ,Nitrogen and minerals only remamed, 
the 'latter behig, found in the plant ashes. When 
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therefore analys~!iJ>f t1;Lecrops~had'been ,~a.de, it 
would .be.possibl~JQ',drawup t~bl~,shoW,irig the 
farmer what' h~:~~~ta,4.din .the·,;~ay_;of :J;litrogeu, 
and minefaIsin~y',particu1ar case".:These views 
and the .. contrO'yerpi~>,tq ·which:.,they gave tise~ 
combined ·with ,'th~. ,results of· the , Rothamsted 
experiments '(started by Lawes and Gilbert, in 
1843) led to the' adoption 'of" artificial, manures' 
by many of.' ;the fa~ers of Europe: ~ The 
Rothamsted experiments undoubtedly proved that 

'if the proper quantities 'of. combined nitrogen', 
phosphates and potash are agded'to the soil, 
satisfactory crops for niany years can be obtained 
without the add~tion of organic matter' beyond 
that afforded by the 1.'oots .of: the ,.,crops grown. 
Further, the results oj 'hundreds oLtriaIs, in the 
course of ,ordinarY farming pra~tice, conijrmed. 
the fact that the judicious addition of nitrogenous 
artificial fertilizers "can, in the, great . majority of 
cases, be relied on' to' increase the yield. It was 
only natural that results of this kind, ,combined 
with the important fact that theapplic~tion of 
artific~als often: .I>~ys,:in 'praCtice,proQ.uced ,a 
marked ~ffect pn,::~urr.en~ .. opini~n: and 'also o~ 
teaching., For.;' D;e;u:ly' '~, c~ntury,a,fter,Liebig's 
ideas first appe~ed,·,th~majorityof agticultura.! 

",chemists held thc~t al! ~that~atte;red ,in optaining' 
maxirp.um yieids: ,was: the addition, of so many 
pounds of nitrogen, phosphorus ~dpo~assium 
to :the ,acre .. ,B~yoIld, ,!this .. the. ,pnly.other".,faGtor 
of importancewas,the;.liming, ·of~cid soils .. The ' 
great develoiml-ent of the~cial manure industry 
followed as a,matter of course. 

The place of org~~ mat~er in the soil economy ., 
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was forgotten. The old methods of maintaining 
soil fertility naturally fell into the background. 

For a time all seemed to go well. It is only in 
comparatively recent years that experiment station 
workers have begun to understand the part played 
in crop production by the micro-organisms of the ' 
soil and to realize that the supply Of artificials is 
not the whole story. Something more is needed. 
The need for the maintenance of the supply 
of organic matter soon became apparent. The 
view now beginning to· be held is that, only after 
the supply of organic matter has been adequately 
provided for, will the full benefit of artificials 
be. realized. There appears to be' a great field 
for future experiment in the judicious use of 
artificials to land already in a fair state of fertility. 

In all this however there was one important 
exception. In the Orient, the artificial manure 
phase had practically no influence on indigenous 
practice and passed unheeded. The'Liebig tradi
tion failed .to influence the farmers of forty cen
turies. No demand for these products of the 
west exists in China. At the present day it 
would be difficult to purchase such a substance as 
sulphate of ammonia in the bazaars of rural India. 

SOIL HUMUS, ITS ORIGIN AND NATURE 

, 'What is t~e origin and nature of the organic 
matter or soil,' humus' and what part dQes 
it play' in soil fertility?, These matters fonp. the 
subject of the present chapter.' 

~. In the presentation which follows, . the fullest use has been made 
of (1) one of the papers of Wakeman (Paper No. ,176 of the Journal 
Series, New Jersey Agricul~ural ExperiJnent Station, Department of 
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\. The organic matter found. in the soil consists 
of two very different classes of material: (I) the 
constituents of plants and animals which have been 
introduced into the soil and are undergoing 
decomposition ; various unstable intermediate 
products which have been formed under certain 
environmental conditions; substances like ligni
fied cellulose which' are more resistant to decom
position and which may p«:rsist in the soil for some 
time; and (2) a number of, valuable materials 
which have been synthesized by the numerous 
groups of micro-organisms which form the soil 
population. The soil organic matter is thus a 

.r heterogeneous mass of substances which is con
stantly undergoing changes in composition. When 
its composition reaches a certain, stage of equili
brium, it becomes more or less homogeneous and 
is then incorporated into the -soil as 'humus'. 
This definition of soil organic matter, which is due 
to Waksman, ' is of great importance. Soil organic 

_/ matter or 'humus' is not merely the residue 
left when vegetable and animal residues decay. 
,It contains in addition the valuable materials 
synthesized and left behind by the fungi and 
bacteria of the so~ population. Moreover it is a 
product of the general soil conditions which obtain 
in any particular locality, and therefore varies in 
composition and character from one soil type to' 
another. It is not the same all over the world. 

Soil Chemistry and Bacteriol~gy. afterwards published in Soil SciatlCl, 
22, 1926, p. 123) and (2) of the symposium on soil organic matter and 
green-manuring which appealed in the issue 01 the jOUl'fltU of 'h. 
Americatl Society of Agronomy of October 1929. These important 
contributions to the subject have made it easy briefly to sketch the 
necessary scientific background fol' the presentation of the Indore 
process. 
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The soil humus for example of the black cotton 
soils of India is not identical with that of the 
alluvium of the Indo-Gangetic plain. 

f' The various steps in the formation of soil organic 
Imatter are somewhat as follows. When the fresh 
!remains of plants or animals are added to the soil, 
a portion of this organic matter is at once attacked 
by a large number of the micro-organisms present . 
• Rapid and intense decomposition ensues. The 
nature of these organisms depends on the soil 
conditions (mechanical and chemical composition 
and physical condition) and on the soil environ
ment (moisture content, reaction and aeration, and 
'the presence of available minerals). The decompo
sition processes can best be followed by measuring 
one of the end-products of the reaction-carbon 
dioxide. The rate of evolution of this gas depends 
on the nature of the organic matter, on the organisms 
which take part hi the process and on the soil 
:environmental conditions. As soon as the readily 
decomposable constituents of the plant and animal 
remains (sugars, starches, pectins, celluloses, pro
teins, amino-acids) have disappeared, the speed of 
decomposition diminishes and a condition of 
equilibrium tends to become established. At this 
stage only those constituents of the original organic 
matter, such as the lignins which are acted upon 
slowly, are left. These and' the substances 
synthesized by the micro-organisms together form 
the soil humus and then undergo only ::t slow 
transformation during which a moderate but 
constant' stream of carbon dioxide is liberated. 
At the same time the nitrogen of this soil humus is 
similarly converted into, ammonia which. under ,., 
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favourable conditions, is then transformed into 
nitrate. It will be clear therefore that the soil 
organic matter or humus is a manufactured product 
and . that its composition is not everywhere ,the 
same,but will vary with the soil conditions undel 
which it is produced. Like all manufactured 
articles, it must- be properly made if it· is to be 
really effective. Too much attention therefore 
cannot be paid to its preparation. 

After the production of humus and its incorpora
tion into the soil mass, the next step is its 
utilization by the crop. This can only take place 
when this organic matter is decomposed by the 
micro-organisms of the soil. This process is very 
slow, as can be seen by placing a quantity of soil 
under favourable environmental conditions and 
measuring the rate of decomposition, either by the 
evolution of carbon dioxide or by the accumulation 
of ammonia and nitrate nitrogen. Since the ratio 
between the carbon and nitrogen content of the 
humus in normal cultivated soils is more or less 
constant, approaching 10: I, the evolution of 
carbon dioxide will be accompanied by the 

-liberation of available nitrogen. This oxidation 
of the carbon and of the nitrogen is comparatively 
very slow, as only slow-growing groups of micro
organisms are capable of attacking it. These 

, organisms are aerobic and moreover can only work 
effectively when the general soil reaction is favour
able. Their activities are therefore hastened in 
non-acid peat soils by draining, in acid peat soils 
by draining and liming, and in acid soils by liming. 

It will be clear that the utilization of vegetable 
and animal wastes in crop production involves two 
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definite steps: (1) the fermatien ef humus and its 
incerperatien into. the seil and (2) thp. slew 
oxidatien ef this preduct accempanied by the 

.preductien of available nitregen. Beth ef these 
stages are breught abeut by micro-erganisms fer 
which suitableenvirenmental cenditiens. are 
essential. The requirements ef the first phase
the preparatien ef humus and its incerporatien 
into. the seil mass--are so. intense that if the precess 
takes place in the seil itself, it is certain to. interfere 
with the develepment ef the crep. The needs ef 
the secend phase-the utilizatien ef humus-are 
much less intense and can preceed in the seil 
witheut harm to. the gre\\ing plant. Frem the 
peint ,ef view ef crep preductien therefere, it will 
be a distinct advantage to. separate these two. 
stages and to. prepare the humus eutside. the field. 
In this matter the Chinese have anticipated the 
teachings ef western science. The culti vaters ef 

, the Orient were the first to. grasp and act upon the 
master idea that the grewth ef a crep invelves two. 
separate precesses, the preparatien ef feed materials 
frem.vegetable and animal wastes which must.be 
dene outside the field,· and the actual grewing ef 
the crep. Only in this way can the seil be pro
tected frem everwerk. 

THE FORMATION OF HUMUS AS A RESULT OF THE 

SYNTHESIZING ACTIVITIES OF MICRO-ORGANISMS 

Altheugh the impertant part. played by micre
erganisms in the fermatien ef seil humus has only 
very recently been fully understeed, nevertheless 
the elder literature containsanumb~r ef useful 
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contributions to the subject. Most of these early 
papers app~ared towards the end of the last 
century; many of them related to other branches 
of knowledge and were not written from tlfe point 
of view of agriculture. They have been summed 
up by \Vaksman, from whose paper the following 
account has been prepared. Post-Ramann and 
Muller considered that the 'humus' bodies 
obtained from soil often consist of the chitinous 
remains of insects and animal excreta. Wettstein 
and Winterstein showed that chitin is character
istic of various fungi and not of bacteria. Schmook 
advanced the view that the protein nitrogen in the 
soil was mostly present in .the bodies of bacteria 
and protozoa. Trussov showed that the proto
plasm of fungi is a source of humus in the soil. 
Schr('iner and Storey suggested that various 
chalacteristic constituents of the soil are probably 
synthesized by micro-organisms. 

The earlier work on this subject has been 
considerably developed, first by Falck and more 
recently by Waksman. Falck showed that organic 
matter in forest soils can be transfonned into 
different types of humus in at least three ways: . 
(1) The yearly additions of raw organic matter are. 
completely decomposed by fungi (microcriny} 
accompanied by the synthesis of fungus protoplasm, 
which serves as an excellent fertilizer for the 
forest trees. In this process the celluloses are 
decomposed completely, whereas the'lignins are 
more resistant. (2) The decomposition of the 
organic matter is begun by fungi and then carried 
011 by lower invertebrates and bacteria (anthra
criny). The fungus mycelium as well as the 
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original organic matter are devoured by various 
larvre producing a dark • pumus' mass which, in 
. the presence of bases. is oxidized by bacteria with 
the ultimate liberation of carbon dioxide and the 
formation of nitrate. (3) The formation of peat 
(anthrogeny) , which Falck explains as resultinrs from 
the absence of an abundant fungus dev('lopment. 
'iVaksman carried the subject still further :im! 
called attention to the similarity betw('f'D thr' 
carbon-nitrogen ratio of the soil organic matter 
'and that of the protoplasm of the soil fungi a.nd 
other micro-organisms, and suggesteu that these 
probably make up a large part of the soil I humus'. 
He further pointed out that when cellulose is 
added to the soil. it decomposes only in proportion 
to the available combined nitrogen present. This 
is because the decomposition is brought about by 
fungi and bacteria. both of which require combined 
nitrogen. The ratio between the amount of 
cellulose decomposed and the nitrogen required is 
about 30: I. so that, for every thirty parts of 
cellulose decomposed by the fungi and bacteria,one 
part of inorganic nitrogen (ammonium salt or 

\ nitrate) will be built up into microbial protoplasm. 
In the presence of sufficient combined nitrogen and 
under aerobic conditions. the decomposition of 
cellulose is very rapid. The same is true of 
vegetable wastes like straw. maize stalks, wood 
products and other materials rich in celluloses, 
pentosans and lower carbohydrates but poor in 
nitrogen. These facts explain the injurious effects 
on crop growth which follow the addition of straw 
and green-manure to the soil. The decomposition 
of these materials removes large quantities of 
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.... cornbillcd nitrogen from the soil solution. This 
nitrogen is then temporarily stored in the form of 
microbial protoplasm, when for a time it is placed 
beyond the reach of the growing crop. 

Since Waksman's paper appeared in 1926, an 
important contribution to this subject has 
recently been made by Phillips, Weite and Smith; 
The results of these investigators.(which agree with 
our experience at Indore) has removed the impres
sion that lignin is compantively resistant to the 
action of mic.ro-organisms. Under suitable con
ditions, soil organisms are capable of decomposing 
lignin as found in lignified plant materials (corn
stalks, oat hulls, com cobs and wheat straw), the 
rate of decomposition being as great as that of 
cellulose and pentosans. 

THE ROLE OF HUMUS IN TH~ SOIL 

From the immediately practical point of view, 
the actual role of humus in the soil is of even 
greater interest than its formation, nature and 
decomposition. This material influences soil 
fertility in the following ways:-

I. The physical properties of humus exert a 
favourable influence on the tiltn.· moisture
retaining capacity and temperature of the soil 
as well as on the nature of the soil solution. 

2. The chemical properties of humus enable it to 
combine with the soil bases, and to interact with 
various salts. It thereby influences the general 
soil reaction, either acting directly as a weak 
organic acid or by combining with bases liberating 
the more highly dissociating organic acids. 
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, . 3. The biological properties of humus offer not 
?,nly a habitat but also a sO'J.rceof energy, nitrogen 
~d. minerals for v~ious micro-organisms. 
;: .. These properties-physical, chemical and 
biological--<:onfer upon humus a 'place apart in 
the general work of the soil including crop 
production. It is not too much to Say that this 
material provides, the very basis of successful soil 
management and of agricultural practice. 

THE WASHINGTON SYMPOSIUM ON SOIL ORGANIC 

MATTER 

:Once the .origin and nature of the soil organic 
matter is understood and the importance of this 
material in soil fertility is appreciated, the next 
step is to consider how best to make use of this 
information and to weld it into farming practice. 
Witli this object in view a symposium on soil 
organic matter and green-manuring 'was arranged 
at Washington D.C. on 22 November 1928, 
when the following papers were read and dis-
cussed:- . 

'I. • The Relation of Soil Type to Organic Matter.' 
s:.. f. Marbut. 

2." Organic Matter, Problems in Humid Soils.' 
T. Lyttleton Lyon. 

3: • Organic Matter· Problems Under Dry-Farm
ing CoilClitions.' J. C. Russel. 

4. i Organic +'tlatter, Problems in Irrigated Soils.' 
P. S. Burgess. 

5. • Chemical. and Microbiological Principles 
Underlying the Use, of Green-Manures:' 
S. A. Waksman (by title only). 
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, Influence of Organic Manures on the Chemical 

and Biological Properties of Arid Soils.' 
J. E. Greaves. 

6. {Green-Manuring and Its Application to 
Agricultural Practices.' A. J. Pi~ters and 
Roland McKee. 

In dealing with the question of organic matter 
in humid soils, ~yon' first presented a criti~ 
survey of the liter~tllre dealing with the losses of 
nitrogen in soils and concluded that:-

1. The loss of gaseous nitrogen may, unde, 
some conditions, cause a greater removal of 
nitrogen from a soil than occurs through absorp-
tion by crop plants. ' 

2. The conditions which favour a large loss of 
this kind are:' (a) tillage or stirring the soil in any 
way, (b) absence of plant growth, (c),high'nitrogen; 
content of a soil, (d) application of largequanti-: 
ties of nitrogenous, manures, and (e) possibly the; 
application of lime to some sc;>ilS~ " 

3. The loss of gaseous nitr,~gen does not take 
into account the amount fixed by soil organisms 
and therefore, the calculated losses are less than 
actually occurred. 

1'hese losses of gaseous nitrogen from the soil 
may arise in five possible ways:-

I. There may be an escape of 'part of the> 
ammonia during the process of ammonification: 

2. There may be a reduction of nitrates to form 
nitrogen as a result of alternating oxidation and 
reduction. . . C 

3. There may be a loss of gaseous nitrogen in 
the oxidation of ammonia to nitrous acid since' 
nitrogen is possibly an intermediate product in 
this process. 
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4· A loss of nitrogen may result from the inter
action of nitrous ,acid with, the NH. group of the 
atnino-acids. ' ' 

5. A loss of gaseous nitrogen may occur as a 
result ot the decomposition of ammonium nitrite 
in 'the process, of nitrification. ' 

,In connexion with these losses of nitrogen it 
was pointed, out in the discussion that the follow

, ing two facts must be qonsidered: (I) The ratio of 
~ carbon to nitrogen in the soils of the humid regions 
'tendsto~maintain itself in the region of 10: I. 

If the organic 'residues left in' the soil or applied 
: to it, afterwards' have a' higher carbon-nitrogen 
ratio than 10: '1, an adjustment is soon effected. 

tthe extra. carbon disappearing futo the atmosphere 
as carbon dioxide. If, thecarbop.-nitrogen ratio 
is'leSs than 10: I, there is likely to be a loss of 
nitrogen before the ratio is adjusted. (2) The 

c, nitrpgen content of any given soil tends to come 
to an equilibrium at, a point which depends upon 
the nature 'of the soil. the effective climate and the 
cropping system~ , When. therefore. the nitrogen 
supply is increased·in any way. the excess is soon 

'. dissipated when the soil comes under cultivation. 
The ,infortnation placed .before the meeting by 

'Russel' (Nebraska) on the' role of 'organic matter 
under dry-farming conditions was most instruc

. tive, and throws a flood of light on the consequences 
which are ceitai.Ji to follow the continuous crop
pmg of vir~ land without manUre. A rapid 
and continuous fall in the~totaI organic matter 
content, accompanied by -loss .-o~ nitrogen, occurs 
together with a corresponding falling off in crop
ping,' power. Side by ,side, the water-holding 
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capacity of these soils decreases, while the 
structure and tilth exhibit marked degeneration. 
All this haS naturally led.to attempts being made 
to restore the ()riginal content. of organic matter. 
The results .. obtained, however, . have. been most 
disappointing, for the.reason that'mostof ·these 
efforts have'· been 'directed . towards the direct 
incorporation of green-map.ures and raw organic 
matter like straw into the soil under conditions 
·of low rainfall. In many cases more harm than 
good has resulted. . Russel . conCludes. that the 
problem of the restoration.· "0/' organic matter 
under dry-land conditions is extremely· compli
cated and difficult and leans to ~he vjew. that ,the 
solution of the problem might afterallb~ found 
in the direction of nitrogenous fertiliz~~ . Experi-, 
ence at Indore, however, suggests that all these 
difficulties could at once be :avoided if the avail· 
able supplies of green-manure, straw and other 
taw organic matter could first be composted 
outside the field before being applied to the land. 
The American farmers are obviously trying to 
overwork the soil ·and. Mother. .Earth Jlaturally 
objects. ., .;. '" . . . 

The application.: of- organic, matter to the soil 
is followed. by a. nUmber ofimporlant. in~~ct, 
results. These, were, dealt with by Grea.ves in a:. 
most interesting: communication, in which the. 
results obtained· over a number of years on two 
different types· of Utah soils were discu~d .. 
The first (Ne~hi) was typical dry-farm soil. ,the
second was under irrigation . (Greenville). In 
both the results were similar~ The application 
of organic matter increased the' ammonifying; 
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;i:titrifying, and nitrogen fixing processes of the soil, 
;-1he, gains, iIi nitrogen, ,due to .non-symbiotic 
:mtrogen.1ix~rs, occu:rring under gree~house 'co.~~ 
,ditions" var~ed from .. o to 304Jb. ,per acre ~oot 9f 
:~il. 'T.he.gJeatest,gains'o,?chrfed,whql.legum~s.'\ 
:\vei-e' used,: in the ·manure; .. The' gain ,occurririg 
',in the,,:soil.u~der .field conditions" ~d' att~ibuted 
to 'non -;syn?biotic, nitrogen fixation, was 44 lb." 
'per acre annually: Approx.imately 3,000 lb. of 
':app1i~ QrFic material were decomposed, every:' 
year. '" 

"', 'The last paper of the symposium dealt with the. 
'practic~ of green-manuring throughout the United 
: States, wjth the v3.rjQUS crops whkh are turned 
: under, ,and.with the great need for'further exact 
~expe~en\p.tion on' this question. .Pieters aI}d 
~:McKee state: t In reviewing 'the experImental 
.,work that has been done With green-manures in ' 
the United States 'and the practices that . are now 
followed' it is evident that much work remains 
,to be done ,liefore many questions can be settled 
or answered. ' Some of these faU clearly in the 
~el.~ ofche~istry, others in physiology, ~d still ) 
~~~rs in bacteriology or other s"pe~iali~ed ~elds ~f 
b~orogy: r' Some, however, are stn.~tly, aaronomlc 

'problems Of" ·~o.' directly involved with- crop 
.productionthat'their solution can perhaps be$t 
..l)~ undert~e.n. by th~ agronomist or carried on; 
,~~h his active co":operation. ~t takes but a hasty 
survey to· indicate the wide scope this work must 
,'cover w:order to answer the" specific' que~~ions for 
,tIre many soil types, yarious climatic conditions, 
and 'for, each of the large ,number of a~ronomic 
~a horticultural crops Klvolved.! In no case is , 
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there any reference in this paper to the growing of 
green-manures for the express purpose of providing 
material for composting, possibly because the need' 
for this material has not yet been fully realized 
,and because' of 'the· labour' involved. Green
manuring 'in: the' United' States, 'as in India and 
other parts' 'of the world', is stilr in;' the empirical' 

'stage. Green crops are grown merely to provide, 
• a supply of organic' matter for ·'turning into the 

soil. ' What happen~afterw3.fds is a ,'matter of 
chance. If ,the results are favourable, so much" 
the better;' if anything untoward occurs, one 
must hope for better things next time. That such' 
an uncertain practice persists at all iIi. the United· 
States and that it appears'to be spreading can only 
be explained by, the great' need of these depleted' 

, soils for fresh supplies of organic matter. 
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THit SOURCES OF ORGANIC':MATTER 
, ." 

'A" 'NUMBERof sourcesof~soi1 organic matter 
• exist, namely: (r), the -roots of ,crops left 

-behind 'at harvest"includlng, the weeds, turned 
':un!Ie~' in the j~oUrs~ of cultiv.~tio~; (2)' the algre 
met .with in large 'quantities iIi rice fields, on the 

, ~urface '~f the ~oils of tropical, countries during 
the rainy season and, to some ~tent in all soils; 

"b) , green-IIlaIlllre ; (4) farmYard, manure; (5) 
,artificialfarmyard.p1anure. jn.addition to these 
supplies, certain by-products, of ,industries, 'such 
as oU-cakes, and, wool-waste,,:artf also employed 
as sources of ,organic matter. 'These, however, 
are'small in total amountahd need not be con-
sidered. " Except: iri China and Japan and'to a 
~limited extent in India~ little or no 1lse, is made 
of night soil in crop pr!l~tidion. ' ' , . 

'THE ,ROOT-:SYSTEMS O~ -CROPS ' 

" It is not always realized that about half of every, : 
'crop---the root-system-remains in the ground 
,at harvest time and thus provides a~tomatic~y 
,3, 'continuous return of organic platter ,tothe soil.' 
The weeds and" their roots 'ti1qied::in .during , the 
'ordinaty cou:i-se of cultivation . ~dd: to t~ ,supply. 
'When these residues, suppleinented.by th~·.fixat~on 
of, :ciitrogen.,fro~:~!:\~' atmosphere; ,are accompanied 
bY.. ' skilful" soiL management,'''' crop production ' 

"r 
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can be maintained .. ata moderate, level without 
oJ) the addition of ani,ma.Il1i~e,whatso~yer~ ;.A good,,· 
. ex.ample of· such. ,a:"sy~t~ ',of,:,iarming. ,without, , 

manure is to be found;on~the ailuvW.soilsof the. 
United I Provinces, ·where the< field· records of ten'" 
centuries prove that' th~ . land : pd>duces' fair· crops 

../year after yearwithotttlany falling off in 'fertility,' 
A· perfect balance I has 'been reached between the 
manurial 'requjx.:emeiIts of "the crop~ harvested 
and the 'naturaf'processes which' ,. recuperate 
fertility. . A simp-aX ~ althoUgh not so striking a 
result, is a:fford~d by the permanent wheat, plot 
at Rothamsted" wh,ere : this crop has been grown 
every year on the same land without· manure 

.J since 1844, This plot,: which has 'been without 
manure of any, kind, since 1839i' showed a slow' 
decline in producti9n for the first .. eighteen years 
after which the yield has been ,practically con~ 
stant. Systems of soil management such as these 
provide, as it'were,-thebase line'for'the would-be 
improver. Nothing exists' in, the world's agri
culfure below·this leve~. At the worst,therefore, 
the organic matter 'of a soil,con,stantly cropped 
without manure, does not disappear altogether. 

v./ The wheel of life'slows down. .It does not stop .. , 
, " 

SOIL ALGE 

One source' oJ' readily ,decompo~able organic 
J matter, which is av~ilable,:in India just at ,the 

moment when •• the:cold season crops need it" 
is to be found in the shape of a thick algaL film 
on the surface of cultivated soils during the second 
half of the rains .. · This film has also been observed 
in Africa, Ceylon, and J ~va, and is probably 
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; universal. during the rainy season in all parts ,of 
:;~he tropIcs. As is well known, ,there are two 
. periods in India. when the crop is in greatest need 
.of combined, nitrogen: (I) at the break of the 
monsoon in June and July. and (2) when the cold 
season crops· are, sown in October after the rains . 
. These latter are planted at a time when the avail
able nitrogen in the surface soil is likely to be in 
great defect. Th~ land has been exposed to 
heavy rain for long periods; the surface soil 
is often waterlogged. Nitrates'linder such' con
'ditions 'are easily lost by leaching and also by 
de-nitrification. The conditions are therefore 
'altogether unfavourable for any approach towards 
,an ample supply of nitrate when sowing time 
.comes 'round in early October. How do the 
cold weather crops obtain a sufficient supply of 
this essential food, material? It is more than 
probable that the, deficiency is made up for. in 
part at'least, by,therapid decay of the algal film 
'{which, also appears to be one of the factors 
in nitrogen fixation) during the last cultivations. 
preceding the sowing of the cold weather crop 
in October. 'It is ,possible that some changes 
may have to be made in soil management 
with a view to stimulating the growth of this 
a.lgal film. One of the beneficial effects of 
growing a green-manure crop like sann hemp 
for composting, during the early rains, may prove 
to be due to the favourable e:qvironment provided 
for .the rapid establishment 'of the algal :film. 
On monsoon fallow land it will probably, be found 
best to suspend surface cultivation during the 
second half of, the rains ,when the film is 
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most active. There is already among the culti~ 

J" vators of India a tendency t6 stop stirring the 
~urface, from the ·middle to the end of the rains, 
even when this involves the growth of ·weeds. 
This coincides with the period when the algal 

v 'film is most noticeable. The indigenous practices 
may therefore prove to be based on sound scienti
fic principles. Here are ready to hand several 
interesting subjects which urgently call for study 
under actual tropical conditions. When this, 
is undertaken, the investigation should include: 
(I) the conditions most favourable for the establish
ment of the algal film; (2) the part played by 
algre and associated bacteria in nItrogen fixation; 
(3) the .role of algre in banking easily destroyed 
combined nitrogen during the rains; and (4) the. 
supply of easily decomposable and easily nitri
fiable organic matter for the use of the cold 
weather crops. In the rice fields of the tropics, 

../' the algal carpet is even more evident than on 
ordinary cultivated' soils. The total weight of 
organic matter added every year to each acre of 
rice land in the shape of algal remains must 
be considerable and must serve as a useful addi
tion to the store of organic matter. Apart from 
the fixation of nitrogen from the air, it may help 
to explain why such heavy crops of paddy can 
be obtained in India, year after year 011 the same 
land, without manure. 

GREEN-MANURES 

Since the investigations of Schulz-Lupitz first 
showed how open sandy soils in Germany can be 
rapidly improved in texture by the incolporation 
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of green-manures, the future possibilities of this 
method of enriching the land .became apparent 
.to the investigators of the Occident. After the 
. role of the nodules (found on the roots of legumin-
ous plants) in the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen 
was proved, the problems of green-manuring have 
naturally centred round the utilization of the 
leguminous crop in adding to the store of organic 
matter and combined nitrogen in the soil. At 
the end of the last century it seemed so easy, 
by merely turning in a leguminous crop, to settle 

. at one stroke and in a very economical fashion 
the great problem of maintaining soil fertility. 
At the expenditure of a very little trouble, the 
soil might be made to manure itself. A supply 
of combined nitrogen, as well as a fair quantity 
of organic matter, might be provided without any 
serious interference with ordinary cropping. 
These expectations have led to innumerable green/
manuring experiments all over the world with 
practically every species of leguminous crop. 
The results however have left much to be desired. 
In a few cases, particularly 011 open soils and where 
the rainfall, after the ploughing in of the green 
crop, is well distributed, the results have been 
satisfactory. On rice lands, where abundance 
of water ensures the maintenance of swamp 
conditions; somewhat similar results p.ave been 
obtained .. In the vast majority of cases, however, 
green-manuring has been disappointing. As a 
general method of soil improvement, the game 
is hardly worth the candle. Oli the monsoon 
fed areas of India the rainfall is often sO uncertain, 
after the green crop is ploughed in, that for long 
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periods decay is arrested. Sowing time arrives 
--at a stage whe~ the soil contains a mass of half
rotted material, with insufficient combined nitro
gen and moisture for the growth of a crop. Failure 
results. The crops raised after green-manure 
are worse than those obtained on similar land 
left fallow ... For this reason green-manuring. has 
)lot been taken up by the people in India, in spite 

,.' of the experiments and propaganda of the Agri
cultural Department. 

I t soon became evident, during the early years 
of the present century in India, that no matter 
what the rainfall and the soil conditions may be, 
a definite time factor is in operation in green
manuring. A period of not less than eight weeks 

. ' must elapse, between the ploughing in of the green 
crop and the planting of the next, if satisfactory 
results are to be obtained. Thi~ was well brought 
out in the green-manuring experiments on tobacco, 
carried out at Pusa between 1912 and 1915. 
Some years later, the explanation of this factor, 
as well as the general conditions necessary for 
the 'decay of a green-manure crop were furnished 
by the work done at the New Jersey experiment 
station by Waksman and his co-workers. The 
decay and incorporation of green-manure in the 
soil has been shown to be a very complex process, 
depending on: (I) the chemical composition of 
the plants 'which make up the green-manure, 
which in tum largely depends on the age of the crop 
when ploughed in; (2) the nature of the decom
position of the various groups of organic complexes 
in the plant by the different types of soil organ
isms, which in turn is influenced by such factors as 
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moisture, aeration, and the supply of ;J\'1ihl,jP 

nitrogen and phosphates needed by these r)r:;':11' 

is~s, and (3) the metabolism of the mien> 
organisms taking part in the decay of the gn'CJ: 
crop. 

The process of incorporation takes place un 
the following lines. vVlwn the grecn-manure 
crop is ploughed in, the first stages of decay 
are brought about by iungi, which require 
for their activities ample supplies of air, 
moisture and combined nitrogen, as well 
as the soluble and easily decomposable carbo
hydrates supplied by the green crop. If the supply 
of nitrogen provided by the gree'n-manurp i" 
insufficient, the stores of soluhle nitrate'S in t hr~ 
soil solution are utilized by the fungi. Dc c::IY 
is rapid provided all thc:;c cssential facL >r5 ,li'. 

simultaneously arranged for. The rc"ult b that 
the whole energies of the Joil at this periud an: 
given up to the needs of the fungi oj decay, 
which synthesize large yuantities of protoplasm 
from 1he materials supplwd by the green crop 
and tIle soil solution. Vuring this phase, most 
of the nitrogen present is built up into mycelJal 
tissue, and is therefore not lmmediatelv availahle 
for the growth of crops. The next stagF' ic: tllf' 
decay of the remainder of the green-mannr<', 

~ including the mycelial ti"'-:l1P itself, hy varions 
groups of bacteria, followed by the incorporation 
of the whole mass into the soil organic r:la t ter. 
This must first be nitrified befure the sci] "ullltioll 
and the crop can obtain any bCIldiL fwm L1!~S 

form of manuring. Clearly all this takc;;> time, 
and needs abundance vi oxygen as well as a 
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continuous supply of soil moisture. . If any of 
the limiting factors-nitrogen supply, air or 
moisture-are in defect, it is obvious that the 
final stage of nitrifiableorganic matter will not 
be quickly reached. The soil will not only 
contain a mass of undigested material, but will be 

/ poor in available nitrogen and perhaps low in 
moisture as well. Seeds sown in such a soil can 
only result in a poor crop. The investigations 
of the New Jersey experiment station explain 
the importance of the time-factor in green
manuring, and incidentally show that the ordinary 
green-manuring experiments in India. cannot 
possibly succeed. The sooner they are discon
tinued the better. Nothing IS to be gained by 
attempting the hopeless task of manufacturing 
soil organic matter under conditions which cannot 
be controlled. . 

The question at once arises as to whether the 
green-manuring process can be regulated in such 
a manner that the results can be relied upon.? A 
number of attempts have been made in this 
direction in India, of which that 'carried out by 
Clarke at Shahjahanpur is the most promising. 
Green crops of sann hemp (Crotalaria juncea L.) 
have been successfully utilized for the growth of 
sugar-cane. The secret of the Shahjahanpur 
process is to pr~vide ample moisture,. by means of 
irrigation, for the first stages of the decay of the 
green-manure. The rainfall, after the hemp crop 
is ploughed in, is carefully watched. If it is less' 
than five inches during the first fortnight of 
September, the fields are irrigated. This enables 
the first phase of the decay of the green crop by 
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the soil fungi to be completed. Practically all the 
nitrogen is then in the form of easily decornposabh:: 
mycelial tissue. During the autumn, nitri.flcatioll 
is prevented by drying out the surface soil. The 
nitrogen is, as it were, kept in the bank till the 
sugar-cane is planted under irrigation in March. 
Nitrification then sets in and the available 
supplies of combined nitrogen are made use of 
by the sugar-cane. In this way crops of over 
thirty tons of cane to the acre have b('!'n 
groV'm . without the addition of anv manure 
beyond the hemp, grown on the sam~ L.nd th(; 
previous rains and treated in the manner illd.icatcd 
above. These results do not appeaL to have been 
obtained with any other crop than sugar-caw..: 
planted in March. It would be interesting to 
have figures for wheat, sown in October, i.e. 
about six weeks after the hemp was ploughed 
under. . It is probable that even with irrigation, 
this interval is insullicient for the proper incor
poration of the green crop into the hody of the 
soil organic matter and its subsequent nitrifica
tion. In this case, the Shahjahanpur met"" vi, 
valuable and interesting as it is, can only han' ~: 
limited application. 

Is it po~<;ible to uevise a mdhod ,)f gretlL
manuring, by mean;:; of the legumihou::, ell/p, 

which avoids all risks, is certain, and also makes 
the fullest use of this system? There are two 
possible ways in which the growing of a 
leguminous green-manure crop may beneiit the 
soil. These are: (r) the well-known advantages 
of such crops in the rotation in in('re~sinl; 
the nitrogen supply and in stimulating the 
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micro-orKanis~' ill . the . :soU;~:·~~:'~i))he.;effectk· 
of. incbrp~ra~g ;t}}e'green',crop.jnW t~e:~~<?re ?! 
soil orgaruc matter .. ,Lohnis, ho-wever,·shQwed,~· 

I ... _ <I. -.. . I _ ~ ,. _' _. _ "'.' 

many green-m~w;fu.g~perim~ts,~thlegUminous 
crops,. tJJ.at the .. same J"esults were obtained ,when, 
the crop ·was removed as when,jt.,w_as ploughed 
under-a conclusion which is .in. fulL accord with 
Waksman's work.' It.·follows-from.this that the 
double advantage of ·a leguminous green-manure 
crop can only be' achieved provided full, use of the 
crop itself ~an' belound outside the field, either as 
fodder for animals, for making silage or' as material 
for the manufacture of compost. This latter method . 
has been successfully worked out at Indore, and 
will be describ.ed in the neXt chapter .. The real 
place of the leguminous crop in green-:-manuring 
seems to bt{ in provicljng material; for . ~he manu
facture of orga.ruc.~atter .~,_a._CQmpost.factory,. 
specially designedJor . .the pl,ll'pose •. '. ': - J 

The exact period· in ,~he life history of. the-green. 
crop, when it should be r~aped for composting, is 
an important matter. 4 ·If the-crop is ,cut'before 
the grand period· of: ,growth" is completed; the' 
maximum amount of -vegetable-waste -will not 
be obtained; .' On the other handa 'an early harvest 
will yield a' product rich in nitrogen and. suitable' 
for rapid decay(Appen~ C, p.<'ISI}. Late har
vesting is alsq.· attended withdisa4vantages. . If . 
reaped after fiow~g begins, .the green .. crop 
will have used up a good deal of .the rich nodule 
tissue which will .then be temporarily removed 
from t:Q.e soil and . will not bep.e1it ,the nE:Xi crop. 
Further, the older the crop, the more.unfavourable 
the carbon-nitrogen ratio becomes. . The· best 
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stage for removal will be just before fiowcring 
begins. At this point, most of the nitrates in the soil 
solution have been absorbed by the crop and have 
been banked, either in the form of an easilv 
decomposable root-system or as compost material, 
the chemical composition of which is exactly 
what is needed to improve the carbon-nitrngcn 
ratio of the other vegetable wastes of the farm. 
When the green crop is reaped at this stage the 
following advantages are obtained: (1) The 
nitrates of the soil solution are safely banked. 

I (z) The next crop deri ves the maximum benefit 
from an easily decomposable and uniformly 
distributed root~system, rich in combined nilrogen, 

I the decay and incorporation of which is well 
within the powers of the soil. (3) The store of 
vegetable waste for composting is increased in 
amount and improved in chemical composition 
by the uniform distribution of the combined 
nitrogen throughout the tissues of the green crop. 

FARMYARD MANURE 

From the beginning of agriculture, the utiliza
tion of farm wastes, rotted by means of the, urine 
and dung of animals, has been the prin,ipal 
means of replenishing suil losses. Even at the 
~resent day, in spite of the establishment of 
numerous experiment stations and the employ
ment of an army of investigators, the methods 
in vogue in the preparation and storage of this 
product leave much to be desired. Even under 
the covered-yard system, when the dune- and 
litter are l~ft under the animals until a byer 
several feet thick is prnduced, and the proclnct 
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is protected from the weat4er, as much as 
fifteen per cent' of ,the valuable nitrogen is 
lost. \Vhen the dung is carted out into a 
heap to ripen, as is the usual practice, the 
losses of nitrogen, are even greater. Russell and 
Richards, who some years ago carried out. an 
elaborate investigation on the storage of farm
yard manure i , at Rotham~ted" concluded that: 
(r) the system of lea'ving . the manure under 
the beasts till it is required for the fields, as in the 
box or covered-yard system, is 'the best whenever 
this is practicable; (z) th.e ideal method of ~torage 
is under anaervbic con~itions' at a temperature 
of 26°C.; (3) the manure heap, however wen made 
and protected, involves losses of nitrogen; and (4). 
the best hope of improvement lies in storing the \ 
manure in watertight tanks or." pits, so made 
that they can be completely closed and thereby' 
allow the attainment of perfect anaerobic con,;. 
ditions. These investigations, published in I917,' 
clearly indicate that one of the reasons for the' 
presen~ imperfeCt management of farmyard 
rn:mllre lie!'; in the fact that the conditions are 
sor!1etimes aerobic, at others anaerobic. whereas 
they sho~ld be one or the other throughout. • In 
other wonts, there is no proper management of the 
a.ir supply. Moisture is riot usually in defect, except 
in hot countries like, India where there is abundant 
air but often little ,moisture: Taking Great' 
Britain and India as extreme cases of the man-, 
agement of farmyard manure, we find one or 
other of the following conditions in operation:' 
In Great Britain, the irregular a~ supply of the' 
manure heap leads to serious 19,sses of nitrogen.' 
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.The final product is not a fine powder but a 
partially rotted material. which cannot be incor
porated into the pore-spaces of the soil until 
further decay has taken place.. The soil therefore 
has to do a good deal of work before the farmyard 
manure. applied on the surface in lumps, can be 

. uniformly distributed through and incorporated 
into the soil mass. In India. the storage of farm
yard manure leads to the loss of so much moisture. 
that often insufficient decay takes place before 
it finds its way into the soil. Losses of nitrogen 
may be prevented in this way but the work thrown 
upon'the soil is even greater than in temperate 
regions. Only in China and Japan is any real 
attempt made to' prepare the manure for the use 
of the . crop. and to relieve the soil from unneces
sary work. . What is needed throughout the world 
is a continuous system of preparing farmyard 
manure in which (r) .all losses of nitrogen are 
avoided. and, (2) the various steps from the raw 
material to the finished product follow a definite 
plan, based on the orderly breaking down of the 
materials.an<;l· the preparation of a nnished pro
duct, ready for immediate nitrification. which 
can easily be incorporated into the soil. At the 
same time. an attempt should be made to gain 
as much nitrogen as possible by fixation from the 
atmosphere. Only when all this is done will the 
preparation of farmyard manure be based on 
correct scientific principles. 

ARTIFICIAL FARMYARD MANURE 

During the laSt ten years, an additional source 
of soil organic matter has been utilized, namely, 
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artificial or synthetiC? tarmy~d~!Ui!-ui;~4<ln,.f92i.i1 
the results ofexperiments.~q.rriedQUtby Hutchin,~,. 
son and Richards at" Rothamsted ~on" the COl;lver .. · 
sion of straw . into : 'manure withouf;' the~· inter~':\ 
v~ntion. of .Iive'.':~t~c~ .•. , w. ,er~'published..Jntl\i~.; 
plOneenn~ work" ~b1ch~"\:on$litutes an important" 
milestone' 'in.'.t.h~ d~~lopni~ht: of crop'~ productiort,> 
a method .-rag, :<ll'1S~g ',by,: }V~ic~straw . could .t">EI. 
converted::'mt,? '~~pstanc«'havmgIA9.-p.y .o( the" 
propertj~~,ff ~t~ble' ti'~ur~i.~!ti·tJIe.Pf~iIia:~·el':-' 
perim~ts~~~P~.1fJ.,~! 'pr~~lIlg res~t.s 'Xere ~9tf~ed: 
w~lf;n.the stt~w~~·subJec~r.P. to,the-:'acbon' of a 
c\1lt.ure Of a!ri !i~tGb~c'cellulo§e~~~~QciP9S4ig~ga,n~' 
.is~ Spir~Jueta ~cytophaga.) ,)vh,~~t;,ac~tj~s:\ we~e. 
found' to'!'depend;,qn .. the. 'lDlUeral.suostt-nces . 

. pre~ent.in·t~e,culture :fiuid.:·'Theessenti~ factors· 
in the' product\on~f. well·rotted f~yard' ma:p,ure . 
!rom straw were found to be :1 aix;~upply ;; a suit,:" . 
able temperature~ and~3: sm~ #~t of'soluble 
combined :.nitrogen,.The, ' .. 'f~rii}entation')V'as, 
a:~J;.~bi~; tj).e breakdoW1;.~~~ the~$tra.~;~~~ ~ost 
rapid m a. neutral OD. sli,..ghtl}\ :a)kalirie ' medium .. 
in the ,'pres~n.cCf.. of ,stgIiCierif. av~ab~· nitrogen;,,' 
Urine j urea, -a.mm9.ni~ carbonate. and peptone' 
(withiIt c,erta~ \c0I?-cqrati~n~) .:"w.er~ ~aJ! .' }l~lf?~?, 
fol'~S of C2.~bmed lll:~~8eIl:.'" SulpJ1ate ,of .amIf?m~ .. ~ 
by :Itself .was .notsultable,.as tl:i.e.medlllInsoon .. 
beca~e m3.fkedly ; acid~ . Thel4!,:concep.tratio:tl '9f : 
~he. 70qt~~ecJ. ~nitrog~? a.id~~·'~as ;,fop.p;d;:to:'& 
lmpoi'faht. ... ·.W~·thlt3'\.M':aS lll. ~ceSiif:mtrogen 
was iost~1from· the;1iIa.S;~·:befQr~'''·decay ·could 
proceed :·~e. it wa~'~ def~t::3;"marked~ ten~\~ 
dency to fix''bitrog~~ was"obser'yed.·· 'fhe:publica., 
tion of this'pat3'~I"soon lea' to a~lImb,er 'of fu.rther . 
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. investigations, and to numberless attempts all 
, over the world to prepare artificial farmyard 
. manure from every kind of vegetable waste. 

The principles underlying the conversion are now 
well understood, and have recently been summed 
up by Waksman and hi:; co-workers in the Journal 
of the American Society of Agronomy (21, 1929, 
p. 533) in a paper which should be carefully 
studied by all interested in this important subject. 
The principles underlying the conversion are so 
well put by these investigators that they are best 
given in the authors"oWn words:-

'The problems involved in the study of the 
. principles underlying the decomposition of mature 
straw and other plant residues in composts, 
leading to the formation of so-called artiflcial 
manure, involve a knowledge of: (a) the composi
tion of the plant material; (b) the mechanism 
of the decomposition processes which are brought 
about by the micro-organisms; and (c) a know
ledge of the metabolism of these organisms. 

• Straw and other farm residues, which are 
commonly used for the purpose of composting. 
consist predominantly (60 per cent or more) 
of . celluloses and hemi-celluloses, which undergo 
rapid decomposition in the presence of sufficient 
nitrogen and other minerals. of lignins (IS to 20 

per cent) which are more resistant to decomposi
tion and which gradual1y accumulate, of water
soluble substances (5 to 12 per cent) which decom
pose very rapidly. of proteins which are usually 

, present in very smallamounts (1.2 to 3.0 per cent) 
but which gradually increase in concentration 
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with the advance of decomposition, and of the 
mineral portion or ash. . 

, Th~ processes of decomposition involved in the 
composting consist largely in the disappearance 
of the celluloses and herni-celluloses, which make 
up more than Boper cent of the organic matter 
which is undergoing decomposition in the process of 
formation of artificial manures. These poly
saccharides cannot be used as direct sources of 
energy by nitrogen-fixing bacteria and their 
decomposition depends entirely upon the action 
of various fungi and aerobic bacteria. In the 
process of decomposition of the celluloses and hemi
cell uloses, the micro-organisms bring about the 
synthesis of microbial cell substance .. This may 
be quite' considerable, frequently equivalent to 
a fifth or even more of the actual organic matter 
decomposed. To synthesize these large quanti
ties of organic matter, the micro-organisms 
require large quantities of available nitrogen and 
phosphorus and a favourable reaction. The nitro
gen and phosphorus are used for the building up 
of the proteins and nuc1eins in the microbial cells. 
Since there is a direct relation between the 
celluloses decomposed and the organic matter 
synthesized, it should be expected also that there 
would be a direct relation between the cellulose 
decomposed and the amount of nitrogen required. 
As a matter of fact, for every forty or fifty parts 
of cellulose and herni-cellulose decomposed, one 
unit of available nitrogen has to be added to the 
compost. . 

, As the plant residues used in the preparation 
of "artificial manure" are poor in nitrogen, 
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available inorganic nitrogen must be introduced 
for the purpose of bringing about' active decom
position. This ~pla.ms the increase in'the protein 
content of the cOhlpost a~comp~ying the gradual 
decrease of the. celluloses and hemi-celluloses. 

• In gener~. art.ifi£ial composts can be pre
pared from lant residues of any chemical com
position so I g as the nature of these residues 
and· of the p ocesses involved in their decom
position are known. By regulating the tempera
ture and moisture content and by introducing 
the required amounts of. nitrogen, phosphorus, 
potassium and calcium carbonate, the speed qf 

. decomposition arid the nature of the product 
formed can be controlled.' 

It is not possible in the space available to sum
marize all the various experiments which have been 
made in Great Britain, the United States, India 
and oth~r parts of the world on the actual con
version of vegetable residues into artificial farm
yard manure. It will be sufficient to refer to 
typical. examples of what has been done. The 
Rothamsted investigations have been continued 
and have led. to a patented process, 'known as 
Adco, by which the requisite nitrogenous and 
phosphatic food for the micro-organisms, as' well 
as a base for the neutralization of acidity, are 
added to the vegetable wastes in the form. of 
powders. Full details and numerous illustrations 
are to be found in the various Adco pamphlets. 
The object of patenting the process is not profit 
for the inventors but the raising of funds for 
further research. All users of Adco therefore 
are not only pro.vided with a useful mixture but 
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also make a small' contribution to the cost of 
fundamental research work. In India, the various 
experiments on the 'production of artificial farm
yard manure from a large number. of materials, 
such as prickly pear, fallen leaves, town refuse, 
mahua (Bassia lati/olia L.) flowers, weeds, banana 
waste, leguminous plants. such as sann hemp, 
green pea stalks and various weeds have recently 
been summed up by Fowler, whose paper (see 
Bibliography below) should be consulted for 
details. The materials employed for adding 
the necessary nitrogen and other materials for 
the micro-organisms were night-soil, cow-dung, 
cattle urine, activated sludge or' chemicals like 
sulphate of ammonia and calcium cyanamide. A 
large number of experiments are described from 
which it is clear that very useful manures, contain
ing from I to 4 per cent of nitrogen, were obtained, 
which in field trials with rice and maize gave 
results equal to or better. than any other nitrogen
ous manure in common use. Attempts were made 
in the course of this work to determine the amount 
of nitrogen fixation from the air which occurs 
during the conversion of the vegetable waste. 
It was found, when proper car.e was taken ~o 
supply the necessary organisms, that a consider
able amount of free nitrogen was actually 
absorbed. These results, which agree with others 
on the same point, are of considerable interest. 
If in the conversion of vegetable wastes into arti
ficial farmyard manure additional nitrogen can 
be gained, obviously the ideal conditions have been 
discovered. Once such principles have been 
correctly ascertained and put into practice, it 
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might then be possible to deal not only with the 
manure heap itself but also with green-manuring, 
so that actual fixation can be substituted for the 
losses of nitrogen which now occur. 

As is to be expected in such a matter as this, 
the preparation of artificial farmyard manure 
has been in actual operation centuries before 

'Hutchinson and Richards began their work at 
Rothamsted. King, in Farmers of Forty Cen
turies, describes the conversion by the Chinese 
peasants of clover (Astragalus sinicus) into manure 
by mixing the green crop with rich canal mud. 
)'0 all intents and purposes, this system closely 
resembles the Adcoprocess. Once more the 
empirical methods, discovered during centuries of 
practice; have preceded the results obtained by the 
application of pure science. Nevertheless, al
though in a sense- the Rothamsted workers have 
been anticipated, it is quite safe to say that 
but for their work, the utilization of green 
clover in China, although described in the liter
ature of the' subject, would have passed unheeded. 
It was the novelty of the Rothamsted investi
gations which has proved so useful and so . 
s.timulating. 

A critical examination of the literature on the 
_ prin~iples underlying the conversion into humus 

of the chief groups of crude organic matter
. green-manure, farmyard manure and vegetable 
-wastes-reveals one fundamental weakness, 
namely, the fragmentation, into a number of 
loosely related sections, of what is essentially 
one subject. Farmyard manure, green-manure 
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and the preparation of synthetic farmyard m~ure 
are always dealt with as if they were separate 
things and not parts of one great project. Even 
\Vaksman (whose contributions to the principles 
underlying the conversion of vegetable wastes 
into, humus .cannot fail to compel the admira
tion of all investigators),· when the time came to 
write up his work for the agronomists of the 
United States, contributed three separate papers to 
the] ournal of the A merican Society of Agronomy
one on farmyard manure, one on green-manure 
and the third on artificial farmyard manure
instead of synthesizing all, these related subjects 
into one single contx:ibution. When we come to 
the practical side of the question, a similar 
fragmentation is apparent. Green-manuring is 
always a separate process. The manure heap and 
its utilization from the time of the Romans to the 
present day, forms a special section of the work 
of the farm. The manufacture of artificial farm
yard manure is again split off as an isolated 
operation. This particularism, in the most recent 
papers, is reflected in the separate conversion 
of each kind of vegetable waste, although it follows, 
from considerations of chemical composition, that 
a mbcture of residues is much more likely to 
possess a suitable carbon-nitrogen ratio than any 
single material. As 'will be .evident from 
a study of Waksman's three papers referred 
to above, the principles underlying the decay of 
farmyard manure, of green-manure and the pre
paration of artificial farmyard manure are essenti
ally the same, namely, the synthesis of humus, 
by means of fungi and bacteria, from crude 
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vegetable matter, various nutrients, air, water and 
bases. . This humus increases the supply of soil 
organic matter and is capable of rapid nitrification. 
What is needed is the welding of all the separate 
fragments of the subject into a well ordered system. 
One process is required, not several. The agri
culturist of the futurf? must be shown how to become 
a chemical manufacturer. Further,' the method 
nnally adopted' must be so elastic that it can 
be introduced into almost any system of agri
culture. Again, it must be simple, safe and 
must yield a continuous and uniform product, 
capable of being instantly utilized by the crop. 
No waste of valuable nitrogen should occur at any 
stage. ,If possible, matters should be so arranged 
that the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen takes 
place at all stages of the process-in the compost 
factory and afterwards in the soil. . In the next 
chapter, a continuous process of making humus 
is described which fulfils the conditions just 
outlined. This includes, in a single process, 
the various fragments of the subject, such as the 
care of the manure heap, green-manuring, the 
utilization of all vegetable wastes as well as the 
urine earth from the cattle shed and the wood 
ashes from the labourers' quarters. By its means, 
the waste products of 300 acres of land are con- . 
verted every year into about I,OOO, cart-loads 
of valuable humus, of uniform chemical composi
tion and of uniform fineness. When this material 
is added to the soil there is a rapid increase in 
fertility. The practical results obtained at Indore 
prove that all that is needed to raise crop produc-, 
tion to a much higher level throughout the world 
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is the orderly utilization of the waste products 
of agriculture i~self, 
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IV 

THE MANUFACTURE OF COMPOST BY THE 
INDORE METHOD 

T HE aim of the Indore method of manufactur
ing compost is by means of a simple process to 

unite the advantages of three very different things: 
(r) the results of scientific research on the 
transformation of plant residues: (2) the agri
cultural experience of the past, " and (3) the ideal 
line of advance in the soil management of the 
future-in such a manner "that aU the by
products of agriculture can be systematically 
converted into humus. An essential feature of 
this synthesis is the avoidance of. anything in 
the nature of fragmentation of the factors. All 
available vegetable matter, including the soiled 
bedding from the cattle-shed, all unconsumed 
crop residues, fallen leaves and other forest 
wastes, farmyard manure, green-manures and 
weeds pass systematically through the compost 
factory, which also utilizes the urine earth from 
the fl~or of the cattle-shed together with the 
available supply of wood ashes from the black
smith's shop and the workmen's quarters. The 
only other materials employed are air and water. 
This manufacture is continuous right through 
the year, including the rainy season, when a 
slight modification has to be made to ensure 
sufficient aeration. The product is a finely 
divided leaf-mould, of high nitrifying power, 
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ready for immediate use. The fine state of divi
sion enables the compost to be rapidly incorporated 
and to exert its maximum influence on a very 
large area of the internal surface of the soil. 

The Indore process thus utilizes all the by-
,/ products of agriculture and produces an essential 

manure. Besides doing this any successful system 
of manufacturing compost must also fulfil the 
following conditions :-

I. The labour required must be reduced to a 
minimum. The process must fit in with the care 
of the work cattle and with the ordinary working 
of the farm . 

. 2. A suitable and also a regular carbon-nitrogen 
ratio must be produced by well mixing the vegetable 
residues before going into the compost Pits. 
Unl~ss this, is arranged for. decay is always 
retarded. The mixing of these residues. combineQ. 
with the proper breaking up of all refractory 
materials is essential for rapid and vigorous 
fermentation and for uniformity throughout the 
process . 

. 3. The process must be rapid. To achieve this 
it must be aerobic throughout. and must include 
arrangements for an adequate supply of water 
and for inoculation. at the right moment, with 
the proper. fungi and bacteria. The general 
reaction of the mass must be maintained. within 
.the optimum range. by means of earth and wo<?d 
ashes. The maintenance of the proper relation
ship between air and water. so that no delay 

. takes place in the manufacture. proved to be the 
greatest practical difficulty when evolving the 
process. 
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4. There should be no losses of nitrogen at any 
stage; if possible, matt~rs should be so arranged 
that fixation takes place in the compost factory 
itself and afterwards in· the ·neld .. To conserve 
the nitrogen, the manufacture must stop· as soon 
as the compost reaches the nitrification . stage, 
when it must either be :used or banked. It can 
best be used as a top dressing for: .irrigated crops; 
it can be preserved, as money is .kept in. a bank, 
by applying it to the .fields when dilution with 
the large volume of soil arrests further changes 
till the next rains. 

5. There must be no serious competition between 
the last stages of the decay of the compost and the 
work of the soil in growing a crop. This is 
accomplished by carrying the manufacture of 
humus up to the point when nitrification is about 
to begin. In this way the Chinese principle. 
of dividing the growing of a crop into two separate 
processes-ell the preparation of the food materials 
outside the field, and (2) the actual growing of 
the crop-can be introduced into general agri
cultural practice. 

6. The compost should not only add to the store 
of organic matter and provide combined nitrogen 
for the soil solution but should also stimulate 
the micro-organisms. 

7. The manufacture must be a cleanly and a 
sanitary process from the point of view both of man 
and also of his crops. The~e must be no smell 
at any stage " flies must not breed in the compost 
Pits or in the earth under the work cattle. The seeds 
of weeds, the spores of harmful fungi, the eggs of 
noxious insects must first be destroyed and then 
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utilized as raw material for more compost. All 
. this is achieved by the combination, in the com
, post pits during long periods, of high temperature 
and high humidity with adequate aeration. 

THE COMPOST FACTORY 

The compost factory at Indore adjoins the cattle
shed. This latter (Plate III) has been con
structed for forty oxen and is provided with a 
cubicle, in which a supply of powdered urine earth 

. can conveniently be stored. The Gattle stand on 
,earth. .A paved floor is undesirable as the animals 
cest better, are more comfortable and are warmer 
on an earthen floor. The earth on which the 
cattle stand absorbs the urine, and is replaced 
by new earth to a depth of six inches every three 
or four months. The compost factory (Plate IV) 
itself is a very simple arrangement. It consists of 
thirty-three pits, .each 30 ft. by I4 ft. and 2 ft. 
deep with sloping sides, arranged in three rows 
with sufficient space between the lines of pits 
for the easy passage of loaded carts. The pits 
themselves are in pairs, with a space u ft. wiJe 
between each pair. This arrangement enables carts 
to be brought up to any particular pit. Ample 
access from the compost factory to the main roads 
is also necessary, so that during the carting of the 
compost to the fields, loaded and empty carts can 
easily pass one another, and also leave room for 
the standing carts which are being filled. For 
a large faCtory it is an advantage to have water 
laid on, so that the periodical moistening of the 
compost can be done by means of a hose pipe. 
At Indore, water is pumped through a 3 in. 
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pipe into a pressed steel t~nk, 8 ft. by 8 ft. by 8 ft., 
holding 3,200 gallons, which is carried on walls, 
4 ft. above the ground, to provide the necessary 
head. This supply lasts about a' week. Water 
is led by 11 in. pipes from the' tank to eight taps, 
to which the armoured hose can be screwed. 
Each tap serves about siX pits. The. general 
arrangement will be clear from Plate IV. 
The details of cost of the installation are given 
in a footnote below .. 

For a smaller factory or for the small holder, 
such a water system is not necessary. All that 
is needed is that the compost pits should be 
arranged near a well. 

COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF THE RAw MATERIAL 

Plant Residues.-All vegetable wastes from the 
cultivated area-such as weeds, cotton and other 
stalks, green-manure, cane-trash, fallen leaves and 
so forth, and all inedible crop residues from the 
threshing floor-are carefully collected. All woody 
materials like cotton and pigeon-pea (Cajanus 
indicus Spreng.) stalks are crushed by placing on 
the farm roads to be trampled and reduced by the 
traffic to a condition resembling broken up wheat 
straw (Plate V). All green materials-such 
as weeds and green-manures-are withered for 
at least two days before' use or storage. All 

I The total cost of the water tank. including arrangements for 
'distribution. was Rs. 16so (equivalent to about ino sterling),. This 
was made up as follows: tank. Rs. 7So; pipe system. Rs. 466; 
girders for tank. Rs. 31; armoured hose. Rs. a8; railway freight. 
Rs. 88; masonry work. Rs. 148: labour. including fitting'up. Rs. 129. 

The space under the tank. which is walled in on three sides and is 
open on tt<e leeward side. is used for storing wood ashes. and for 
keeping the tubs and implements needed for the making of compost. 



CIU:SHING CO"tTo;': STAI:KS BY ROAD THAFFIC 
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PLATE VI. POWDERING URINE EARTH IN A MORTAR MILL 
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these various residues are stacked near the cattle
shed as received, layer by layer-if possible under 
cover during the· rains-so that these materials 
may become thoroughly mixed. Each layer must 
not be more than one foot thick, otherwise 
difficulties aris~ in making a suitable mixture. Care 
must also be taken to remove the stacked material 
in vertical slices so as to ensure even mixture. 
Very hard and woody materials-such as sugar
cane and millet stumps, wood shavings. saw
dust and waste paper-should be dumped separ
ately in one of the empty compost pits with a little 
earth and kept moist. After this preliminary 
treatment, these hard and resistant materi3J.s can 
be readily composted. Steeping such materials in 
water for two days; before addition to the bedding' 
under the work cattle, serves the same purpose. 

Urine Earth and Wood Ashes.-All the earth 
reinoved from the silage pits, all ~arthy sweepings 
from the threshing floors and all silt from drains are 
stored in a convenient place near the cattle-shed. 
This provides an adequate supply of suitable earth 
for absorbing the urine of the work cattle, and 
acting as a base in the making of compost. This 
earth is spread evenly on the cattle-shed ~oor to a 
depth of six inches and renewed every three or four 
months. Half the urine earth when removed from
the floor should be crushed in a mortar mill (Plate 
VI) to break up the large lumps, and should be 
stored under cover as dry powdered urine earth. 
The other half of the urine· earth should be applied 
direct to the fields as manure. All available 
wood ashes should be stored ,under COVer, as in the 
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case of the powdered urine earth. These materials 
(urine earth and- wood ashes) are as essential in 
the manufacture of compost as the plant residues 
themselves. 

Water and A ir. Both water and air are needed 
for the compost process, which therefore must be 
carried out near a well or other source of fresh 
water. 

ARRANGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF THE BEDDING 

UNDER THE WORK CATTLE' 

All the uneaten food and any damaged silage 
are thrown on the wet portions of the cattle-shed 

. floor. One and 
C:=:C:=C==:-==:;:J::.::::X:::::::J a half pals" (Fig. 

I) of stacked 
vegetable 
refuse, together 
with not more
than one-twen-

FIG. J .-A Stretcher (Pill) for removing ti e tho f t his 
bedding 

amount of hard 
resistant material (su<;h as wood shavings, sawdust 
or waste paper) from the soaking pit are spread" on 
the floor. The cattle sleep on this bedding during 
the night. In this way the bedding gets crushed 
and broken still further and also impregnated 

I All quantities in the following refer to one pair of oxen. The 
figures should be multiplied. when necessary. by the number of pairs of 
oxen kept. 

2 A pill i,; a stretcher made of a piece of gunny sheet (4 ft. by 3 it.) 
nail I'd to two bamboos each 7 ft. 6 in. long: 
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with urine. Next morning one-fourth of a taoiiri' 
(Fig. 2) of fresh dung is removed to the com~ost 

pit; the rest of the cattle 
dung being scattered on the 

~ :::3' bedding in lumps not bigger 
~ . than a small orange; or 

this excess dung can be 
FIG. 2.-A sheet-iron Bowl 

(tagari) made into cow-dung cakes' 
(kundas) for furl. Two

fifths of a tagari of dry urine earth is sprinkled 
on the used .bedding in the same manner as 
mttrum3 is spread on roads. The bEdding is 
then transferred by a spade (Fig. 3) on to the pal 

from one end to the other 
and remqved to the com
post pit. In. this way the 
raw material used for the 
compost is made perfectly 

FIG. 3.-A Spade '(phawya) homogeneous. The earthen 
used in COlIll',)st makiug 

floor of the cattle-shed 
should then be swept clean, the sweepings being 
removed on a pal to the compost pit. All wet 
patches on the floor are covered with new earth, 
after scraping out the very wet portions. In this 
way all smell in the cattle-shed is avoideJ and 
the breeding of flies in the earth underneath the 
animals is entirely prevented. Bedding for the 
,next day can then be laid as described above. 

,I A taDa,,; is a bowl made of sheet iron. capacity fivc-,evenths of a 
cubic foot. In Table IV the metal bowls are converted into pC'lIuds or 
double handfulls of the materials used. 

a Thin flat cow-dung cakes. about twelve inches iu diame\cr d;"d 
one inch thick, are used in the villages of India as fuel for the "ookmg 
of food. 

, 1I1uyum is the Hindustani name of the permeable lay"r of LIlcarpu 
basalt which underlies the black cotton soils of India. 
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. During the rams, the bedding should consist 
of three layers-a bottom "layer and a"top layer 
of dry material"specially reserved for the purpose, 
any withered ~id\les being sandwiched in 
between. On very wet days. all the urine earth 
may be added to the bedding before removal 
to the compost heap. 

The volume and weight of the various materials 
"which are moved to and fro in the sheet-iron 
bowls (taga,ies) are given in Table IV: 

, 
TABLE IV . 

VOLUME (IN DOUBLE HANDFULLS) ANI? WEIGHT 
(IN LB.) OF THE CONTENTS OF A TAGARI 

Fresh dung •• 
Powdered urine earth •• 
Wood ashes •• 
Fungus inoculant 
Bacterial inoculant • • • • 
Refractory vegetable residues. 
Mixed vegetable residues 
Impregnated bedding •• 
Sweepings from the cattle-

shed ~oor •• 

Volume in. 
double 

handfulls 
·6·5 
20·5 
IS 
5 

·6 
6 

CHARGING THE COMPOST PITS 

Weight in 
lb. 

39·5 
u·5 
20 

20 
20 

9 
9 

16·5' 

19 

A convenient" size for a compost pit is 30 ft. 
by 14 ft. and 2 ft. deep with sloping sides. The 
depth of t:pe compost pit is most important on 
account of the aeration factor. It should never 
exceed· 24 in. A . wooden tub (Fig. 4), a rake 
(Fig. 5). a bowl (taga1J) (Fig. 2), ~d a few empty 
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kerosine tins (each holding four gallons) with 
handles (Fig. 6) are all that are needed besides 

the pal (Fig. r). 
The following 
materials are placed 
alongside each com
post pit - powdered 
urine earth, two
fifths tagari.. fresh 
dung, one-quarter 
tagiiri .. fungus 
material, three

FIG. 4.-A Wooden Tub for Slurry tenths tagari, taken 
from a compost pit 

ten to fifteen days old; wood ashes, one twentieth 
tagari; water, one kerosine tin. The wood ashes 
and 'one twentieth of a tagari of urine earth are 

mixed with 
~~!=='C,:::::=====:::OP some dWlg and 
~~\1 fungus material 

in a portion of 
FIG. s.-Wooden Rake for charging pits the water to 

make a thin slurry. The pals of bedding should 
be added, as they arrive, from one edge of the pit 
by simply allowing the bamboo pole of the pal 

F'lG. 6.-Water Tin 

next the pit to fall into it 
(Plate VII). The other pole 
is then lifted so that the rest 
of the bedding drops easily 
into the pit. The material 
is then. spread by means 
of the rake in a layer, not 
exceeding two inches thick 
over the compost pit. All 
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trampling of the charged pit must be avoided as this 
interferes. with aeration. Some dry urine earth and 
then the stirre4 slurry are first sprinkled thinly 
Qn each charge Qf bedding, which shQuld appear. 
evenly wetted. The ,sQaked residues frQm the 
tub are then scattered Qn each layer Qf bedding. 
This inoculates the mass with active fungus 
thrQughQut. The polished surfaces Qf the bedding 
are also covered with an active adherent coating. 
This leads to. rapid and even crumbling. The 
volume of the slurry is made up with more dung, 
fungus starter and water' as required. The pit 
is charged with the bedding, layer by layer,until 
all, the bedding, is used up. The sweepings from 
the cattle-shed flQor; which are rich in urine, 
are sprinkled Qn the top of each day's charge' 
With a tagari, fQllowed by Qne-third Qf a, tin Qf 
fresh water. This distributes the urine evenly 
thrQughQut the daily ch¥geand also. prevents 
excess drying. AnQther watering in .the evening, 
with tWQ-thirds Qf a tin, and a third watering the 
next 'morning with one-third Qf a tin cQmpletes 
the charge. The pit Qr a suitablepQrtiQn Qf it 
shQuld be filled up to the brim in six days Qr less,' 
the remaining part being filled subsequently. 
Everything is . now ready for the development 
of an active fungus grQwth (the first stage in the 
manufacture of compQst). 'When prQperly man
aged, a vertical sectiQn of the fermenting mass 
shQuld appear quite uniform' and should not shQW 
any alternate layers,. 

I The period of c:harging must not exceed six days. whether or 
no the pit is completely tilled by then. Each six days' charge should 
be regarded as one unit in the manufacture of compost. no matter 
whether the pit is tilled completely or not. 
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As the pits are frequently full of water during 
the greater part of the rains, the compost must 
be made in heaps (Plate VIII) from the middle of 
June to :r October. The dimensions ('If the heaps 
should not exceed 7 ft. by 7 ft. at the top, 8 ft. 
by 8 ft. at the bottom and 2 ft. in height. The 
dimensions of tliese monsoon heaps (anyone of 

. which. is not necessarily completed by the amount 
of vegetable waste which can be accumulated 
in si,x days) must not be exceeded, otherwise 
aeration difficulties are certain to be encountered. 
The decomposition in heaps during the rains 
does not take place so evenly as in the pits. 

During the early rains. all the material in the 
pits must be transferred to heaps on the surface. 
This is most conveniently done at the time of 
the first, second or third tum. 

The subsequent waterings are most important, 
otherwise decay will stop. The first watering is 
done twelve- days' after charging, when 1.25 tins 
are added evenly over the whole surface. 
Further water is added at the time of the first, 
second and third turning and afterwards as needed. 
During the rains, the quantity of water as given 
above must be added at the time of charging; 
the subsequent waterings during the ra.ins may 
be reduced or completely omitted according to 
the weather. Stagnant rain-water from the pits 
should never be used. When watering is done 
by a hose pipe from a tank as at Indore, the 
amount added can easily be adjusted if the rate 
of flow is knoWn . 

• Days should be counted from the date on which the filling of th'e 
pit begins. 
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TURNING THE COMPOST 

To .ensure uniform mixture· and decay, and to. 
provide the necessary amount of water and .air, 
as well as a supply of suitable bacteria, it is neces
sary to turn the material three times. I 

Firse turn. Sixteen days after charge (Plate IX). 
Sufficient fresh water should . be -ready-about 
four tins according to the season. Three-fifths of a 
tagari of compost is taken from another pit thirty 
days old (just after the second turn) and scattered 
on the surface of the material. This is necessary 
for inoculating the mass with the proper. bacteria. 
The top layer of the compost, is then loosened 
and mixed, a portion at a time, with a rake and 
well· moistened with water. Half the heap is 
sliced with a spade a few inches breadthwise 
and vertically from top to bottom to :fill one. 
tagari at a time. Tagari after tagar; is poured 
in rows on the other undisturbed half to make 
a layer which is then sprinkled with water. This 
is repeated until 'one-half of the contents of the 
pit is doubled lengthwise over the other. The 
heap is then watered, sufficient being added at 
this first turn to prevent the wasteful use of water 
afterwards. After turning, the heap should not 
rise more than twelve inches above grc:)Und level. 
The second watering, 1.5 tins, is given tw:enty
four days after charge. At the first turn, the 
materials should be arranged on the windward 

I The only difficulty which is likely to arise in the process Is the 
establishment of anaerobic conditions between the period of charging 
and the first turn. This can be caused by overwatering or by want 
of attention to the mixing. It is at once indicated by the smell and by 
the appearance of flies attempting to breed in the mass. When this 
occurs, the heap should be tumed at once with .the addition of dung 
slurry and wood ashes. . 
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side of the pit to avoid the cooling of the mass and 
also excessive drying. During the rains, when 
heaps are made, it is not possible to double one
half of the heap over the other. The material 
should. then be completely turned and the heap 
re-made. The heaps should be made as near 
as possible to each other. 
S~ond tu't'n. One month.after charge (Plate 

IX). The water required is about .three tins. 
The material is cut vertically in two inch slices, 
and piled up with watering as before along the 
empty half of the pit. The material should .fall 
loosely. under each stroke of the spade and not 
in lumps, so as to ensure copious aeration. The 
third and fourth waterings, r.s tins each, are 
given five and six weeks after charge. 

Thi't'd tum. Two months after charge (Plate 
X). About two tins of water are necessary. 
A rectangular heap is made on the ground along
side the pit or in the field,· not more than IO ft. 
broad at the base, 9 ft. wide at the top and 3.5 ft. 
high. the material being spaded and piled with 
watering as before. The contents of several 
pits may now be placed side byside to save space, 
to economize water and to facilitate removal. 
The fifth and sixth waterings, r.25 tins each, are 
given nine and ten weeks after charge. For' 
the first time during the' process. extra labour. 
namely three men and four women for six hours, 
is required. for each pit at the third tum. As 
the heap can be made either in the factory or in 
the field. this additional labour can be debited 
to the application of the humus to the land . 

• When the heap is made in the field. an the water needed should 
be added at the time of carting. 
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-/ Three months after charge the manure is ready, 
when it should be applied to the land. If .kept 
in heaps longer than -three. months after charge, 
nitrogen is ·certain to be lost. There is no great 
harm in putting· the manure on the land after 
two months if urgently required, especially when 
the process has run for some time and everything 
is in full working order. 

TIME-TABLE OF OPERATIONS 

The complete time-table of the manufacture of 
compost, which takes ninety days, is given in 
Table V. 

TABU! V 

THE COMPLETE TIME·TABLE FOR ONE COMPOST PIT 

Day 

I 
6 

10 
IZ 

i6} 
17 
Z4 

30
} 

32 

38 
4S 
60 
67 
7S 
90 

OUTPUT 

i 

.1 Event 

Charging begins. 
Charging ends. 
Fungus grOwth established. 
First watering. 
Fit'St turnit/g. compost inoculated with bac-

teria from another pit thirty days old. 
Second watering. 
Second turning. 

Third watering. 
Fourth watering. 
Thiyd turning. 
Fifth watering. 
Sixth watering. 
Removal to field. 

Fifty cart-loads of ripe compost per pair of oxen 
per annum can be made from the plant residues 
available on any holding. The quantity can be 
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THE CHIEF FACTORS IN THE INDORE 
PROCESS 

T HE Indore process enables the Indian culti
vator to transform his mixed vegetable 

wastes into humus; in other words to become a 
chemical manufacturer.· The reactions involved 
are those which take place under aerobic condi
tions during the natural decay of organic residues 
in the soil. The object of the process is to bring 
these changes under strict control and then to 
intensify them. A knowledge of the chemical 
processes involved and of their relative importance 
is therefore 'essential in applying the process to 
other conditions. These matters form the subject 
of the present chapter. 

THE CONTINUOUS SUPPLY OF MIXED VEGETABLE 

WASTES 

1). continuous supply of mixed vegetable wastes 
throughout the, year, in a proper state of division, 
is the chief factor in the process. The ideal 
chemical composition of. these materials should 
be such that, after the bedding stage, the carbon
nitrogen ratio is in the neighbourhood of 33:I • 

The material should also· be in such a physical 
condition that the fungi and bacteria can obtain 
ready access to, and break down the tissues 

77 
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without delay. The bark, which is the natural 
protection of the celluloses and lignins against 
the inroads of fungi and bacteria, must first be 
destroyed. This is the reason why all woody 
materials-such as cotton-stalks, pigeon-pea stalks 
and sann hemp (Crotalaria juncea L.)-are laid on 
the roads and crushed by the traffic into a fine 
state of division ~efore composting. Still more 
refractory residues like the stumps of sugar-cane 
and millets, shavings, sawdust, waste paper and 
packing materials, old gunny bags and similar sub
stances, must either be steeped in water for forty
eight hours or mixed with _ moist earth' in a pit 
for a few days before passing, in small quantities 
daily, into the bedding. 

The vegetable wastes which have be~n utilized 
at Indore for the last six years are the following ;-

Residues available in large quantities: Cotton 
stalks, sann hemp-either as green plants reaped 
before the flowering stage or as dried stems of the 
crop kept for seed, pigeon-pea stalks, sugar-cane 
trash, weeds, fallen'leaves. 

Residues available in moderate quantities: Mixed 
dried grass, gram stalks, wheat straw, uneaten 
and decayed silage, millet stalks damaged by 
rain, residues of . the safflower <:rop, ground-nut 
husks, ground-nut stalks and leaves damaged by 
rain, sugar-cane and millet stumps. 

Residues available in small quantities: Waste 
paper and packing materials, shavings, sawdust, . 
worn out gunny bags, old canvas, worn out 
uniforms, old leather belting. ' 

The chemical composition of the above or of 
similar materials is given in Table VI. 
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PLATE VIn. COMPOST MANUFACTURE IN THE RAINY SEASON 
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PUTB X. (I) GENERAL VIEW OF THE COMPOST FACTORY AT INDORE. (2) THE EF.FECT OF COMPOST ON WHEAT 
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more than doubled when all the dung and urine 
earth are used, provided of course sufficient 

. vegetable refuse can be secured. Fifty to sevcnty
five tms (zoo to 300 gallons) of water, according 
to the season, are sufficient to make one cart-Iuad 
of finished compost. No extra labour js required 
other than that usually employed in the cattle
shed, namely two men and three women.' These 
are sufficient for the work connected with forty 
oxen and the preparation of 1,000 carts of compost 
per annum.' During the year 1930, when 840 

cart-loads of compost were prepared, a careful 
record of the actual time spent on compost making 
by the labour employed to look after the work 
cattle, was made. It was found that one half of 
the time of this labour was spent on the care of the 
cattle and one half on the inaking of compost. The 
The total wages debited to actual compost making 
came to Rs 441.5, i.e. to 8.5 annas, or ninepence 
halfpenny, per cart-load of finished material. 
During the present year, 1931, the output has 
increased and is expected to reach 1,000 cart-loads. 
It is best to spread the compost on the land directly 
it becomes ready, so as to facilitate the distribution 
of farm work throughout the year. 

MANURIAL VALUE OF INDORE COMPOST 

One-cart load of Indore compost is equivalent, 
as regards nitrogen content, to two cart-loads of 

I The labour needed for the annual manufacture of 1000 cart-loads 
of compost has been reduced to a minimum by: (I) the provision of a 
water supply; (2) the general design of the cattle-shed and compost 
factory; and (3) the detailed training of the labour force to carry out 
the work quickly and without unnecessary fatigue. Th.s aspect 01 
the manufacture of humus has been greatly assisted br the system 
of managing labour adopted at the Institute (Appendix D, p. 157)· 
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ordinary farmyard manure. Properly made com
post has another great advantage over ordinary 
.manure, .namely its fine powdery character which 
enables it to be uniformly incorporated with the 
soil and to be rapidly converted into food materials 
for the crop. Taking everything into considera
tion, Indore compost has about three times the 
value of ordinary manure. The crops of irrigated 
wheat a.nd sugar-cane, raised on land which has 
been graded and afterwards manured with com
post, are shown in Plates X and XI. 
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J:'ABLB VI 
COMPOSITION OF THE RAW MATERIALS 

Soluble 
Material Organic Ash Pro· Fats Fibre carbo- Nitro-

matter teins hydrates gen 

ii-1-M alvi cotton-stalks 
(with leaves and 

3. 7 1 36 .0') I 4353 1 T f76 pericarps) .. 90 . 17 9. 83 7·35 
Cambodia cotton- I I , stalks .. .. 96·91 3. 09 4. 00 I.II 45.31 i 46 .49 1 0.64 
Cambodia cotton 

leaves .. .. 87·45 n·55 14.06 8. 49 1 8.71 156.19 ! 2.25 
Cambodia cotton I ' 

pericarps. .. 95. 26 4·74 U·44 9. 81 45.21 29·07 11.::13 
Mixed weeds .. 69.48 3°.52 10.87 2.05 21.92 34.61. T·74 
Sann hemp.I2 weeks ! 

old, stems .. 96.30 3.70 I 4.00 1.06 53. 61 37 ·t.>4 I 0.64 
Sann hemp. IZ weeks 

old,leaves .. '90 . 64 9.36 14. 26 2.90 20.70 52.80 I 2.29 
Sesbania indica. 8 I, 

6 weeks old .. 89.33 10.67 14.90 3.45 22'3314 .67 I 2.38 
Pigeon-pea stalks .. 91.08 8.92 4·37 1.90 39.6-+ 45.17 I a 70 

Sugar-cane trash .. 94. 09 5.91 2.00 1.25 42.16 48 .73 10.32 

Water hyacinth .. 75. 80 24. 20 9·37 1 I 1 2.17 
Leaves :-

1 .33 126 Ill) I 511. T I! i 0 48 (Ficus reUgiosa) .. 81·37 18.63 3. 00 
(Ficus indica) .. 82.08 17.92 2.18 1.12 28.37150.39 I 0·35 

Mixed dried grass ' .. 83. 80 16.20 4. 25 1.55 . 26.20 40.20 I 0.6.-; 

Millet stalks 89.9° 10.10 2.24 - 25.42 5I.57 I 0.70 

Millet silage .. 89.20 10.80 4·53 1.55 26.87151.10. 0.7Q 
Rice straw .. 80.90 . 19·10 2.25 1.05 35.10 40 .40 I 0.30 
Wheat straw .. .84.70 15.30 3. 01 0.98 35.69 37'93 0.53 
Pigeon-pea residues 86.80 13. 20 II'.OI 4.40 T9· 2 3 44. 67 I 1.')9 
Gram residues .. 85.70 14.30 4. 68 2.27 26.71 45.860.75 
Ground-nut residues 86.60 13.40 12.06 2.20 16.60 39. 24 11:93 
Ground-nut husks .. 85. 80 14. 20 7·57 2.80 55.35 I 13· 73 . 1,21 

I I 

It will be seen that the raw materials avaiJable 
at Indore differ greatly in' chemical composition 
and particularly in the percentage of nitrogen. 
Many of these wastes, such as cotton-stalks, the 
stems of sann hemp and of the pigf'on-pea, and 
cane trash, are too low in nitrogen for rapid 
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composting. Others-such as green hemp, 
reaped just' before flowering, ground-nut residues " 
and leguminous and other wee~ontain higher 
percentages of nitrogen, a portion of which is 
certain to be lost during the process if these 
materials are composted singly. A proper mixture 
of the" yarious materials available, so that the 
nitrogen content of the mass throughout the year 
is kept uniform and sufficiently high. is the first 
condition of success. For this reason it is neces
sary to collect and stack the various residues in 
such a manner that a regular supply of dry, mixed, 
vegetable wastes (as already stated with a carbon
nitrogen ratio in the neighbourhood of 33:I after 
the material has been used" as bedding) "is avail
able right through the year. This could only be 
accomplished at Indore: (I) by cutting the cotton
stalks soon after picking is over so as to secure 
the maximum "number of leaves; (2) by growing 
a large area {)f sann hemp. which contains when 
withered as much as 2.3 per cent of nitrogen; 
and (3) by securing as much green weeds. ground
nut residues and fallen leaves as possible for .the 
mixture. All these materials are rich in nitrogen. 
and help to bring the carbon-nitrogen ratio near 
the required standard. By stacking the various 
constituents in layers, not" more than one foot 
thick, and by a judicious admixture with the 
residues richest in nitrogen, it is possible to provide 
a continuous supply of dry mixed" material of 
the correct chemical composition. During the 
rains, a good deal of the raw material is in the form 
of fresh green weeds, rich in nitrogen and soluble 
carbo-hydrates. These must be spread, in thin 
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layers, on the grass borders of the fields alongside 
the roads "and withered, before being carried to 
the stack or used as one of the constituent~ of 
the bedding. Only in this way can the most be 
made of this valuable material. Collecting weeds 
in temporary heaps on" the borders of fields leads 
to serious waste of the soluble carbo-hydrates 
and also" of the nitrogen. 

COMPOSTING SINGLE MATERIALS 

A number of experiments have been carried 
out at Indore during the last four years with the 
following single materials-cotton-stalks, pigeon
pea stalks, cane trash, weeds (green and withered). 
sann hemp (green and withered). When necessary 
these residues were either passed through a chaff 
cutter or crushed with a disc harrow before com
posting direct in heaps. eighteen inches high. or 
in pits filled to the same depth. In some cases 
Adco "was employed as the source of nitrogen 
and base, in others cattle-dung and urine earth 

TABLE VII 

MOISTURE CONTENT OF COTTON-STALK HEAPS 

Percentage of moisture.. 
No. of Nitrogen supply and 
heap base on I on I on 

3.3.30 15.3.30 3.4.30 

X Cattle-dung and urine 
earth 63 56 62 

3 II II .. 69 69 47 
3 II .. .. 75 69 62 

4 II II .. 62 62 56 
5 II II 4' 75 73 38 
6 Adco 69 69 66 
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were used. Sufficient water was always added to 
maintain a high moisture. content (Table VII). 

Although the cotton residues, fermented direct 
with urine earth and cattle-dung, contamed 
16.5 per cent of green leaves (high in nitrogen) and 
every care was taken to maintain the correct 
relation between air and water, the results were 
not completely satisfactory. Fermentation was 
rapid at the beginning, due to the presence of the 
leaves, but slowed down afterwards. It took 
150 days to obtain a usable product, as compared 
with the ninety days required for mixed wastes. 

In the case of cotton-stalks, broken down by the 
use of Adco,. the results were still more unsatis
factory. Several interesting facts however came 
to light. The fermentation tended to be Uneven; 
the temperature of the heaps was always irregular; 
the mass did not retain moisture well; a very 
large quantity of water was needed. The final 
product, although high in·' nitrogen, tended to 
be somewhat coarse and to contain a good deal 
of . partially decomposed material (Plate XI). 
The maximum temperatures in the Adco heaps 
during the first 100 days fell from 53.5°C. 
to 29.5°C.' The final product was fairly satis
factory as regards fineness (80.5 per cent 
passed through a sieve of six meshes to the 
linear inch) and high in total and available 
nitrogen (total 2.50, available 0.42 per. cent). 
The corresponding figures for the product made 
from cotton-stalks with cattle-dung and urine 
earth were-fineness 84.2 per cent and total 

I In the standard Indore process. the range of temperature during 
ninety days was 65° C. to 33° C. 
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nitrogen I.6I. 9f which 0.I3 per cent was avail
able. In spite of the higher nitrogen content 
obtained in th~ Adco product, no increase in 
growth was obtained when equal quantities of 
both kinds of cotton-stalk compost were used 
in pot cultures of millet (Fig. 7). This result 
probably follows from the fact that the use of 
Adco often produces' compost with a carbon
nitrogen ratio narrower than IO:I, the ideal which 

Indore Adco Indore Adco 
FIG. 7.-The effect of Indore and Adco composts on millet 

should be aimed at in the manufacture of humus. 
The extra nitrogen in such cases is always liable. 
to be lost before th~ crop can. make use of it. 

The results obtained in the direct composting 
of other single. materials, like pigeon-pea stalks 
and cane trash. were still more unsatisfactory. 
When used alone. either with cow-dung and urine 
earth or with Adco, little change took place in 
a month in spite of copious watering' and occas
ional stirring. When, however, these materials 
were passed through the cattle-shed and used as 

7 
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bedding, the results were distinctly better but not 
really satisfactory. At the end of six months, 
the heaps were only about half decomposed. 

Difficulties also arise when weeds (fresh or 
withered) or sann hemp (fresh or withered) are 
composted by themselves or when a mixture of 
the two is employed. IIi the :first place, the 

-nitrogen content of this material is too high and 
serious losses of this elem~t take place. In the 
second place, _ these residues, particularly when 
fresh, tend to- pack closely in the heaps and to 
prevent sufficient aeration (Table VIII). For this 
reason, withered weeds or withered sann must never 
form more than about 30 per cent of the volume of 
the bedding, the rest being made up of mixed 
residues like cotton and pigeon-pea stalks with 
a much lower nitrogen content. 

TABLE VIII 

LOSSES OF NITROGEN RESULTING FROM THE CLOSE 
TEXTURE OF THE MASS 

! 
Total Total Lossor I Per-

No. Withered nitrogen nitrogen gain of I centage 

of pit materials (lb.) at (lb.) in nitrogen I loss or 
used the the (lb.) I gain 

begin- finished 
ning _ product 

I 

34 weeds .. 44. 2 25·7 -18·5 -41. 8 
38 Half sann, half . 

weeds " 42 . 8 28·4 -14·5 -33.8 
40 do. .. 49·7 29·2 -20;5 -41.3 

41 Mixed residues 28·3 29·S +1.3 I +.·4 
I 

When one food material at a time is provided 
for the fungi and bacteria, loss of nitrogen or 
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aeration difficulties or both always occur. When 
·a mixed diet is employed,everything goes smoothly, 
provided of course all other important details 
receive' attention. 

NITROGEN REQUIREMENTS 

. The total amount of combined nitrogen which 
must be added to the mixed residues for the use 
of the micro-organisms is less' than was 'at first 
expected. The vegetable· wasteS from the 300 

Control Reduced Full Full Reduced (ll 
(l) 

FIG. S.-The effect of composts made wi.th reduced (n and full dung 
.. 

acres of land at the disposal of the Institute -. 
can be converted into humus by means of half 
the urine earth and one quarter of the cattle
dung of the forty oxen maintained for the. work 
of the station. A satisfactory product, with a 
suitable carbon-nitrogen ratio, can be obtained 
with. this reduced supply of dung' (Table IX). Al
though in many cases the compost made with full 

I At first all the urine earth was employed in composting. but it was 
soon found that better aeration resulted with only half the quantity. 
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dung contains about 0.15 per cent more nitrogen 
than that made ·with reduced dung, the results 
obtained 'in the field were always the same (Fig. 8). 
The surplus urine earth is used for manuring the 
land, the extra cattle-dung can eitl1er be used 
up in composting or can be sold for the manu-' 
facture of cow-dung cakes (kundas). This means: 
(r) that the present high output of compost could 
be doubled if sufficient vegetable wastes could 
be obtained; and (2) that even after this increased 
.output is reached, half the dung would still be in 
excess. 

TABLE IX 

RESULTS WITH REDUCED (ONE-FOURTH) AND FULL DUNG 

No. 
of 
pit 

14 

15 

Per-
Amount Total Total Per- cent- Per-

of nitrogen nitrogen cent- age of cent- C'U"bon-
dung (lb.) (lb.) age nitrogen age of nitrogen 
used at at . gain of at the nitrogen ratio 

begin- enci nitrogen begin- at end 
ning ning 

Reduced 2g.n 32 .36 II.I 0.67 0.84 Il.6: I 

Full 32.70 34.87 6.6 0.70 0.72 12.6: I 

The fact that the cultivator really requires only 
a fraction of his cow-dung for converting all his 
vegetable wastes into humus, disposes once and 
for all of the view that the salvation of Indian 
agriculture lies in substituting some other fuel 
for cow-dung cakes; This material is essential 
for the slow cooking needed for a vegetarian diet. 
As no other' suitable fuel exists in many of the 
villages pf India, cow-dung must be utilized. 
Fortunately,. when all the availabl~ vegetable 

Fine-
ness 

88·5 

82·5 
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~astes have beencoilverted into ,humus, a large 
supply of CQw-dung for fuel will still be available, 
and there is no reason why it should not 'be 
burnt. The ashes, however, should be carefully 
collected and employed' as a base in the compost 
process. 

In all-the 'comparative trials which have been 
made at Indore, 'with Adco on the one hand and 
with urine earth and cow-dung on the other hand, 
far 'more satisfactory ,results have been obtained 

'with the indigenous, materials. The weak point 
'of Adco is that it dOes nothing to overcome one 
of the great~culties in composting, namely 
the absorption of moisture in the early stages. 
In the hot' weather in India, the Adco pits lose 
moisture so rapidly that the fermentation stops, 
the temperature becomes uneven and then falls. 
When, however,urine earth arid cow-dung are 
used, the r~idues become' covered with a thin 
colloidal film,' which not only retains moisture 
but conta:ins the combined' nitrogen and minerals 

" required by the fungi. 
This fi~ enables the 
mO,isture to penetrate 

, the mass and helps the 
" fungi to establish theni- . 

. selves. Another dis
advantage of Adco is 
that when this material 
is used according to, 
the directions, the 
carbon-nitrogen ratio 

Indor~ • ·Adco of the final product is 
Z;:IG. 9,-Lo~ c~~~~gen in Adco narrower than the ideal 
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ro:r. Nitrogen is almost certain to be lost before 
the crop ,can make ,use of it, ·particularly when 
Adco compost is added to the land some weeks 
before . sowing takes place (Fig. 9). 

THE AMOUNT OF WATER NEEDED 

It is an easy matter to waste large quantities 
of water in tl}e .pto.cess. As ·aresult of repeated 
trials, the m~imu~i economy of water is obtained 
when ~68 ,gallons (for every 400 tagaries of used. 
bedding) are added at the time of charging and 
during the next twenty-four hours. After this, 
the watering should proceed as laid down in 
Chapter IV (p. 7I sqq.). AnY,departure, in either 
direction,~leadsto a waste of water (Table X). 

TABLE X 

THE W-i\.TER REQUIREMENTS (IN GALLONS) OF 
THE PROCESS 

Total Total 
water water 

No. Initial for per 
of Season . watering 400 cart of 
pit tagaries finished 

: of used compost . bedding 

~} Cold x68 1208 201 Standard 
weather 168 1200 200 } w.terin._ 

adopted at 
I2} Hot 168 1890 315 Indore 
13 weather . 168 1804- .310 

I~} 84 2984 479 1 Initial 
Hot 72 2455 409 f watering 

II weather xH 2370 395 reduced 

~} Hot 234 20H 304 } Initial watering 
weather 232 2500 416 increased 
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It will be seen from, these results that- the 

standard water requirements, as now adopted, per 
cart-load of finished compost, varies from 200 to 
300 gallons according to the season. The Malwa 
Plateau, on' which Indote is situated, is a wind
swept area in which the humidity is low for at 
least 'eight months in the year., It is unlikely, 
therefore, that these' quantities will be greatly 
exceeded, except, in very dry areas like the 
Punjab and Sind. " 

At the beginning of the process, care should 
be ,taken to add just sufficient moisture to keep 
the average water content below 50 per cent 
of complete saturation, so as to help the fungi 
to establish themselves rapidly and strongly. 
This matter is important, as the vegetable wastes 
take up water very slowly at the beginning. 
If too much is added' at this stage, free water 
tends to accumulate in the air spaces and 
to hinder aeration. ' This checks ,the growth of 
the' fungi, which thrive best if the total moisture 
is below 50 per cent. The moment the crumb
ling 'of the material sets in, water' is absorbed 
more rapidly. 'After the first tum and till 
the' compost is ready to cart to the fields,. 
the total moisture, content should vary between 
50 and 60 per cent. After the' final turn, 
when no ,more, water.is added, the percentage 
again drops to what it, was at the beginning, 
namely under 50' per cent. During the rains, 
the water content of the heaps 'naturally tends 
to run a little higher than in the dry season 
(Table XI). 
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TA:BLE XI 

PERCENTAGE OF MOISTURE IN PITS (DRY WEATHER) 
AND HEAPS (MONSOON) 

, 
Pits (dry weather) Heaps (monsoon) 

. Initial s,ag. 43·75 68·7 
46 .9 65. 6 
50 . 0 62·5 

After Ih. fi,sl 114m 59·4 59·4 
59·4 56 . 2 
52·3 68·7 

Afte, Ih. sICond tum 50 .0 62·4 
50 . 0 62·5 
54.0 62·5 
56•2 62·S 
52.3 ~ 

.After tn. final tum· 55·0 60·5 
52•0 ... 62·5 
62·5 62.2 
62·5 -

Rip. manure 52. 0 50 . 0 

47. 6 43. 8 
46•8 49.'-
43. 0 47. 6 
44.·6 50 . 2 

. 

The depressing effect on the fermentation of 
very heavy monsoon downpours was well brought 
out during a :wet period of seven days (ro-I6 Sep
tember i930)~ when 12.86 inches occurred, II.6S 
inches of which were received in one continuous 
fall, 'lasting seyenty-fwo hours. At the e~d of 
this spell, there was a. temporary fall in the 
temperature of the heaps. Three or four days 
after the downpour stopped, fermentation again 
became vigorous as is seen by the rapid rise in 
the temperature (Table XII). 
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TABLE XII 

THE EFFECT OF HEAVY RAINFALL (u.Jo INCHES) 

ON THE TEMPERATURE OF FERMENTING 

HEAPS 

Age of Heap 

First_.11 

A/Ie;' 'h. fi;st tum •. 

.4./~' 1M s~ond tum 

A~'ih. rhird tu,.,. .. 

THE SUPPLY OF AIR 

Temperature in °e. 

Before 
the rain 

61 
59 
55 
54 
51 ' 
48 
41 
40 

I ' 

I Three' days 

I 
Aftes: the after the 

raUl ralll 

I I ,toW
d 

I 44 53 
I 37 50 

I i~ i ~i 
I 32 I 4

8 
29 38 

I 30 38 , 

The control of the aeration factor is perl.a,ps 
the most difficult part of the process, and requires 
careful attention. The first condition of success 
in obtaining a sufficient supply of oxygen and nitro
gen for the micro-organisms, is the use of mi.xed 
bedding which maintains an open texture through
out the process. As already explained. singl!" 
materials always tend to pack too cIo~ely and 
to cut off the air supply, The second conditinn 
of success is attention to detail at the time ()f 
charging. The beddir.g must be carefully sprerd. 
the urine earth. the cow-dung slurry awl tIle 
wood ashes must be evenly scattect!d. \Yaler 
must be properly distributed over the whol..: 
mass, and there must be' no tramvling At tll\;! 
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time of the first and. s~cond turns, the spading 
or forking must be carried out so .that the 
material falls lightly, when thorough mixing 
takes place with the maximum amount of aera
tion. The third condition of success concerns 
the depth of the pit or heap, which must never 
exceed twenty-four inches. This is the maximum 
distance to which air can penetra.te the fennenting 
mass in sufficient volume. If this depth is· 
exceeded, two things happen: (I) the decay of 
the layers below twenty-four inches is retarded; 
(2) there is always a loss of nitrogen through 
denitrification (Table XIII). . 

TABLB XIII 

COMPOST MAKING IN DEEP AND SHALLOW PITS 

Pits Pits 
4ft. deep 2ft. deep 

Amount of material (lb.) in charge .. 4500 4514 
fatal nitIogen (lb.) at the beginning .. 31. 25 29·12 
Total nitrogen (lb.) at the end .. .. 29·49 32 .36 
Loss or gain of nitrogen (lb.) .. .. -1.76 +3.24 

Percentage loss or gain of nitrogen .. -6.1 +II.I 

The air supply can also be permanently inter
fered with if too much earth and cow-dung are 
used at the time of the first charge. These 
materials make the whole mass too ~olid and 
pack it too closely. Anaerobic conditions are then 
established. This is indicated by the smell and 
by the appearance of flies, which then find suitable. 
breeding conditions. The remedy is at once to 
tum the material, with the addition of cow-dung 
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slurry and wood ashes. Temporary interruptions 
in aeration also follow overwatering or the 
soaking due to heavy rain. These troubles, how
ever, pass in two or three days as the ht..'ap dries 
and the surplus moisture is gradually taken up by 
the:mass (Table XII). 

THE MAINTENANCE OF THE GENERAL REACTION 

In order to maintain the general reaction of th(" 
mass within the optimum range, a suitable basf' 
is necessary for neutralizing e."ICcessive acidity, 
and for the temporary absorption of any ammoni3. 
that may be given off during the process. The 
urine earth and wood ashes provide this in the 
most economical manner. Black cutton soil 
(Table XIV) contains an ample reserve of weak 
bases. The buffering effect of these maintains 

TABLll XIV 

MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES Olo' BLACK SUil. 

Mechanical Chemical ---1:'--r--

I 
-I·---I-Con~-·tu. 1--1-'----

Fraction , . r II III ent !_~_l_l _I_~~ 
------~I--I'--i---I I . 
Clay •• 142.5 45.6, 38.3 Insolubles,s6. Y 73.8 63 i 
FiDe Silt.. •. 19.6121.81 17.7 Fe,.O. '9.8 9.1 11.2 
Silt •• n.s 10.8 11.3 MoO. - 0.1 10.3 
FiDe Sand •. 7.4 4.2 1 6·7 Cao 6.6 1 0 • 9 11.0 
Coarse Sand •• 10.2 6.0 9.2 MgO 2.5, 1.5 . 1.8 . 
Moisture •• 3.3 6.4 I 3.0 KsO 0.4 0.2 i 0·4 
Loss on Ignition 3.0 5.7 i 2.7 Na,.O 0.2 - I -
Calcium carbonate. . 1.6 6.1 i 1.4 P~O. 0.08 0.1;-. 0.u6 

1 CO. 0.8,0.1 '0.4 

" 

N,. 0.03 I O.Oj I 0.05 
Orgamc I I 
combined 19'4 I 7·~ '5. 8) 

I water I 
i 
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the general reaction 'constant throughout (Table 
XV). Further, black soil contains a h~gh per
centage of clay, the colloids of which are most 

TABLE XV 

REACTION AND TEMPERATURE. IN THE INDORE 
PROCESS 

Stage 

One day after charge •. 
After first tum (19 days old) .. 
After second tum (34 days old) 
After third turn (60 days old) .. 
Ripe manure (90 days old) 

pH I Tempera~ 
value I ture in °C. 

1·2 
1·4 
1·5 
1·6 

.. , 1·1 

63 
49 
45 
41 

. 35 

useful in two ways. In the first place, these 
substances are capable of temporarily. absorbing, 
till required for oxidation, any ammonia given 
off in the process. In the second place, the colloids, 
when mixed with the urine and cow-dung, cover 
the vegetable wastes with a thin, nutrient, moisture
retaining film which is of the utmost value, not . 
only in the gradual absorption of water but also in 
providing the fungi with a favourable nidus for the 
steady breaking down of the vegetable wastes. 
The result is the rapid establishment of a vigorous ' 
mycelial growth, and the early crumbling of the 
w hole mass. When a colloidal film is not em
ployed, as in the Adco process, it is most .difficult 
to get the material to absorb and retain sufficient 
moisture. Consequently, an even and vigorous 
mycelial growth is never quickly obtained. The 
colloids in soil are essential, both for coaxing 
water into the material and also for enabling the 
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fungi to establish themselves rapidly and vigor
ously. The fungi are the storm troops of the 
composting procf's!'l, and must be furnished with 
all the armament they need. 

In a recE."nt paper, received just as thi!'l chaptf'r 
was completed, Jensen has shown that rellulosc 
decomposing bacteria multiply :most stron~ly at 
pH 7.0-8.0. . 

THE FERMENTATION PROCESSES 

In addition to providing suitable conditions 
for the rapid development of the micro-organisms, 
it is necessary to inoculate the mass at the proper 
moment, so that there is no delay in the con
version. This is arranged for at the time of 
charging, when the pits are uniformly infected 
with actively growing fungus mycelium, takf''1 
from a compost pit ten to fifteen days old. At thf' 
same time, the bacteria present in cow-dung :-,rr> 
introduced in large numbers. A further inocub. 
tion is carried out at the time of the first turn, 
when compost from a pit thirty days old is intro
duced into the mass. This provides a supply 
of the organisms required for the second half of 
the process. . 

The activity of the various micro-organisms can 
most easily be followed from' the temperature 
records. A very high temperature, about oSDe •• 
is establish~d at the outset, which continues for 
a long time with only a moderate downward 
gradient (Table XVI). This range fits in very 
well with the optimum temperature c0nditions 
required for the micro-organisms which bff'ak 
down cellulose. The aerohic thermophylic bacteria 
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thrive best between 43° and 63°C.; the fungi 
between 40 ° and 55 °C. 

TABLE XVI 

TEMPERATURE RANGE IN A NORMAL PIT 
Moisture 45 to 55 per cent 

Age Tempera.ture Period in days for each fall 
in °e. of 5°C. 

12 hours 65 
days 

3 63 
4 60 Temperature range Days 
6 58 

II 55 
12 53 
13 49 65°~O°C. 4 
If 49 60°-55°C. 7 

5So-S0oe . 1 
First tUnI soo-4Soe . 25 

18 49 45°-40 °C. 2 
20 51 40o-3Soe .• 44 
2'2 48 3So-30 oe . 14 
24 47 
29 46 

Second lunl 

37 49 
38 45 
40 40 
43 39 
S7 39 

Third tum 
61 41 
66 39 

fi8-76 38 
82 36 
go 33 
qf, 31 

The temperatures throughout the fermenting 
mass are extraordinarily uniform in the pits; 
in the heaps the range is somewhat greater 
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(Table XVII). An analysis of the figures shows 
that, before each turn, a definite slowing down in 
the fermentation takes place. As soon as the 
mass is remade, when more thorough admixture 
with copious aeration occurs, there is a renewal 
of activity during which the undecomposed 
portion of the vegetable matter from the outside 
of the pit or heap is attacked. At least three 
types of fermentation appear to be involved, 
which succeed one another with great rapidity. 
Two of these-those which occur between 50 ° 
to 45°C. and 40° to 35°C.-are long continued. 
It is during thes~ latter stages of the process that 

TABLE XVII 

UNIFORMITY OF TEMPERATURE IN THE FERMENTING 
MASS 

Temperature in °e. Meteorological details 
Method of 

taking 
days readings Top i Mid- Bot-

~.-~ 
I die tom 

--I Max.jl'lfill I h'"~1--
Humi- Tf'mp Temp I in 

dity OF. 1°F. linches 
f--------

I
---

Pits--cold weather 

4. 11 I 43 I --2 Diagonally .. 62 ,63 61 
27 " .. 47 '48 46 } 77·5 81 I 53 --
27 . Vertically .. 46 48 48 
56 Diagonally -. 39 39 38 55 70 39- 51 -
90 Six inch layer 

removed .. 31 31 31 55 70 39·51 -

Pits-hot weather 

I U~3 2 At random 67 15~:51 
66 30 106 71 

21 53 53 62 100 66 
" 

H eaps--monsoon 
89 3 At random 61 56 62 82 75 -.. 

14 52 55 50 73·5 88 71 -
" 86 59 40 40 4° 92 .5 71 -
" 

.. 
60 40 4° 40 7°·75 90 ·S 64 -" .. 
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each other. The pits must always be orientated 
so that the length is at right angles to the direction 

. of the prevailing wind .. This gives each pit a 
~ridward and a leeward side. The first tum 
must always be made towards the windward 
side, so that the earth w~ of the pit protects 
the mass. Temporary spells of cold weather 
of short duration. such as occur in India, have no 
injurious effect (Table XIX). The fermentation 
is so vigorous that these sudden changes of temper
ature are not able to check the process. Hence 
in the tropics, compost houses are unnecessary. 

TABLE XIX 

EFFECT OF COLD WEATHER ON THE FERMENTATION 
IN A PIT 

Temperature in °c. 
Age (days) 

Air (Minirilum) Pit 

I 65 8 
I ·62 11.1 
I 62 6.1 
I 62 9·4 
4 60 11.1 

4 59 8·3 
.4 60 . .4. 1 

. The disintegrating power of the process is so 
intense that unbroken stems of grass and weeds, 
several feet in length, are reduced in ninety days 
to partially decayed fragments only a few inches 
in length. The long continued moist l;1eat o~ the 
fermentation also leads to other useful results 
besides helping to soften and break down the mass. 
The high temperatures make the process sanitary. 
and prevent all. objectionable smell. Flies and 

8 
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other insects cannot breed in the hot mass. 
The seeds of weeds are killed' in the process, as 
is shown by the fact that no weeds grow on the 
heaps of ripe compost. To confirm this point, 
25 lb. of grass seed,s were mixed with the bedding 
of two pits. Germination tests of the ripe manure 
gave nega,tive results in each case. 

GAINS AND LOSSES OF NITROGEN 

A simple means of testing the efficiency of the 
process is to determine the amount of nitrogen 
lost. When vegetable wastes, with a carbon
nitrogen ratio in the neighbourhood of 33:1, 
are composted under strict aerobic· conditions 
in the presence of suitable bases, there should be 
no loss of nitrogen whatsoever. If any loss of 

TABLE XX 

NITROGEN BALANCE SHEET IN NORMAL PITS AND 
HEAPS 

Total Total I Total. Per-
nitrogen nitrogen I gain of centage 

No. Description (lb.) at (lb.) in nitrogen gain of 
the the (lb.) nitrogen 

begin- finished 
ning. product 

Pit 
14 Standard (1 dung) .. 29·IZ 32.36 3. 24 11.1 
15 Full dung .. .. 32.70 34. 87 2.17 6.6 
16 Dry dung .. .. 30 .41 32.33 1.92 6·3 
18 Full dung (residues low 

in nitrogen) . .. 29·10 36 ,77 7. 67 26·3 
19 Dry dung .. 29·55 30 .70 1.15 3·9 
20 Standard (1- dung) .. 24·73 25·80 1.07 4·3 
21 Full dung (half period 

in ~onsoon) .. 33. 25 33.40 0.15 0·45 
Heap 

42 Monsoon .. .. 22.28 29.52 1.24 4·4 
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this element occurs, the process itself must be at 
fault. A careful nitrogen balance sheet has 
therefore been kept for a· number of pits and 

. heaps, which shows that under normal conditions 
no loss of nitrogen takes place (Table XX). On 
the contrary, nitrogen· is gained; apparently by 
fixation from the atmosphere. 

In one case, No. 18, in which residues poor 
in nitrogen were composted with the full supply 
of dung, a very large amount of fixation took 
place. It will be interesting .to investigate cases 
such as these·jn greater detail, and to determine 
the exact conditions under which such a large 
volume· of free nitrogen can be fixed. 

While losses of nitrogen do not take place in 
normal pits or heaps, waterlogging of the pits 
dunng the early raiDs, even for a short period, 
is at once followed by denitrification (Table XXI). 

TABLE -XXI 

NITROGEN BALANCE SHEET OF TEMPORARILY 
WATERLOGGED . PITS 

Total Total Total Percent-
nitrogen nitrogen losses of age 

No, Description (lb.) at (lb.) at nitrogen loss 
beginning end (lb.) -

Pit 24 Full dung 31. 80 29.66 2.14 6·7 
" 25 Full dung . 29·55 27. 10 2.15 8.1 

Nitrogen is always lost in the first stage of the 
process-between charging and the first turn
whenever the nitrogen content of the mass is too 
high at the beginning (Table XXII). 
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TABLE, XXll 

CHANGES IN NITROGEN CONTENT DURING THE 
FIRST STAGES OF THE PROCESS 

Percentage of 

No. 
nitrogen 

D~ption 
At After first 

beginning tum 

Pit 14 
Residues pO(W in nitrogen :-

Standard--dryseason .. 0.68 0.84 
.. 25 .. .. . . 0.63 0.60 

Heap.p .. monsoon .. 0.64 0.64 

Pit. Residues rich in nitrogeri :-
5 Full dung--dry season •• 1.04 0.70 
6 .. .. .. 0.86 0·73 

40 .. monsoon .. 1.30 1.03 

Another loss of nitrogen which has to be 
guarded against takes place when the final pro
duct is kept too long in heaps. An appredable 
loss of nitrogen takes place 'even when the com
post is kept for an extra month in the heap 
(Table XXIII). After ninety days the process 
is complete, when the humus should be used as a 
top dressing for growing crops· or else banked by 

TABLE XXIII 
NITROGEN LOSSES DURING STORAGE IN HEAPS 

No. of Pit 

1 
8 

14 
IS 

Percentage of total nitrogen on dry 
basis 

Three months Four months 

0·90 0.88 
1.00 0·93 
0.84 0.81 
0.72 0.68 



TABLE XXIV 
.. COMPOSITION OF THE FINAL PRODUCT, 

Pit or :Materials Used Matter Ash and gen 
Heap Sand 

CjN 
Soluble Fine
Humus ness 

No. of O,..nk I Total Silica ",I, Nitro-

----+----------------r----- ,~---~----r_--~---~----_+----+_---
Heap Cotton-stalks with reduced 

(1) dung •• .. 33.915 66. 085 34.97 1.61 
Pit 
. 7 

.H 

14 
8 

IS 
5 

eap 
6 

10 
22 
34 
40 

42 

Dry mixed residues •. 20.135 
19·66 

DrY'mixed witJifull dung' ' 20.185 
18.385 
19.76 

.. " .. 
" -. 

79. 865 
80·34 
79. 815 
81. 615 
80.24 

46.91 o.go 
46,.32 0.84 
46.27 1.004 
51.33 0.725 
50.II 0.841 

Results obtained in Ih' monsoon 

Mixed withered weeds .. 21.25 78.75 47·55 0.862 

" .. .. .. 22.055 77·945 47·77 0.808 .. .. .. .. 22·09 77·91 48.45 0.914 

" ,. .. .. 19·37.5 80. 625 48.70 0. 625 
Half withered weeds, 

half sann .. 21.05 79·95 47. 61 0.825 
Dry mixed residues •. ,21.685 78.315 46.41 0.806 

I 

0.41 1·95 
0.68 2.35 
0.51 3. 05 
- 2·43 

0.403, ~.23 

0·43 2·33 
0·49 4·99 
0.51 3·59 
0·59 5·31 

0·55 2.85 
0.62 3. 65 

, 

16.5: 1 

B.2 :1 
11.6: I 
10.8: I 

, I~.6: I 
JI~7: 1 

'12.3: I 
13.6: 1, 
12:I 
15.5: 1 

12.75: 1 
13.5: 1 

11.56 68.15 

5.56 72 .3 
6.27 88.5 
4.83 81.3 
3.86 82·5 
5.29 84.0 

4,01 76.3 
4·07 78 '4 
4·31 '75·7 
4. 27 79'4 

5·96 78•6 
5.36 84.0 



TABLE XXV 
T~ NITRIFYING POWER OF INDORE COMPOST UNDER CONDITIONS RESEMBLING rnOSE 

OF THE MONSOON 
1.22 gm. dry. ash-free organic matter and 41 mg. nitrogen added per 100 gm. of air-dry soil. 

Moisture during the experiments between 23 and 30 per cent. 

After 7 "da~~teI 14 days After 21 days AfteI 28 "days 

4)l~ 
I 

j~) ~~~ t>O bO 0 bO t>O Sample El bD .... II) 8 ~:!! ~ El S 
= $S::~ f~ ~ $=~ f~ ~ ~5 = ..... .61 4) 4) d 

""0110 ~ ;g'a ~8 olIO ~ ;g'a ~ 4) OlIO d tn ..... 

:E~ tl ~·a .... 0 tl ~ = . ~o '.s 0 l:!Eld .... ~ ~i l:! 8 = ·S " ;§~ ~ 8 d .l!J ~ 
Z~ ... = ~~ Z~ d!~4) ~8. d!~4) d!..<l ~ ~~4) ~8. ..<lbD . ..<l 110 ~~ z'a ,.Qb/) 

Black Cotton Soil alone 
(control) .. 1.1 2·7 24·7 1.1 2·7 

Black Cotton Soil 
23·4 1.3 3. 2 25. 2 1.35 3·3 24·7 

+ compost from 
mixed residues .. 1.8 

Black Cotton Soil 
4·4 23·5 1.9 4. 6 24. 1 2.05 5. 0 24·5 2·5 6.1 26·7 

+ compost from 
cotton-stalks .. ' 1.85 1 4·5 23·4 1.95 4. 8 23·7 2.25 5·5 26·3 2·S 5. 0 26.1 
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applying it to the land, when it becomes diluted, 
with such large volumes of dry earth that all 
further changes are checked. 

THE CHARACTER OF THE FINAL PRODUCT 

The ripe compost consists of a brownish-black, 
:finely divided powder, of which about 80 per cent 
will pass through a, sieve of six meshes to the 
linear inch. The state of division of an organic 
manure is an important factor, second only to its 
chemical composition. This property enables 

, the Indore compost to be rapidly and easily 
incorporated, and to exert its maximum effect on 
the internal surface of the soil. The carbon
nitrogen ratio is not 'far from the ideal figure 
of 10:1. The nitrogen is therefore in a stable 
form, which does,not permit of liberation beyond 
the ,absorption capacity of the crop. The per
centage of t<.>tal nitrogen is also satisfactory, 
varying from 0.8 to 1.0 per cent (Table XXIV). 

The nitrifying power of the compost, parti
cularly that made from mixed residues, is very 
satisfactory. Laboratory tests, carried out under 
conditions resembling, those of the field during 
the early monsoon rains, gave the results noted on 
the opposite page {Table XXV)." ' 

The figures bring out clearly the superiority of 
the product made from mixed residues. . 

Besides its value as a source of readily available 
nitrogen, the Indore compQst acts as an indirect 
manure. The permeability of the black cotton 
soil is markedly improved. particularly by the 
product from mixed residues (Table XXVI). 
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TABLE XXVI 

INFLUENCE OF INDORE COMPOST ON THE PER
MEABILITY- OF BLACK COTTON SOIL 

No. of cc. of filtrate collected 

I Black Black 
Period Duration cotton cotton Perme-

of of per- Black soil + soil + ability 
exposure colation cotton compost compost ratio 

soil from from 
only mixed cotton-

residues stalks 

3 weeks 2 hours I32 225' 220 1:1.7:1.5 

4 weeks {~.5 .. 97 164 130 I:I·7: I ·3 ... 195 340 280 1:1·7:1.4 

The loss of permeability' which takes place in 
these soils after the early rains, is perhaps the 
greatest obstacle to high yields of cotton. A 
manure, therefore, which will heIp' to remove this 
factor, is exactly what the cultivator needs. 
This property will prove of the greatest value 
in keeping alkali in check, when the process is 
applied to the close alluvial soils of the Punjab 

. and Sind. 

It will be clear from the results set out in this 
chapter that a solution of the problem of utilizing 
the waste products of agriculture itself has been 
solved, by methods which are well within the means 
of any industrious cultivator. All the recent 

I The method adopted in carrying out these permeability tests is 
to maintain the Dloisture in the samples between 23 and 30 per cent 
as In the case of the nitrification tests. A weighed portion (ISO gm.) 
of the Dloi~t samples is chumed for fifteen Ininutes with 500 cc. of 
di~tillt'd water in a Bouyonco's soil cup by means of the electric mixer. 
The suspension is then quickly poured on a tluted agar filter, and the 
volume of the filtrates obtaiued during equal periods measured. 
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work on the problems of manuring points clC;lrl) 

to the supreme importance of organic matter of 
the right type. This' must possess a carbvll
nitrogen ratio in the neighbourhood of 10:1, and 
must- be syntl?-esized from crop'residues by means 
of fungi and bacteria, working under aerobic 
conditions. Clearly the thing to do is to manu
facture such a product in a compost factory 
under strict control, and then to add the organic 
matter to the soil. This has been accomplished 
at Indore.' 
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VI 

AP~LICATION TO OTHER AREAS 

I N the present chapter, the various adaptations 
that \\i1l be needed, cpId the further investiga

tions that must be undertaken before the Indore 
process can be widely adopted, will bridly be 
considered. 

ADAPTATIONS 

As far as the tropics and sub-tropics are con
cerned, the process can be adopted as it stands, 
No particular difficulties are likely to be encount
ered at any stage. After the collection. stor:lbl~ 
and admixture 'of the raw materials, including 
dung and urine earth, the two chief factors 011 

which success depends are: (I) the maintenallCt; 
of a high temperature in the pits or heaps; a.nd 
(2) adt:quate aeration throughout the I:lla.nu
facture. \Vith ordinary care, temperature difii
,culties are unlikely to occur. as the daily mean 1Il 

these regions is always high, and the occasional' 
cold spells are of short duration. All that is 
needed is the proper orientation of the pits or 
heaps to prevent overdue cooling by high \\inds. 
particularly during the interval between charging 
and the first tum. The mamtenance of the 
correct degree of aeration requires more c~rc. 
The chief difficulty likely to arise is th~ flooding 
of the pits after heavy rain or by the ri",c of the 

109 
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ground water. The material then becomes 
thoroughly soaked, and adequate aeration is 
impossible,. If this overwatering cannot be pre
vented by catch drains, pits will have to be given 
up and the manufacture conducted in heaps 6n 
the surface. Direct wetting through heavy falls 
does little or no permanent harm.' This was 
clearly established at Indore during the monsoon 
of 1930, when the total rainfall waS forty-frveinches,. 
most of which was received betweeI,l 15 June and 
15 September. This included five falls of OVer 
two inches and two of over five inches in twenty
four hours. In spite of these heavy downpours, 
the conversion proceeded evenly and without 
difficulty; there was little or no loss of soluble 
nitrogen by leaching; the amount of moisture 
absorbed from the rainfall did not interfere with 
the oxygen supply. For these reasons' it is 
not necessary in warm countries to, carryon the 
manufacture' under cover~ The erection and 
maintenance of sheds therefore need not be 
considered. 

In the damper areas of the tropics like parts 
of Airica and the \Vest Indies, which do not 
possess a cattle force at all comparable with that 
of India, a difficulty in maintaining the correct 
carbon-nitrogen ratio of the mixture may occur. 
There may be insufficient dung and urine earth for 
converting the large quantities of vegetable 
wastes which are available. The shortage can 
be mad~ up by the use of nitrate of soda or by the 
Adco powders. If such artificials are employed, 
it will be a great advantage to make use of soil 

1 .But see p. 90 fur Lcmporary effects. 
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as the principal base for keeping the general 
'reaction uniform and within the optimum range. 
Soil is the best base for neutralizing acidity and 
for absorbing ammonia and is far more effective 
than lime or wood ashes. This material possesses 
two other important advantages in the making 
of compost. In the first place,. the soil colloids 
are very retentive of moisture and so help to 
keep the water content of the mass steady. In 
the second place, the colloids cover the vegetable 
matter with a thin adherent film which can 
retain in situ all the materials--combined nitrogen 
and minerals, soluble carbohydrates, water ann 
oxygen...:-.essential for the rapid development of the 
micro-organisms. The result is that there is no 
delay in the breaking down of the vegetable wastes 
and in the synthesis of microbial tissue. \Vhen 
earth is omitted from the mixture, two difficulties at 
once arise. the supply of moisture for the miero-
organisms is intermittent; the general reaction 
becomes inconstant. Delays ensue. For the.se 
reasons, the Adco process could easily be improved 
by the judicious use of earth. If lime were 
omitted from the Adco mixture, the freight on this 
item could be saved and the usefulness of the rest 
of the powder increased. 

In those areas of the temperate regions where 
winter occurs, one important modification of the 
process may be needed. As will be evident from 
a study of the results set out in Chapter V, one 
of the difficulties against which provisiOl. has to be 
made is the lowering of the temperature of the 
fermenting mass by cold and wind. For the 
micro-organisms to complete the con-vclsion in 
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ninety days, the heaps must be kept at a high 
temperature throughout. No difficulties are 
likely to arise during the summer. Trouble 
however is likely during the colder months-· 
November to April. During this period the 
fermentation may have to be' carried out in sheds 
or in compost houses on the Japanese principle. 
Many existing farm buildings could be adapted 
for the purpose; the ideal structure however 
would have to be designed-a task which will be 
lightened" after a careful study of the methods 
in use in those areas of Japan where compost 
houses are the rule. 

The difficulty of adopting the system in coun
tries like Canada, the United States and Great 
Britain, where labour is dear, and scarce, will be 
solved by the mechanization of the process. 
The .first step would be for one or two of the experi
ment stations to transform all their vegetable 
wastes into compost by hand labour regardless 
of expense, and then to determine the value of 
the product in maintaining crop production at 
a high level. The full possibilities of humus will 
only appear when the dressings of' compost are 
supplemented by the addition of suitable arti
ficials. The combination of the two, applied at 
the right moment and in proper proportions, 
will open the door to the intensive crop production 
of the future. Humus and artificials will supple
ment one allOther. Further, the artificials must 
not be confined to those which merely, supply. 
nitrogen, phosphates and potash. Substances 
like lime and sulphur, which flocculate the soil 
colloids and so improve the tilth, must be included. 
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In other words, the manuring of the future will 
have to be both direct and indirect. 

FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS 

In the ·tropics and sub-tropics. an important 
aspect of the process is its application to the future 
sanitation of the village. The fact that forty 
oxen are kept at the Institute of Plant Indu<::try. 
Indore, and that compost is manufactured throng-h
out the year, without the slightest smell and with
out the breeding of flies, indicates clearly the lille 
of advance in dealing with village sanitatioIl. All 
that appears to be needed is to adapt the IllJore 
process (which employs cow-dung and urine earth, 
to the use of night soil. and to utilize the present 
sanitary services in showing the people how to 
transform the village wastes (including all forms of 
litter· of vegetable origin) into compost. No 
difficulties are likely to be experienced in the actual 
conversion of the waste products of the mral 
population into humus. The process will be mo!'t' 
rapid than when cow-dung is used: a factor ~\'!li("h 
is all to the good. Besides the valuable compost 
that "ill be obtained, a number of other advar :·:"bC'S 

will follow. Rural hygiene will enter on a n(w 
phase. The fly nui.sance will disappear. Plac
tically all the infection, which is now carried by 
these insects f!"Om tilth to the fooel and water 
supply of the population, will be automati~ally 
destroyed by the combination of high temperature, 
high humidity and copious aeration of the compost 
heaps. In the tropics parasites like ho~kworm 
will tend to decrease in numbers. A Tapin im
provement in the general health and the amenitjp~ 
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of the village will ensue. What is needed to bring 
about these results is the working out of a simple 
process on the lines of the one described in this 
book.' It will not prove a difficult problem. It 
\\'ill be easy to design a series of screened pits and 
screened areas in the neighbourhood of an Indian 
village, and to teach the sweepers how to ca.rry oli 
the manufacture of compost without smell and 
without the breeding of flies. The conditions 
which render these two nuisances impossible will 
at the same time destroy practically all the harmful 
parasites and germs which now infect the popula
tion. Provided the work is carried out by the 
village scavengers, no caste difficulties are likely to 
arise. The process can easily be welded into the 
existing village system. A beginning has been 
made in the direction indicated by Mr. F. L. 
Brayne, I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner of Jhelum 
(formerly Deputy Commissioner of Gurgaon). 
Mr. Brayne has designed a latrine pit, which 
without much difficulty could be perfected for 
use throughout the tropics and sub-tropics. The 
method will have to be adapted both to dry 
weather and to monsoon conditions, and will have 
to be worked for a year or two under strict micro
bio]ogica 1 and chemical control bc>fore being 
hrought to the notice of the people. Work on 
these lines has already been started in the model 
Yillage belonging to the Institute of Plant Industry 
at Indore. If, as seems certain,· a practicable 
method can be devised, steps will at once be taken 
to get it taken up in the villages of the Central 
India an~ Rajputana States. Its spread to the 
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rest of 'India, and all over the tropics and sub

,tropics, will be a matter of a very few years. 
, 'The moment a suitable method of dealing with , 

'the sanitation of"the village has been designed 
and the influence 'of the process on the general 
health of the people 'apd c;>n the fertility of the 
fields becomes manifest, the results can be carried 
further. The p.ub],ic health of the military can
,tonments ,and of the smaller towns can then be 
considered as one subject. In place of the present 
exp~nsive. division, of those aspects of the general 
problem ,of sanitation," which deal with solid 

,,' wastes, into a number of imperfectly related items, 
,.such, as-the disposal of night soil, the use of 

" ,disinfectants," the "collection and destruction by 
burning of vegetable wastes including fallen leaves, 

, 'the prevention of the fly riuisance, the purification 
and safeguarding of the water supply and the 

, ; inoculation of the popUlation against such diseases 
, • as enteric fever ana cholera-it will be possible to 

transform these waste products of the population 
into valuable humus "in a scientific,way, and so 
avoid most if not all the existing difficulties. Such 

:;results, ,as far as urban areas are concerned, will 
naturally be the work of years. In the villages, 
however, #>rogress should be rapid. The first' 

, ,important,~tep on the road has' already been taken 
. in the fornt of the Indore process. It will not be a 
difficult matter to expand the opening which has 

< been made. Little increase in public expenditure 
":will 'be called for. '. The funds and staff, now devoted 

to rural hygiene, cin at once be deflected to the 
, ,manufacture of compo'sf and" tb increasing the 
:prodllce 6f the' soil. 
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ApPENDIX A 

THE MANURIAL PROBLEM IN INDIA' 

THE manurial problems of India were considered in detail by 
the recent Royal Commission on Agriculture in India which, 
after an extensive study of the subject lasting more than two 
years, reported in 1928. That section' of the report which 
deals with fertilizers is reprinted iil full below. A study of 
this account·will bring home to the investigator and to the 
general reader the evils .which invariably result from the 
fragmentation of any large agricultural problem. 

FERl"ILIZERS 

80. 'Of the principal plant-food materials in which the 
soils of India are deficient by far the most important {except 
in . parts of the crystalline tracts where the deficiency of 
phosphates may be more serious} is nitrogen, and the manurial 
problem in "India is, in the inaiti, one of nitrogen deficiency. 
India, as is well known, depends 'almost exclusively on the 
recuperative effects of natural processes in the soil to restore 
the combined nitrogen annually removed in the crops, for· 
but little of this is returned to· the soil in any other way. 
Much of the farmyard manure available is burnt as fuel 
whilst a large quantity of combined nitrogen is exported in 
the form of oil seeds, food and other grains, and animal 
products such as hides and bones. This loss is in no way 
compensated by the importation of nitrogenous fertilizers, 
for 1925-26 was the first year which the imports of sulphate 
of ammonia into this country, which amolinted only to 4,724 
tons; exceeded the exports and was also the first year in which 
the greater part of the production of this fertilizer by the 
Tata Iron and Steel Company at Jamshedpur and in the 
coalfields of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa was consumed in 
India. In these circumstances, it is fortunate that the 

r Extract from the RIlPorl of 1M Royal Com",issiotl otI Agnctlll"f'1I 
m India, Bombay, 1928, pp. 80-93. 

&11 
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recuperative' processes in the soil are more pronounced in 
tropical and'sub-tropical than in temperate regions. Although 
it has been stated in evidence before us that it has not been 
established that improved and higher yielding varieties of 
crops, more especially of wheat and sugar-cane, take more 
from the soil than the varieties they replace, and that their 
cultivation on present lines will not, therefore, be followed by 
any loss of permanent fertility, we are of opinion that there 
is justification for the view that improved crops generally 
require, for their fullest development, more liberal manurial 
treatment than those ordinarily grown. The subject is one 
which requires careful study by the agricultural departments 
in India and should form an essential part of the investigations 
discussed in the following paragraph. 

MANURIAL EXPERIMENTS 

81. An acceleration of the recuperative ptocesses in the 
soil can be' effected . by improved agricultural methods, by 
adequate soil aeration, judicio~s rotations and the cultivation 
of green-manure crops. The loss of combined nitrogen can 
also be partially made up by the application of natural and 
artificial manures. With certain definite exceptions, howevet, 
such as, for instance, sugar-cane and the more valuable 
garden crops, it has yet to be determined for what conditions 
and for what crops artificial manures can be profitably used 
to stimulate crop production in India. In this connexion, we 
hav.e been impressed by the importance of research into the 
fundamental problems connected with losses in nitrogen and 
with nitrogen recuperation. We saw something of the work 
in this field which was being carried on at Pusa by Dr. Harrison 
and at Nagpur by Dr. Annett. Although, ever since the 
reorganization of the agricultural departments in I905. 
manurial experiments have engaged a large part of their time 
and energies and have been carried out on every agricultural' 
station in India. it cannot be said that the agricultural experts 
are even yet in a position to give satisfactory advice to the 
cultivator in regard to the use of manures. A large amount 
of data has been collected but it has not been stlldied systema
tically or reduced to a form wllich would enable clear and 

. definite conclusions to be dra,wn. The problem require;;. to 
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be studied in'three aspects: in relation, in 'the first instance, 
to the crops which are dependent· solely on rainfall, in the 
second, to crops which are grown on irrigated land, and lastly, 
"to the planters' crops and intensive cultivation such as that of 
sugar-cane and garden crops.' It is hardly necessary to point 
out that the use of nitrogenous or other artificial fertilizers 
is no~ profitable in all conditions. Where crop production is 

, limited by a small rainfall, the annual additions of combined 
nitrogen to the soil as the result ,of natural processes may be 
sufficient to meet the needs of a crop the out~tum of which 
is limited by the moisture available. It has, for example, 
been found in the, Central Provinces that the application of 
fertilizers benefits dry crops, including uilirrigated cotton, 
only in years when the rainfall is adequate and that, in ./ 
particular, it does not benefit wheatwhich,in that province, 
is grown, on rainfall only. The planting community, which 
has its own, specialist officers, needs no, advice from the 
agricultural departments in regard to the economic use of 
manures. We would, however,take this opportunity of 
stressing the value of close touch between the community 
and the departments in regard to this and other agricultural 
matters. It is essential that the departments should be in a 
position to give the ordinary cultivator, both of irrigated and 
unirrigated crops, definite guidance on the point. The first 
step is the careful study of the existing material and the, 
correlation of the results hitherto obtained. The second step 
is the formulation of a programme of experiment with the 
object of ascertaining, with all possible accuracy, the extent 
to which fertilizers can be used with profit. This programme 
should include the laying out of a short series of permanent 
manuria!' plots, on lines appropriate to conditions in India, 
qn provincial, experimental farms. Only by conducting 
manurial experiments over a number of years will it be 
possible to compile such records as would make a substantial 
contribution to the knowledge of the problems of manures 

"and manuring under tropical and sub-tropical. conditions 
about which little is yet known. The scientific value of 
continuous experiments' depends on accurate methods of 
collection of all relevant data with a view to their subsequent 
correlation. All such schemes for manurial trials would 
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ordinarily be drawn up by the Director of Agriculture in close 
consultation with ~he agricultural chemist and the deputy 
directors of agriculture under whose immediate supervision 
the experiments wouIa be conducted. We wish especially to 
emphasize the importance of' manurial experiments on 
unircigated land as the cultivator of such land, who runs, with 
his very limited financial resources, the risk of losing ·his crop' 
in an unfavourable season, stands most in need of guidance in 
this matter. The study of the available data and the formu
lation of an ordered programme to replace the present some
what haphazard methods of dealing with the problem would, 
we think, provide sufficient work', to justify an officer of the 
Agricultural',Department being placed on special duty for a 
limited period, but we prefer to make no definite recommenda
tionson this point and to leave it to the consideration of the 
local governments.' Local conditions vary so greatly between 
province and province, especially in regard to' unirrigated 
land, that it does not appear necessary to attach an officer to 
Pusa specially to assist the provinces in this investigation. 
The Council of Agricultural Research should be in a position 
to advise as to the manner ,in which the experiments can best 
be conducted so as to secure uniformity of method as far as 
possible and to re~der the results obtained in one province of 
some value to other provinces. . 

INTERNAL SOURCES OF SUPPLY AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT 

(a) FARMYARD MANURE 

82. The first question which arises, in considering the 
internal supplies of nitrogeI1- available in India and the 
methods by which these can best be developed, is that of the 
use of farmyard manure as fuel. The view is generally held 
that it is the absence of a sufficient supply of firewood which, 
over large parts of India, compels the burning of cow-dung as 
fuel. But it must be recognized that there is often a definite 
preference for this form of fuel, as its slow burning character 
is regarded as making it specially suitable to the needs of the 
Indian housewife. Thus we are informed that, in Burma, 
immigrant labourers from India persist in using cow-dung as 
fuel although an abundant supply of firewood is readily 

I 
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available. Our evidence does not suggest. any alternative 
. fuel for domestic purposes in districts where wood and coal 
are dear. In some tracts. ~tton-stalks. the. dry stubble and 
stal~ of IN,. (Cajanus 'ndicus). the pith of jute and sann 
hemp and the megass of sugar-cane. where the use of the 
McGlashan furnace leaves a surplus which is not required for 
boiling the juice, could' be utilized for fuel to Ii. far greater 
extent than they are at present. Fuel plantations, more 
especially irrigated plantations, the formation of which we 
discuss in Chapters VIII and X, can assist only in a very 
limited area; In our view, the agricultural departments have 
a difficult task to perform in attempting to promote the 
utilization of farmyard manure for its proper purpose. 
Propaganda in this direction ~ only prove. effective if an 
alternative fuel is suggested and if. the cultivator can be 
sufficiently imbued with a sense of thrift to induce him to 
burn that which Will probably seem to him a less satisfactory 
substance. There bas been little advance in regard to the 
preservation of manure since Dr. Voelcker wrote his report on 
Indian agriculture in 1893. The practice of providing litter 
for cattle is. rarely. if ever, adopted except on government 
farms. No efforts are made by the cultivator to preserve 
cattle urine. Manure pits are still seldom found in Indian 
villages. Whe{e they do exist. no attempts are made to 
preserve the manurial value of the contents or to safeguard 
the public health by covering the. material with earth. 

(b) CoMPOSTS 

83. While the task is difficult, there is no doubt that 
. something can be done to promote the better preservation of 
such farmyard manure as is not diverted to consumption as 
fuel, by using it as a compost with village sweepings, leaves, 
and other decomposed vegetable matter. In this connexion. 
we are impressed. by the results achieved in the Gurgaon 
district of the Punjab, where many villageS have, as a direct 
consequence of propaganda.,adopted the practice of dcposit~ng 
in pits all village sweepings and refuse, along with a proportion 
of cow dung .. The effects on crops to which such manure has 
been applied, and on the sanitation and general amenities of 
the villages, were most marked. There is no reason why 
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efforts on similar lines should not be made in' other parts of 
the country. The Indian cultivator has much to learn from 
the Chinese, and the Japanese cultivator in regard to the 
manufacture of composts. Artificial fertilizers are used as 
little in China, as they are in India ; but there is no organic 
refuse of any kind in that country which does not find its 
way back to the fields as a fertilizer. Not only is all human 
waste carefully coUectedand utilized, but enormous quantities 
of compost are manufactured from the waste of cattle, horses, 

, swine and poultry, combined with herbage straw, and other 
similar waste. Garbage and sewage'are both used as manure .. 
The agricultural departments in India are fully alive to the 
necessity for instructing the cultiVator in the better preserva
tion of manure and the use of composts, but there is great 
scope for ,an extension' of their activities in this respect. For 
example, the possibilities of manufacturiIig synthetic farm
yard manure from waste organic material on the lines worked 
out at Rothamsted deserve to be fully investigated. At 
Rothamsted; research waS at first directed towards discovering 
a.rtfficial means whereby the decomposition of straw might be 
effected. Straw contains three essentials to plant growth, 
viz. nitrogen, phosphate and potash. The work proved 
successful and a method was devised for treating large quan
tities of straw for the preparation of manure. Reagents were' 
subsequently discovered which were capable of bringing about 
the rapid rotting, riot only of straw but also of other plant 
residues, and thus of producing a valuable organic manure at 
a modex:ate cost. Synthetic farmyard. manure.is being 
prepared by the departments of agriculture in Mairas and 
the Central Provinces. The agricultural department in 
Bengal, following the valuable' lead given by Rothamsted, 
has attempted the manufacture of artificial farmyard manure 
on ,a considerable scale. Cattle urine and washings from 
cattle-sheds, mixed with bone meal, have been used with 
immediate success. Weeds, various grasses, sugar-cane trash, 
refuse, straw, prickly-pear, etc., have all proved capable of 
breaking down into excellent material approximating more 
or less closely in appearance and in composition to that of 
cow-dung. Experiments have also been made, in Burma but 
have not so far proved successful. Valuable work on the 
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j)reparation of composts from night 50!1 and reflise n.nd fr::'!n 
cattle urine. weeds. etc .• is being done by Dr. Fowler at 
Cawnpore. In Europe. work of this character has IlOW 

emerged from the experimental stage and processes devised 
for dealing with various classes of materials are ab'eady on 
the market. In India, however, the departments concerned 
have still to devise and introduce a practical method which 
can be used with profit by the ordinary cultivator on his own 
land. 

The manurial value of earth obtained from the sites .)f 
abandoned villages is recognized in many parts of Illuia. 
The quantities available are, however. negligible in relation 
to the manurial requirements of the country. 

(c) NIGHT SOIL 

84. Prejudice against the use of'night soil has deterred the 
cultivator in India from utilizing to the best advantage a 
valuable source of combined nitrogen. There is,however. 
evidence that this prejudice is weakening and that. where 
night soins available in the form of poudrette. it is tending to 
disappear. From the point of view of public health. the use 
of poudrette is preferable to that of crude night soil an,l. 
given co-operation between agricultural departments and 
municipal authorities, there is hope that the manufacture of 
poudrette should prove profitable to municipalities and 
beneficial to the cultivators in their neighbourhood. The 
methods of converting night soil into poudrette adopted at 
Nasik and elsewhere in the Bombay Presidency have been 
highly successful and appear well worth study. by other 
municipalities. The advantages of this system of dealing 
.~ith night soil appear to us to justify a recommendation that 
the departments of local self-government in all provinces 
should bring them to the notice of all municipal authorities 
and should also take steps to establish a centre at which 
members of the municipal sanitary staffs can receive a suitable 
training in this method of disposing of night soil. The 
agricultural departments should keep a watchful eye on all 
experiments in the conversion of ;night soil into manure and 
should themselves conduct such experiments. Where munici
pal authorities in any part of the country are in a position to 
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supply it, the agricultural departments should assist them to 
find a market by arranging demonstrations of the value of 
night soil as manure on plots in the neighbourhood of the 
towns. 

Another way in which night soil can be converted into a 
form in which its use is less obnoxious to the cultivator is by 
the adoption of the activated sludge process. This process 
reduces sewage. by the passage of air through it. to a product 
which can either be used as required in the form of effluent 
from the sewage tanks or dried and sent where there is a 
demand for it. The activated sludge prQcess is suitable only 
for towns which have a sewage system. It is much more 
expensive than conversion into poudrette but has the advan
tage of conserving a larger percentage of nitrogen. Up to the 
present, this system has been adopted in India on any con
siderable scale only at Tatanagar. The possibility of selling 
the product at a price that would yield a fair return on the 
cost of manufacture must depend upon a careful survey of all 
the relevant factors,. including the local market for the 
product. In estimating the cost of the necessary plant, due 
regard should be paid to the cost which would be involved 
in installing any alternative method of sewage disposal. and. 
if it should prove possible to place a valuable fertilizer at the 
disposal of the cultivators at a price theJ can afford to pay. 
without risk of imposing any additional ~et charge upon the 
local ratepayers. we think that it is in the public interest that 
such schemes should be adopted. 

(d) LEGUMINOUS CROPS 

85. Another indigenous source of combined nitrogen to 
which increasing attention is now being paid by the agricul
tural departments in India, is leguminous crops and green
manures. The value of leguminous crops in his rotation has 
always been recognized by t:Qe cultivator and the work before 
the agricultural departments in regard to these crops lies 
not so much in popularizing the principle of their cultivation 
as in discovering the varieties of leguminous crops best suited 
to increase the soil fertility and in recommending such varieties 
to the cultivators. Recent research has drawn attention to 
the fact that such crops vary greatly in their power of fixing 
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nitrogen in the soil allJ should not be rcgarJcJ as oi e'l Ll<..! 

value. Moreover, it is only when the leguminous crop is 
grown for green-manure that, in all cases, the soil g3.ins il. 
nitrogen.' Mr. Howard instances gram as a err'? which 
improves the soil and Java indigo as a crop which !'~riot!5Iy 
depletes the supply of combined nitrogen. 

(e) GREEN-MANURES 

86. ,The agricultural departments in India have devoted 
much time and attention to work on green-manure crops with 
a view to discovering the crops which can best be used fOT 

green-manure, the time at which they should be grown :md 
the manner ~ which they should be applied. Their work has 
shown that sann hemp on the whole gives the best result 
and it would doubtless be more often grown for use as green
manure were it not that it may exhaust so much of the 
moisture in the soil that, when it is ploughed in, there is not 
sufficient left both to decompose it and to enable a second 
crop to grow. Much experimental work is still, thereiore, 
required to discover the green-manure crops whkh can best 
be included in the cultivators' rotations. The economics of 
green-manure crops from the point of vi.ew of nle sl~l:li1 

cultivator also require to be worked out. The small cultivator 
is naturally hesitant about growing a crop which only indirectly 
brings him any financial advantage. With his slend~r 
resources, it is indeed not unreasonable for him to take the 
view that he cannot afford to sacrifice even a catch crop in 
this way and it is therefore not until the agricultural depart
ments are in a position to demonstrate to him beyond. a 
shadow of doubt the paying nature of green-manure crops 
on small holdings that these departments will be justiiied 
in persuading the small cultivator to adopt them or that 
their advocacy of them will stand any chance of success. 
In the present state of knowledge, such crops would appear an 

. expedient to be adopted by the larger landholder and, for the 
small cultivator, a leguminous crop in his rotation would 
seem to hold out better prospects of benefit. 

The possibility of growing such crops as dhaincha and 
ground-nut, the leaves of which can be used as green-manure 
without interfering with the commercial value of the crop, is 
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worth consirleration. The use of ,ground-nut in this way for 
green-manure would furnish an additional reason for extending 
th~ area of this valuable crop. In the case of crops of a 
woody nature such as sann hemp. it must, however,' be 
remembered that their utility as green-manure for the suc
ceeding 'fabi crops depends to a large extent on the presence of 
sufficient moisture in the soil to rot the dry stems and roots. 

III Madras, the Punjab and the Central Provinces, the 
experiment has been made of encouraging the cultivation of 
green-manure crops under irrigation by the remission of the 
charge for water from government sources or irrigation. The 
fact that the results have, so far been disappointing may be 
due to a failure to accompany the remission with sufficien~ 
propaganda as to the advantages to be derived from the 
growing of these crops. We think that the continuance of 
the concession and its extension to other areas should be 
conditional on its being accompanied by an active campaign 
01 propaganda. directed particularly to the larger landholder 
l"d.tiler than the small cultivator. All areas where the con
cession is maue should be kept under regular examination. 
If. after a period of.five to ten years, it should appear that the 
cor,c.~ssion given in regard to water charges has failed to 
achieve its main purpose, it should be resCinded. 

(f) OIL CAKES 

87. The loss to India of a 'valuable source of combined 
nitrogen as the result of the export of so large a proportion 
of its production of oil seeds was emphasized by many witnesses 
before us. The yield and exports of oil seeds during the last 
fifteen years are shown in the following table [see opposite 
pagej ;-

These figures indicate that, of the out-turn of the seed of 
cotton, ground· nut, rape and mustard, linseed and sesamum, 
the exports am'Junt to an average of eighteen per cent and 
they suggest the loss which the soil of India suffers by the 
export of a valuable by-product on the assumption that the 
whole of the nitrogen contained miG'ht be returned to the 
soil. Under existing practice, indeed. much of this material 
would probably be fed to cattle and subsequently dissipated 
as fuel. But it is not surprising that the view that an export 



TOTALS BY FIVE YEAR PERIODS 

Cotton Ground- Rape Sesa- Total Total 
Seed nut and Linseed mum of of all 

Mustard Columns Oil 
2--6 Seeds 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
I 

1910-11 to 1914-IS 
Yield ('000 tons) .. .. .. 8,419 3,475 6,1 2 9 2,541 2,354 22,918 
Exports ('000 tons) .. .. 1,125 1,035 1,149 1,983 494 5,786 6,832 

Percentage of Exports to yield .. .. 13 30 19 78 21 25 -
1915-16 ':0 1919-20 . 
. Yield ('000 tons) .. .. . . 8,545 4,758 5,362 2,171 2,104 22,940 -

Exports ('000 tons) . . .. . . 387 567 495 1,283 166 2,898 3,408 

Percentage of Exports to yield 41 12 9 I 59 8 12i -
1920-21 to 1924-25. 

I I Yield ('000 tons) .. .. 10,733 5,786 5,602 2,203 , 2,336 26,660 -
Exports ('000 tons) .. .. 686 1,240 I 

I,ISI 1,376 I 1[9 4,602 5,n6 
I ----

Percentage'of exports to yield 6l 21 21 ., ~.~ 17 I -.-

Total of 15 years 1910-11 to 19"24-25 
Total Yield ('000 tons) .. . . . . ~7,(,97 14,019 I 17,093 6,9 15 I 6,794 72.)1·~ I --
Total Exports ('000 tons) .. 2,198 2,.'i42 I 2,~25 1,6.; 2 : 779 f3· ·8' I 15.356 

Percentage of exports to yield i . 8~~;--I--I{~-~~ __ L TIi.-I- 13 l __ ~ ~ 
, . 
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tax on oil seeds and oil cakes within the purchasing power of 
the cultivator has found much favour and even received the 
support of the Board of Agriculture in 1919 and of the majority 
of the Indian Taxation Enquiry Conunittee. but not that of 
the Indian Fiscal Commission. Some witnesses before us 
went further and urged the total prohibition of export. 
Whilst we fully recognize the advantages to Indian agriculture 
which would follow from a greatly extended use of 'certain 
oil cakes as a manure for the more valuable crops such as 
sugar-cane, tobacco, cotton and tea, we cannot but feel that 
those who suggest the attainment of this object by the 
restriction or prohibition of exports have failed to realize 
the economic implications of their proposal. In the first. 
place. it must be remembered that India has no monopoly of 
the world's supplies of oil-seeds and is not even the chief 
supplier of those seeds. The worlu's linseed market is 
controlled by the Argentine crop and the sesamum market by 
the Chinese crop. The competition of West Africa in the 
sllpply of edible oils is becoming increasingly serious. In 
these circumstances. it is an economic axiom that an export 
duty will be borne by the producer and that the cultivator 
will, therefore, receive a lower price for the oil seeds exported. 
The acreage under oil seeds in British India is still considerably 
below the pre-war level and the tendency to replace oil seeds by 
other crops which may be inferred from this would undoubt., 
edly be greatly accentuated if any effective restrictions on 
export were imposed. The immediate fall in price, which 
would result from such restrictions, would tend to a reduction 
of .area and consequently of out-turn. Even if such a fall 
in prices were obtained by the method advocated, the gain 
to the cultivator qua consumer would be far more than 
counterbalanced by the disadvantage to the cultivator qua 
grower by the loss of the income he at present derives from 
his export market. In the second place, it may be argued 
that if the Indian oil-crushing industry were fully developed 
to deal with the present out-turn of oil seeds, then the area 
might l'emaill at its present level and there would grow up a 
consiJ.;rable export of oil. while the cake would remain to 
be used as a fceding stuff or manure. The market for oil in 
this country is, however. a very limited one and will remain 
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so until India has reached a more advanced stage of industrial 
development. The oil-crushing industry would, therelore, 
have to depend mainiy on the export market for the sale of its 
main product. The problem of cheap and effIcient tnnspon 
to the great industrial centres of the west presenl~ ,,111105t 
insunnountable difficulties. Oil-crushers in India \\ll1l1,1 find 
themselves in competition with a well-established and hi:;hly 
efficient industry ancl there is little reason to belil'v(' that 
their costs of production or the quality of their produd w(l11hl 
enable them to compete successfully with that industry, 
In the third place, even if restriction on exports succeeded in 

'reducing the price of oil cakes, this would mean that a section 
of the agricultural community would be penalized for the 
benefit of another anJ. much smaller section, for the growers 
of oil seeds would probably not be those who would make the 
most 'use of the oil c.1.kes. 

A similar line of reasoning applies to vii cakes. the :l\,e:.lbl 

exports of which from India for the five ye:,;'s ci:ding 19.15-;:C 
were 165.600 tons. against a negligible import. The oil cakes 
exported from India are a far less important factor in the 
world's supply than are the oil seeds and. in these circum. 
stances, the burden of the duty would be entirely borne by the 
producer. in this case the crushing industry. There can, in our 
view, be little doubt that the effect of a duty on oil cakes, with 
or~thoutaduty on oil seeds. would be the curtailment of oil
crushing activities and a diminution in the available supply of 
oil cakes, in other words. it would have effects entirely different 
from those desiredLy its advocates. It is not. therdore. by 
any restriction on trade that Indian agriculture is likdy tIl 

reap greater advantages from the supply of combined nitrogen 
available in the large crops of oil seeds she produces. The 
only methods by which these advantage~ can be secured are 
by the natural development of the oil-crushing industrv 
coupled with great changes in cattle management and in the 
use of fuel. The question how far the development of the 
industry can be promoted by Government assistance in the 
matter of overcoming difficulties of transport and in the form 
of technological advice in regard to improvt!d methods of 
manufacture and standardization is one ior the l.kpartments 
of industries rather than the departments of dgriculture. An 
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extension of the oil-crushin~ industry would undoubtedly tend 
to promote the welfare of Indian agriculture and we would 
commend the investigation of its possibilities to the earnest· 
consideration 6f all local governments. . 

(g) SULPHATE OF AMMONIA 

88. The important potential sources of supply of combined 
nitrogen discussed in the preceding paragraphs are supple
mented to a small though increasing extent by the sulphate of 
ammonia recovered as a by-product from coal at the rata Iron 
and Steel Company's works at Jamshedpur and on the coal~ 
fields of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa. There has been a very 
marked increase both in the consumption and production of 
this fertilizer in India in recent years. Of the 4.436, tons 
produced in IgIg. all but 472 tons were exported and there 
were no imports. IIi Ig25. of the estimated production of 
I4.771 tons. 6.395 tons were retained in India. With three 
exceptions. all the producers of sulphate ,of ammonia in India 

,have joined the British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation 
which, through. its Indian agents, is· conducting active 
propaganda to promote the use of artificial fertilizers and has 
established a number of local agencies in agricultural areas in 
several provinces. The, manner in which this source of supply 
is being developed is very satisfactory and it is still more 
satisfactory that a market for increasing quantities of the 
sulphate of ammonia produced in India is being found in the 
country. The importance of the price factor need hardly be 
stressed. for though the present average price of Rs. I40 per 
ton free on rail at Calcutta is much lower than that which' 
prevailed immediately after the War. it is sufficiently high to 
preclude the application of sulphate of ammonia to any except 
the most valuable of the cultivatorS' crops, such as sugar-cane 
or garden crops. 

(h) ARTIFICIAL NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS 

8g. A method of increasing the internal supplies of 
~ombined nitrogen in India. the adoption of which has 
received powerful support, is the establishment of synthetic 
processes for obtaining combined nitrogen from the air in 
forms suitable for use as fertilizers. The Indian Sugar 
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Committee was of opinion that. from. the point of view of 
the development of the sugar industry alone, the successful 
introduction of synthetic processes in India was a matter of 
the first importance. That Committee'recommended that the 
possibilities of utilizing the' hydro-electric schemes. which 

. were at that time under investigation in the Punjab and the 
United Provinces. for the. fixation of nitrogen should be 
thoroughly examined and that, if it were found that electric 
energy could,he obtained at.a rate approximating to Rs. 60 
per kilowatt year, a unit plant of sufficient size to afford 
trustworthy information.'should be. installed. Of the three 
processes in use for the' tixation . of atmosph~ric nitrogen. 
the arc process. the cyanamide process and the manufacture 
of ammonia by direct synthesis; the Committee considered the 
cyanamide process as the one which offered the best prospects 
of success in India but drew attention to the possibilitil's of 
the Haber process for obtaining synthetic sulphate of ammonia. . 

The position has changed greatly since the report of the 
Sugar Committee was written. The full effects of the diver
sion of the capital, enterprise and, above all, the research 
devoted to the manufacture of munitions to the production 
of peace time requirements, had not been felt in 1920.$ince 
then. it has resulted in a fall in the world's price of nitrogen by 
fifty per cent, and there. are prospects of still lower prices in 
the neat future. We see no reaSon to question the view which 
was placed before us in the cou~e of the .evidence we took 
in London that, in present circumstances,only very large 
units with a minimum capacity" of about. 150.000 tons of 
pure nitrogen per annum can be expe('ted to pay even under' 
the most favourable conditions in Great Britain and on the 

.• Continent of Europe and that conditions in India' make it 
much less likely that even a unit of that capacity would prove 
a paying proposition. The possibilities of manufacturing 
nitrogen from the air in India have already been exhaustively 
examined by a leading finn of chemical manufacturers in 
England. which. has decided against proceeding with the 
project. It is probable that no factory on a scale which could' . 
be contemplated by any local government. or even by the 
Imperial Government, would be in a position to produce 
synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers at a price less than that at 

10 
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wlJich they can be imported. The whole object of estab
lishing s~ch a factory, that of producing fertilizers· at a price 
which would place them within the reach of a far greater 
proportion of the agricultural community than is at present 
in a position to use them, would be defeated if a protective 
duty were imposed to enable its out-tum to compete against 
imported supplies. It is also to be hoped that, should the 
demand for artificial fertilizers in India make it worth while, 
private enterprise will come forward to erect synthetic 
nitrogen works in this country. While the economics of the 
industry remain as they stand to-day, we are unable to recom
mend any further. investigation into the subject under . 
government auspices. ' 

CENTRAL. ORGANIZATION FOR RESEARCH ON FERTILIZERS 

90. The discussion of the question of nitrogenous fertilizers 
would not be complete without mention of the proposal 
placed before us by the British Sulphate of Ammonia Federa
tion, Ltd., and Nitram, Ltd., for .the establishment by the 
Government of India of a central fertilizer organization on 
which the Imperial and provincial agricultural departments 
as well as the important fertilizer interests would be repre
sented. The two companies, which are already spending 
£23.000 annually on research and propaganda in India; 
expressed their willingness to increase this amount to £50,000, 
the additional amount to be handed over to a central organiza
tion constituted in the manner they sugg~st, provided that 
an equal sum is contributed by Government. The companies 
have made it clear that the research and propaganda they 
contemplate would be on the use of fertilizers generally and 
would not in any way be confined to that of the products they 
manufacture, or sell. This offer, though not disinterested, 
is undoubtedly generous and we have given it our most careful 
consideration. We regret, however, that we are unable to see 
our way to recommend its acceptance. We cannot but feel 
that, whatever safeguards were imposed, the work of, and the 
advice given by, an organization, at least half the cost of 
which was borne by firms closely interested in the subject
matter of the investigation, would'be suspect and would thus 
he deprived of much of its usefulness, especially since, as we 
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have pointed out, the agricultural departments in India are 
not yet in a position to pronounce authoritatively on the 
relative advantages of natural and artificiiU fertilizers. We, 
therefore, consider it preferable that the agricultural depart
ments· should remain entirely independent in this matter but 
we need hardly say that we would welcome the establishment 
by the two firms mentioned, or by any other fertilizer firms, 
of their own research stations in India working in the fullest 
co-operation with 'the agricultural departments, the Indian 
Tea Association" the Indian Central Cotton Committee and 
any other bodies interested in the fertilizer question. So much 
work remains to be done on the manurial problems of India 
that it is desirable that every possible agency should be 
employed on it. . To the supply by the fertilizer interests of 

,free samples for triill by the agricultural departments there 
can, of course, be no objection,but we do not consider that 
any financial assistance beyond what is involved in tliis· 
should be accepted. In coming to this conclusion, we have 
not overlooked the fact that the Rothamsted Experimental 
Station accepts grants from fertilizer interests to meet the cost 
of experiments with their products. Rothamsted is not, 
however,.a government institution and. further, the experi
ments it carries out. are only undertaken on the clllar under
stanqing that the information obtained is not to be used for 
pUrposes of propaganda. The conditions at' Rothamsted are 
thus entirely different' from those under which it is proposed 
that the central fertilizer organization in India should function. 

BONES AND BONE MEAL 

. 91. Nitrogen deficiency can ·be remedied to some extent· 
by the application of bones and bone meal. . This form of 
fertilizer is,-however, of greater value as a means of rectifying 
,the deficiency of, phosphates which, as we have pointed out, 
is more prominent in peninsular India and Lower Burma than, 
that of nitrogen. As with other torms of combined nitrogen, 
an important quantity of this fertilizer is lost to India by a 
failure to apply it to the soil and by export. Except in the 
War period, the total ,export of bones from India has shown 
little vat;iation in the last twenty years. ,The average exports 
for t~e five years ending 1914-15 were 90,45ztons, valued at 
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Rs. 64.20 lakhs. For the five years ending 1924-25 they were 
87,881 tons, valued at Rs. 95.94Iakhs. In 1925-26 they were 
84,297 tons valued at Rs. 89.16 lakhs and in 1926-27 100,005 
tons valued at Rs. 97.76lakhs. The imports of bone manures 
are negligible. Practically the whole of the exports are in 
the form of the manufactured product, that is in the form of 
crushed bones or of bone meal, the highest figure for the 
export of uncrushed bones in recent years being 545 tons in 
1924-25. Only a very small proportion of the bone manure 
manufactured in India is consumed in the country. During 
the War period, when prices were low, freight space difficult to 
obtain and export demand weak, it was estimated that not 
more than ten per cent of the total production was consumed 
in India. and this at a time when the prices of all Indian 
agricultural produce were exceptionally high. Enquiries we 
have made show that there is no reason to believe that the 
percentage retained for internal consumption has increased 
since the close of the War. Manywitnesses before us advocated 
that the heavy drain of phosphates involved in the large 
export of bones from this country should be ended by the 
total prohibit~on of exports and this proposal received the 
support of the· Board of Agriculture· in 1919. whilst the 
majority of the Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee recom
mended the imposition of an export duty. For much the 
same reasons as those for which we have rejected the proposal . 
for an export duty on oil seeds and oil cakes, we are unable to 
support this recommendation. As was pointed out by the 
Board of Agriculture in 1922, local consumption, even in the 
most favourable conditions in recent years, has accounted 
for such a small fraction of the total production that the 
industry could not continue to exist on that fraction, and 
the imposition of an export duty would involve a serious 
danger of its extinction through the closing down of its 
markets. Further, any restrictions on export would deprive 
one of the poorest sections of the population of a source of 
income of which it stands badly in need. 

For slow growing crops such as fruit trees the rough 
crushing of bones is sufficient, but for other crops fine grinding 
is required. The crushing mills are at present located almost 
entirely at the ports and, in order to get bone manures to the 
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cultivator, the establishment of small bone-crushing factories 
at u~untry centres where· sufficient supplies of bones are 
available has been advocated. A far more thorough investiga
tion of the economics of the bone-crushing industry than has 
yet been carried out is, we consider, required before the 
estabIishment of such mills can safely be undertaken by 
private enterprise. The first essential is to obtain definite 
data in regard to the price at which, and the crops for which, 
the use of bone meal is advantageous to the cultivator. We 
suggest that the agricultural departments should take early 
steps to collect these data. .. The .depiutment of Government 
responsible should arso investigate the cost of procesSing bones 

, with special reference to those districts in which the develop
ment of hydro-electric schemes gives promise of a supply of 
cheap power. It should then be a comparatively easy matter· 
to determin~ whether the level of prices is such as to justify 
any attempts on the part of Government to interest private, 
or preferably co-operative, enterprise in the estabIishment 
of bone-crushing mills in suitable centres. In determining 
the level of prices, allowance should be made for the advantage 
which local mills will enjoy in competition for local custom 
with the large units at the ports through the saving to the 
local concerns of the two-way transportation charges borne 

. by' the product of the port mills. . 

FISH MANURES 

92; Little need be said· about fish manures which are 
another source of supply of both phosphates and nitrogen. 
The export of these flom India for the, five years ending 
1925-26 averaged 16,774 tons valued at Rs. 19.94.1akhs. In 
1926-27 only 7,404 tons were exported valued at Rs. 9.21 
lakhs: Except for a negligible export flom .Bombay and 
.Sind, the exports of fish manures are confined to the west coast 
of Madras and parts·of Burma. 

The arguments against the prohibition of the export of 
bones or for the imposition of an export duty apply equally 
to fish manures. Any 'restriction of export would involve 
most serious hardship on the small and impoverished fishing 
communities of the.two proviDces, and cannot, therefore, be 
justified. The only measures which can be undertaken to 
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lessen, the export of fish manures, without damage to the 
fish-oil industry or the curtailment of the amount of fish 
caught, are measures to establish that such manures can be 
profitably used for Indian agriculture at the price obtained 
for them in the export market. . 

NATURAL PHOSPHATES 

93. Reference should be made here to the extensive 
deposits of natural phosphates which are to be found in the 
Trichinopoly district of Madras and in South Bihar. In 
neither tract, do these phosphates exist in a form in which . 
they can be utilized economically for the manufacture of 
superphosphate; and theiI employment in agriculture has 
been 'limited to applications of the crude material in pulverized 
form. This source cif supply does not offer any important 
possibili ties.' 
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SOME ASPECTS OF SOIL IMPROVEMENT IN RELATION 
TO CROP PRODUCTIONI 

By G. CLARKE, C.I.E., F.I.C., M.L.C. 

I ASK your permission to direct your attention to some aspects 
of soil improvement in relation to crop production. I propose 
to,Pass in brief review SOme of our problems and then to touch 
on the work to which my colleagues, Khan Sahib Sheikh 
Mohammad Naib Husain, Rai Sahib S. C. Banerjee, 'and 
myself have devoted a number of years at the Shahjahanpur 
Research Station. My subject is directly coimected with the 
supply of the first necessity of life, namely, food. By what 
methods is the world going to continue to feed its growing 
population? It is increasing at the rate of nearly twenty 
millions a year, and it cannot be suddenly checked. Can 
food be found for all these extra mouths, or will the pressure 
on .our land resources become unbearable, and end in disaster ? 
That is the colossal problem. facing the world in the next few 
generations. It must be met either by a continual expansion 
of cultivation, or an intensification of production on land 
already cultivated. 

How do we stand in India in respect to these questions? 
I have proceeded in a somewhat empirical fashion to ascertain 
the relation between population and arable land. I have 
selected, in making my· estimate, the figures used in inter
national statistics, the total area sown: and the current 
fallows. I have deducted the area required for the production 
of ElXported cotton, food grains, oU seeds, jute, and tea, which 
account for about eighty per cent of .the value of our exports. 
This estimate is admittedly rough and must be regarded as 
suggestive rather than as an exllct measure, but it is sufficiently 
near to illustrate my point. 

J Proceedings oj/h' S,vent"nth I"dian Science Congress, Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, Calcutta, 1930, p. 23. 
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I have taken the year 1922-23. following the census year 

1921. ahd the year 1925-26. In 19~2-23 the total area sown 
in that part 'of India for which agricultural returns are made 
was 327 million acres. '61 were under fallow. making a total 
of 388 million acres. From this may be ded~cted as producing 
exported material for cotton 1;4. for food grains 9. for oil seeds. 
5. for jute 2. for tea 0.6 million acres. or 3r million acres in 

. round numbers. So that 357 million acres are left to supply 
the requirements in home produced food and other essential 
commodities of the 292 mUlion people who live 41 the territory 
covered by these figures. viz. 1.2 acres per unit population. 

A similar CC\lculation for 1925-26 gives the same result. I 
have selected for a summary comparison the United States 
of America and France. two countries possessing points of 
resemblance to India. In both. as in India. agriculture is of 
predominant importance.' In the United States 356 million 
acres are in cultivation: 65 million producing exported 
material may be deducted from this. leaving 291 million acres 
of cultivated land devoted to supplying a population of 
approximately II2 million. or 2.6 acres pet unit of population. 
The dominant charllcteristic of. American economic life has 
hitherto been abundance of land. resources. France. a 
country which is . largely self-supporting. has 36.3 million 
hectares of cultivated land for a population of 39.3 million, 
approximately 2.3 acres for each head of the population. 

In considering these figures we have to allow for the fact 
that the vegetarian diet adopted by our people is more 
economical of the resources of the soil than the diet of the 
people of the United States and France. Living is cheap in 
India. but when all has been said that can be said. we are left 
with the plain fact before us. that we have one-half the area of 
cultivated land fOJ;: a unit of population. 

The past experience of the. world shows that. as long as new 
land of the necessary quality is available. increased food will 
be obtained less by increased skill and expenditure on old land 
than by taking up new land. Our map has shown for several 
decades well over a hundred million acres in the British 
provinces of India classified as culturable waste. Why is not 
new land coming into cultivation? ·1 cannot give a complete 
answer. No such process can be observed in steady operation 
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on a scale sufficient to raise the per capita area of cultivation 
to a level which will meet our food requirements. Sum" 
recent settlements in this province show an increase in 
cUltivation of only one to three per cent in thirty years, while 
in others the area is stationary. For a number of reasons the 
area of culturable waste gives an unreal conception of our 
resources. Much of the land thus classified includes areas 
physically capable of being employed for crops only when our 
need is so extreme that considerations of cost of utilization 
are relatively secondary. Fifty per cent we know is situated 
in Burma and Assam, out of the sphere of action of our chief 
agricultural races. A great deal is ill tttrai tracts where 
health reasons prevent extensive settlement. Land is 
coming under the plough, to some extent, in the villages of 
the Sarda .canal area in these provinces, and will do .so eJ!\e
where as irrigation schemes mature, but in India, as in other 
parts of the world, new land of the necessary quality for food 
crops is no longer easy to find. 

This brings me to the first part of my argument-the 
necessity of increasing the acre yield of land now under the 
plough if an ample supply of food and the home-grown 
necessaries of life is to be assured to the Indian worker, and his 
standard of living raised above subsistence level. It is a 
difficult problem but it is not insoluble. 

When I considered this matter some months ago, I asked 
myself three questions :-

(1) What factors are in our favour, and what are against 
us, when we begin to intensify our cultivatioa? 

(2) Will the knowledge and experience of other countries 
help to accelerate our progress? What new ·know
ledge do we need? 

(3) What is the quantitative measure of the result we 
Illay expect? 

I propose to give you the answers that suggested themselves 
to me, based Qn conditions in these provinces where my 
experience has been gained. . 

We have in our favour two things. In the first place, soil 
that is easy to manage and quickly responds to treatment, 
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and, secondly. agricultural workers attached to their calling and 
possessing a strongly developed land sense which, by some 
curious twist in ollr make-up, can only be acquired in child
hood. We· shall not come up against a shortage of agricultural 
workers of the kind that is hindering development in Australia 
and Canada. In these· countries, a high degree of skill has 
to be directed to economy of labour by the use of machinery 
and labour-saving devices. In India, our efforts will have to 
be devoted to economizing land. We are better placed than 
most countries as regards the primary essential for increasing 
pr<)dllction rer unit of land, namely, man-power. You may 
as]: me. • What is delaying our progress with two such 
assets?' This opens lip a wide sociological study. I. 
believe ignorance and a larger share of iII-health than should 
fall to the lot of an average being playa part. The stimulus 
required seems to be . education of a rural type. I cannot, 
however, pursue this issue, and return to my agricultural text. 

We have to contend against difficuIt weather conditions and 
sl!,jrt growing seasons requiring early maturing and specialized 
varieties of crops. TIle Howards, in The Developmen~ oj 
I ntiicln .Agriculture, describe graphically the effe~t of the 
monsoon on the soil and on the people. It is indeed the 
dominant factor in rural India. 

We shall always at intervals experience yeC!Is of short 
rainfall and this fact gives additional force to my argument for 
increasing the acre yield in favourable seasons by improved 
soil management if we are to avoid starvation. Much has been 
done to intensify yields without any commensurate increase of . 
labour on soil improvement by the introduction of more 
heavily cropping varieties. I need only quote as examples 
wheat and cottun in the Punjab and wheat and sugar-cane in 
the United Provinces, which are adding crores to the cuI
tiv~ tors' income. Indian conditions, however, test the skill 
of the plant breeder very severely and further steps in improve
ment in this direction are not going to DP easily won. 

I now pass on to that part of my subject which has greater 
interest for a scientific audience than some of the stubborn 
facts I have placed before you. I mean the· consideration of 
some aspects of recent work on soil improvement and the 
lines on which enquiry may be directed in India. 
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Since Boussingault introduced the method of exact Ii, : 

experiment in 1834, research on the soil and the cnmlitilI1.' (,I 
crop growth has been continuous in EurolJc .lild Alr-eric:'l, 
The methods of approach have become more ,'~art with earh 
advance in pure science. We, therefore, start our work I)n 
soil improvement in India with tools ready made. Investiga
tions carried out in other countries have given us the principles 
involved and often the' technique of methods of research. 
Our work for tl).e moment is to apply them to conditions where 
soil processes differ widely both in intensity and time of 
occurrence, from those of temperate climates. I have ueen 
impressed by the desirability of applying to uur problems a 
conception developed in recent years by the Cambridge and 
Rothamsted workers, which has given a new and wider 
significance'to the field experiment. The final yield gives l;5 
no indication of what harpcns during the plant's life or how 
it responds to factors operating at successive stages of ~rowth. 
The modem method makes quantitative observations of crops. 
throughout the period of growth and examines the results by 
statistical methods. This is nothing more than reducing to 
exact measurement and scientific treatment the observation" 
which every practical farmer makes but does not formulate. 
The advantage is obviuus. Information covering a wickr 
range than the old type of field experiment can be vutaineJ 
in a few years, instt.:ad of taking generations. You "'ill 
remember that Lawes and Gilbert waited twenty years 'r.cfore 
discussing the results of their experiments. The field f'Xpcri
ment lasting twenty or more years no longer fulfils our 
requirements. We want results in a reasonable time, accom
panied by proof of their reliability, which will tell us not only 
the final yield but how that yield.is obtained. 

This leads up to another conception, namely, the critical 
periods of crops which will repay closer quantitative study in a 
country characterized by singularly short growing periods and 
rapidly changing conditions. By critical period, I mean the 
relatively short interval during which the plant reaches the 
maximum sensibility to a given factor and during whkh 
the intensity of that factor will have the greatest effect on 
yield. These periods seem to be associated with some phase 
of growth in which the plant is undergoing modifications 
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demanding the rapid formation and movement of food 
material. Italian workers have found that the twenty days 
before the crop comes into ear constitutes an important 
critical period for wheat in relation to humidity and soil 
moisture. If during this period these factors are in defect of 
the minimum needed for the normal development of the plant, 
the crop will be small even if there is abundance throughout 
the rest of the vegetative period. 

Our observations at Shahjahanpur indicate that two periods 
in the growth of sugar-cane have speciaJ.significance: (I) May 
and early June when the tillers and root system are developing ; 
and (2) August and September when the main storage of 
sugar takes place. A check received at either of these periods 
permanently reduces the yield. The acre yield of sugar is 
pusitively and closely correlated with the amount of nitrate 
nit.rogen in the soil during the first period, and with soil 
moisture and humidity in the second period. 

Food crops pre-eminently Clemand· co~bined nitrogen. 
You will remember how Sir William Crookes startled the 
world thirty years ago by the statement that the wheat-eating 
races were in deadly peril of· starvation owing t? the rapid 
exhaustion of soil nitrogen. The age in 'which he lived had 
become accustomed to abundant supplies of cheap food from 
the great plains of the American Continent. Fertility 
accumulated since the glacial period by luxuriant plant 
growth and bacterial activity suddenly became available for 
exploitation, and was plundered at an appalling rate by rough 
and rcady methods of cultivation. Nitrogen was disappearing 
from the soil out of all proportion to the amount recovered in 
the crop. The extraordinary fertility of some of these new 
regions is shown by the data recorded by Shutt, an acre of 
soil to a depth of one foot containing from 20,000 to 25,000 lb. 
of nitrogen in an acre foot of soil in these provinces, which 
lies betweeri the limits of 1,000 .and 3,000 lb. I shall refer 
to this again shortly. 

Crookes was almost the first to realize that there was a 
limit to cheap production from new land, but his forecast was 
too gloomy. He visualized the exhaustion of the chief 
granary of the western world within a generation or two. In 
some important respects he 'misapprehended the problem. 
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He did not know as we know now that other ",-!)cncies ;,tClJ in 
and stop the plunder of the soil before it has b,'nc too far. ft 
is only under improper methods of cl"Opping and culti\':: I i'-~l 
that permanent soil deterioration is a real and d:mg('rolts 
phenomenon. Land properly handled does not hrcome 
exhausted. Much of the land of Europe has been culti\'ated 
since the days of the Romans or even earlier. It is, if any
thing, more fertile than ever. In India, we have in existence 
a method of farming which has maintained for ten centuries at 
least a perfect balance between the nitrogen requirements of 
the crops we harvest and the processes which recuperate 
fertility. 

When we examin~ the facts, we must put the North~rn 
Indian cultivator down as the most economical farmer in flu;; 

world as far as the utilization of the potent element of fer
tility-nitrogen-goes. Tn this respect he is more ~ki1fll1 
than his Canadian brother. He cannot take a heavy overdraft 
of nitrogen from the soil. He has only the small current 
account provided by the few pounds annually added by natnre, 
yet he raises a crop of wheat on irrigated land in the United 
Provinces that is not far removed from the Canadian average. 
He does more with a little nitrogen than any farmer I ever 
heard of. We need not concern ourselves with soil deteriora
tion in these provinces. The present standar~ of fertility 
can be maintained indefinitely. This is not my text. Produc
tion must be raised if we are to live in reasonable security and 
comfort. 

In one respect Cmokes was right. He forl'saw that the 
intensification of production required more combined nitro,!;!'n 
than the limited supplies furnished by the distillation of coal 
and the nitrate deposits, to counterbalance the colossal 
wastage which civilization and urban life bring about. The 
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen was, as he put it, vital to the 
progress of civilized humanity. This problem has been 
solved in the last ten years and is one of the remarkable 
achievements of applied science. It could h<J.\'e beeH solvl!d 
sooner if money had been forthcoming for long-range rc~ea[ch, 
but it took th~ \Var to Lring us to our sens<.!S. Tliirty years ago, 
the fixation of 29-4 grams of a mixture.of nitrogen and oxygen 
at the expenditure of one horse-power was recorded as a 
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scientific achievement. In 1928-29 the estimated production 
of uitr0gcn compounds by synthetic proccss~s was equivalent 
to 1.3 million metric tl)ns of pure nitrogen, or over 6 million 
long tons of s~lphate of ammonia, which can be sold at prices 
low in comparison with the prices of agricultural produce. 
We are entering on an era of nitrogen plenty which is bound 
to react favourably on the world's food production. One of 
our problems is to find out how we can make use of this 
discovery in India. The probability is that the full benefit 
of fertilizers will be realized only on land reasonably suppUe4 
with organic matter. 

I may be allowed here to sound a note of warning •. Great 
as are the possibilities offered by synthetic nitrogen compounds 
there is danger in adjusting our standards of living to increased, 
production based entirely on imported fertilizers. They may 
he cut off suddenly by international disturbances. The Waris 
too near an experience and the promise of universal peace too 
uncertain to ignore this side of the question altogether. It 
will be but a wise precaution to establish their manufacture in 
India when the correct way of using them has been worked 
out, their value demonstrated, and a demand created. 

Our problem is . more complex than the simple addition of 
nitrogen compounds to the soil. We have to face under 
peculiar conditions of climate the question of controlling 
moisture, organic matter, and air supply in the soil, of regu
lating the supplies of nitrogen so that it may be available in 
the right form and quantity when the plant most needs it; 
so that none may be wasted, and to make use to the utmost 
of those processes by which nature supplies nitrogen free of 
charge. These problems centre around the changes which 
organic material undergoes in the soil and' the nitrogen 
U<l . .llSIUIlllatioIlS which accompany them. 

We have two methods of soil improvement possessing 
enormous potentialities for increasing crop production and so 
~imple in operation that they can be used by everybody :-

(1) the preparation of quick-acting manures from waste 
organic material; 

(2) the use of green manure crops. 

I do not propose to discuss recent work on the first method. 
The practical details have been worked out thoroughly by 
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the Howards'at,Indore"and by Fowler, Rlchards, and their 
'co-workers at Cawnpore. .A paper on this subject is going to 
be placed before you by Dr. Fowler. I.will not anticipate 

:what he is going. to sayb<;yond remarking that the results 
which he .has allowed me to examine place in our hands a 
method afthe greatest value for increasing the out-turn of 

. ,ahi cropsw:hich. require in this province a quicker acting 
'm.3:Ilure than: that provided by turning in a green crop. . 

We have been working for some years at Shahjahanpur on 
lhe utilization of green-manure· for sugar-cane. We have 
ploughed in' Oft an average of three years' observations, 
2x8 maunds per acre of sanai (C,otalaria. juncea) which adds 
So maundsof dry organic material and 75 lb. of nitrogen to 
each acre. We have succeeded in raising crops to 850 maunds 
per acre without the addition of any fertilizing agent other 
than the sanai produced by the land itself. . 
~'. I give below the results of twenty-seven randomized plots 
iii the treated and untreated fields in X928. 

Green-manure 'I' ·Control .. 
~'.., . 

. Sugar-cane 
, maunds 
(82 2/7 lb.) 
'per~ acre' 

Raw Sugar 
maunds 
per acre' 

87· 0 ±3· 6 
67. 2 ±:l.6 

• :7" ...... : •. : 

Dry Matter 
maunds 
per acre 

246. I ±8 .0. 
200.I±6.6 

.. The illust~a:tion shows the crop in the field Plate (Xlq. The 
practical result is worth Rs. 90 per acre. Our problem is to find 
. Qut the conditions of cultivation necessary to decompose sana;. 
in such a way that: (x) well aerated soil containing sufficient 
organic matter to prevent rapid drying out is ready for the 
'crop in March; and (2) the nitrogen exchanges are such that. 
'.this element is protec~ed from' loss until it is wanted, and is 
.then present in a form which can be rapidly mineralized for 
,the use of the young crop. , 

. Our method of soil treatment is to bring about the early 
stages of decomposition in the presence of ample moisture. 
The rainfall after the sanai is ploughed in is carefully watched. 
If it is less than fiv~ inches in the first fortnight of September 
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the fields are irrigated. In this way we ~cure in most of our 
soils an abundant fungal growth as the land slowly dries. 
We prevent large accumulations of nitrates· in the autumn, 
which .may be lost before the sugar-cane is sown, and con
centrate the nitrogen in easily decomposable organic form in 
mycelial and microbial tissue, until it is wanted in mineral 
form in the spring. 

Throughout the experiments we have made estimates of 
nitrate. The curves show the accumulation of nitrogen in 
the first foot of fallow plots in the treated and control fields 
in 1928 and 1929 (Plate XIII.). 

The. accumulation of nitrate reaches its maximum in May 
and June just before the first heavy rain. At this time the 
crop is about one-third grown. We have not observed any 
subsequent large formation of nitrate up to the completion of 
growth in October. The final yields are in proportion to the 
mineral nitrogen present in the first period and this suggests 
at once the importance of available nitrogen in the early. 
stages of the growth of sugar-cane. This view is by no means 
a new one. It has recently been developed by Gregory at 
South Kensington arid Rothamsted; who found that barley 
absorbed 90 per cent of its total nitrogen when it had made 
about one-third. of its growth. If it is substantiated by 
further work and found to apply to all crops it gives a clue 
to several impr<?vements in soil management. 

In our studies in connexion with the intensification of 
sugar-cane cultivation we have been influenced by American 
investigations and methods, more specially those of the 
workers led by Waksman, who have studied the decomposition 
of cellulose and dead organic material in the soil. They have 
shown that the structure of the carbonaceous energy material 
in the soil largely determines the type of decomposition and 
the nitrogen transformations. If moisture and temperature 
conditions are favourable, the decomposition of cellulosic 
energy material, the chief constituent of green-manure, is 
mainly accomplished by fungous activity resulting in the 
formation of large. quantities of mycelial tissue and the 
removal of nitrogen temporarily from the reach of higher 
plants. The synthesized material is later decomposed by 
other micro-organisms forming mineral nitrogen and humic 
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material, and a definite period of time is required to complete 

. these changes. A large volume of work has been published 
in the last five years. It explains much that was obscure 
regarding the utilization of green-manure in India, particularly 
the time factor to which Howard drew attention many years 
ago. 

I now approach the last and most difficult part of my task, 
to estimate the increased production we may look for by the 
application of scientific methods to our agriculture. What I 
am going to say will be more readily understood if I give the 
production of wheat in a few countries lor the crop sown in 
1926, which was, on the whole, a good ·rear throughout the 
world. It is as follows :-

United Provinces: Irrigated .• 
.. .. Unirrigated 

Canada 
U.S.A. 
France 
Gemlany 

. Great Britain 
Belgium 

I2.2 mds. per acre. 
8.2 .. .. .. 

13·2 .. .. 
10·7 .. .. 
13·0 .. .. 
I7·5 .. .. .. 
22·5 .. .. .. 
26·3 .. .. .. 

A glance at these figures shows what an immense potential 
.increase of production is open in many countries, especially 
in America and . India. The physical possibility or perhaps 
even the limit of production in the United Provinces is shown 
by the yield obtained at the Shalljahanpur Research Station. 
In 1926 it was 28.8 maunds per acre. In the last eleven 

. years, including two in which the wheat crop was a partial 
failure, 243 acres have yielded 5,945 maunds or 24.4 maunds 
per acre. Soil and climate do not impose a serious restriction 
on production. We cannot, however, take one striking 
instance of large yields achieved on a small acreage under 
favourable conditions as the basis of an estimate of the 
future production of the countrY as a whole. The actual 
level in any country is bound to be behind the ideal, no matter 
how well developed educational and propaganda machinery 
may be. 

It is safer, if such a course be possible, to consider average 
1i 
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results obtained in countries which have been compelled to 
employ intensive methods, but we have no adequate basis of 
comparison with our conditions. There is no example of a 
tropical or semi-tropjcal country in which scientific methods 
have been applied over a wide area by independent and 
unsupervised workers. 

Sugar-cane cultivation in Java is often quoted as an example 
of what can be done.. It illustrates the combined effect of 
st,ictly supervised labOtf, antl scientijic methods on about one 
million acres of land, carried out with the object of gaining 
the highest possible interest on Dutch capital. It does not 
illustrate what we are aiming at in India-agricultural 
improvement initiated and carried through by the people 
themselves, as the result of education and uplift, on 300 
"million acres. 

Let us examine the course of events in ~urope and America 
and learn what we can from them. " 

In medizval England the yield of wheat was seven maunds 
per acre. When the consolidation of holdings was completed 
by the enclosures in about the last quarter of the eighteenth 
century the yield rose t~ fourteen .:!!!ILunds per acre. It 
remained at this level until ~'tv ..-uen a further advance was 
made possible by the use of better methods and the introc:luc
tion of nitrogen fertilizers. By 1870 the yield had risen to 
twenty maunds per acre. 

In America low yields and a growing industrial population 
are causing uneasiness. By studying agricultural conditions 
in other countries the conclusion has 'been reached that 
forty-seven per cent represents a possible all-round increase 
of production on the present cropped area. Experts do not 
agree as to the probable increase in the next few decades. 
This is placed between the limits of ten and thirty per cent. 
These figures are based on considerations of labour. This, 
as I have said, scarcely enters into our problem in India. 
We have more people employed in agriculture per unit of 
cultivated land than any other country, with the possible 
exception of China and Japan. 

The improvement of sugar-cane cultivation extends over 
2,8r,ooo acres in eighteen dis.tricts in the United Provinces 
and gives some indication of the possible course of events. 
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Theyield of the unimproved crop in a year of average character 
is 350 maunds' per acre. We pass through four definite 
stages of improvement :-

(r) Better cultivation of the old vaneties, yielding 
450 maunds per acre. 

(2) The introduction .of heavier cropping varieties 
accompanied by a further improvement in cultiva
tion, yielding 600 maunds per acre. 

(3) The introduction of some fertilizing agent, such as 
green-manure, yielding 800 maunds per acre. 

(4) The intensive cultivation of heavy cropping varieties, 
yielding X,ooo maunds per acre. . 

The increase over the.normal production is 28,71,128 and 
ISS per cent. The analysis of the returns is helpful in con
nexion with our problem. In the more important sugar 
producing districts seventy per ~ent of th~ sugar-cane area 
is planted with heavier yielding varieties. In some thirty 
per cent, and in a few only two per cent. 

2,8x,ooo .acres is almost' exactIt 33 per cent of the 
. total. sugar-c:ane area in the 18 districts for which 

, special returns are made:. on this area the yield has been 
slightly more than doubled so that there is an all-round 
increase in production of 33 per cent. This has 
taken'17 years to accomplish and brings the cultivator 
in 3II lakhs of rupees extra a year. I believe if such simple 
modifications of practice as the use of green-manure crops and 
composts made from waste material, Were applied to all our 

. arable land, production would be more than doubled; but 
this meanS that 'every cultivator would be conducting his 
agricultural operations in' a scientific manner-a· state of 
affairs not yet reached in any cOuntry. The point is that it is 
not to be expected. We must allow for the inerti~ which will 

. retard the general adoption of improvements in so large a 
country as India. After giving due weight to this and taking 
into consideration the abundance of our labour resources 
and the extraordinary response of our soil to better treatment, 
it is reasonable to belie"e that within the next two or three 
decades we may increase the all-round out-turn of our cropped 
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land by 30 per cent in normal seasons. But I assume 
that much more money will be spent on scientific research 
and extension work in villages thim is now spent. 

I hope I have said enough to show that soil improvement 
in India is worth an effort. It requires generous expenditure 
from the national exchequer. and there is no better investment, 
for it gives. to use the words of Huxley, an immediate return 
of those things which the most sordidly practical man admits 
to have value. We are working in times well suited for 
agricultural development. Indifference is giving way. There 
is a stir throughout the cou ltryside. We can call the move
ment what we like, but the plain fact is that men are no longer 
satisfied with a life which provides only hard work and barely 
enough to eat. Many things are being suggested. but they 
deal more often than not With preliminaries to social well-being. 
and leave untouched the vital problem of producing more food. 
In the end the scientific worker will come to the rescue, and 
the solution will be reached through the experiment station. 
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NITROGEN TRANSFORMATION IN THE 

DECOMPOSITiON OF NATURAL ORGANIC MATERIALS 
, '. 

AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF GROWTH' 

S. A. WAKSMAN and F. G. TENNEY, 

New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, U.S.A . . 
. To' be able to understand the reasons for, the rapidity of 
liberation of nitrogen from the decomposition of plants at 
different stages of growth, we must know the composition of 
the plant at these various stages and the nature of decomposition 
of the' various plant constituents. A}.though -the plant 
continues to assimilate nutrients, including nitrogen, until 
maturity, the p~tage of nitrogen in the plant reaches a 
,maximum at an early stage, then gradually diminishes, 
reaChing a minimum at maturity or a little before maturity. 
This is true not only of nitrogen but also of certain other 
elements. 

Plant materials decompose more rapidly and the nitrogen 
is liberated more readily (in the fOrIn of ammonia) at an early 
stage of growth and less so when the plant is matUred. Two 
caUSes are to be considered here: (r) the rapidity of decom
position of the' various plant constituents; (2) the relation of 
the nitrogen to the carbon content of the plant tissues. 

At an, early stage of growth, the plant is rich in water
soluble constituents, in protein and is low in lignins. When 
the p~~t approaches maturity, the amount of the first 

, djmjnishes and of the. second increases. The water-soluble 
constituents, the proteins and even the pentosans and cellu
loses decompose very rapidly provided sufficient nitrogen and 
minerals are available for the micro-or~., The lignins 
do not decompose at all in' a brief period of time of one or two 
months. More so, their presence has evep an injurious effect 
upon the decomposition of the celluloses with which they are 

I P"ou,tliftgs IIfIII Pap"" of 1111 ji"sI IfllffflatiOflal eMlgr'ss 0/ 
Soil SNflU. Washington. D.C., 1927. p. 209. 

1,1 
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combined chemically or physically. The larger the lignin 
content" of ~he plant the slower does the plant decompose 
even when there is present sufficient nitrogen and minerals. 

It has been shown repeatedly that the organisms (fungi and 
bacteria) decomposing the celluloses and pentosans require a 
very definite amount of nitrogen for the .synthesis of their 
protoplasm. Since the cell substance of living and dead 
protoplasm always contain a definite, althougl1 varying, 
amount of nitrogen and since there is a more or less definite 
ratio between the amount of cellulose decomposed and cell. 
substance synthesized, depen~g of course upon the nature 
of the organisms and environmental conditions, the ratio. 
between the cellulose decomposed and nitrogen required by 
the organisms is also definite. This nitrogen is transformed 
from an inor~anic into an organic form. Of course in normal 
soil, in the presence of the complex cell population, the cell 
substance soon decomposes, a part pf the nitrogen is again 
liberated as ammonia and a part remains in the soil and is 
resistant to rapid decomposition. The amount of nitrogen 
which becomes .available ~ the soil is a balance between the 
nitrogen liberated from the decomposition of the plant 
materials and that absorbed by the micro-organisms which 
decompose the non-nitrogenous and nitrogenous constituents .. 
The younger the plant, the higher is its nitrogen content and 
the more rapidly does it decompose, therefore the greater is 
the ainount of nitrogen that becomes available. The lower 
the nitrogen content of the plant the less of it is liberated and 
the more of it is assimilated by micro-organisms. 

These phenomena can be brought out most clearly when the 
same plant is examined at different stages of growth. The rye 
plant was selected for this purpose. The seed$ were planted 
in the fall. The sanlplcs taken on April 28th (I), May 17th 
(II), June 2nd (III), and June 30th (IV): In the third 
sampling the plants were divided into (a) heads, (b) stems and 
leaves. The fourth sample was divided into (a) heads, 
(b) stems and leaves, (c) roots. The plants were analysed 
and the rapidity of their decomposition determined, ~ing 
sand or soil as a medium and 2 g. of the organic matter. In 
the case of sand some inorganic nitrogen and minerals were 
added and a.. soil suspension used .lor inoculation. The 
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TABLE I 

COMPOSITION OF RYE STRAW AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF 
GROWTH ON DRY BASIS 

I 
Moisture Cold I 
content water I l"lltl-No. of at time Ash Nitrogen soluhle Pt'nto- Lignin 

sample of fraction sans I lose 
harvest- I ing 

-- I % I % % % % % % 
I 80.0 j 7·3 7.·39 I 32.6 15·9 I 17·7- 9·<) 

II 78 .8 5·7 J.76 22.0 zO·5 i 
:!6.t 13· .; 

IlIa 57·4 4·9 1.01 

I 
18.2 22·7 30.6 19. 0 

llIb 60.2 5·9 2.l0 20·3 22·7 i 20.1 I 10.0 
IVa 15. 0 3. 2 t . .2:l 4·7 11·9 ... 6 '3'4 
IVb 15. 0 3·7 0.22 I 9·'; 21.7 I 34. 6 I 18.8 
I'Ve 1 ? 0·55 ! 4·7 26.6 I 37·7 I 1I.0 

, I 

TABLE 2 

-

DECOMPOSITION OF.RYE AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF ';ROWTlI 
(2 g. of dry material added to 100 g. of saud or soil mediulIl) 

-~";;;""-'::""'---'---r--~--~--"':"---'----

II CO2 given off II' 

Date of 
sampling 

April 
May 
June .. 
June 

28 
1 7 
3 
3 

30 

30 

30 

I 

No. of 
sample 

I 
II 

ilIa 
IITb 
IVa 
IVb 
IVe' 

in 27 days 
Nitrogen I I 
content 
. of I Sand Soil I 
material medium medium I 

i Available Nltrog-en 
(:-';11.---" --NV. -:-:j 
ah~()rhed (.j ) ,," 

liberated (-) 

I 
% I mg.C. 

2·39 
.1.76 

1.01 
.2.20 
1.22 
0.22 

0·55 

! 
I 
I 

337·7 
280·5 
215.7 
261.9 

I 269.9 
I 221.4 i 
I 187. 0 I 

I 
m~~C-~ rS;~d-1 - -S~i)-

I medium I medium 
: mg~. I mg. N. 

286.8 
280·4 
199.5 I 
lH'~ 
273·7 ' 
187.9 I 
158 ... i 

+10 1 1·~2.2 

+ 0.8 I + 3. 0 

- 101. I I - 7·5 

I
, + 7·:' 

- 2. T 

I 
- 8·9 

:S. I -).4 

5·7 
- 4·4 
-16.0 

I Root material used .in, thll d""omposltion was equivalent to 1.67 g: of ml)j,( ell, 
free and ash-free orgamc matter. . 
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evolution of carbon dioxide and accumulation of ammonia 
ana nitrate nitrogen was used as'an index of decomposition. 

Tables I and II show tpe composition of the plant and the 
amount of nitrogen made available after 26 days of 
decomposition. '. 

When a plant material contains about 1.7 per cent nitrogen, 
as in the rye of the second sampling, there seems to be sufficient 
nitrogen for the grow~h of micro-organisms which decompose 
this material more or less completely. When the' plant 
ma~erial contains less than 1.7 per cent of nitrogen, as in the 
case of the stems and leaves of the third preparation, addi
t;onal nitrogen will be required, before the organic matter is 
completely decomposed (speaking, of course, 'relatively, since 
if a long enough period of time is allowed for the decomposi
tion, less additional nitrogen will be needed). If the organic 
material contains more than 1.7 per cent nitrogen, as in the 
case of the' plants in the first planting and the heads of the 
third sampling. a part of the nitrogen will be liberated as 
ammonia, in the decomposition processes. ,The difference 
between the nitrogen content of the heads and this hypo
thetical figure=0.5 (2.2-1.7) per cent. or 10 mg. nitrogen for 
the 2 g, of organic matter; actually 5.7 mg. and 7.5 mg: of. 
nitrogen were liberated as ammonia in the sand and' soil 
media respectively. The difference between the hypothetical 
figure and the nitrogen content of the stems and leaves was 
0.69 (1.7-1.01) per cent or 13.8 mg. nitrogen for the 2 g. of 
plant material used. Actually 12.1 and 7.5 mg. of nitrogen 
were consumed in the sand and soil media. Had thedecom- ' 
position been allowed to proceed further, the results would 
have approached from both directions the hypothetical 
figure and, with prolonged decomposition (of synthesized 
substances). would have exceeded it. 

The decomposition of 10 g. dry portions of the second 
sampling and 20 g. dry portions of the stems and leaves of the 
fourth sampling was studied separately in a sand medium 
containing available nitrogen and minerals. Only the data 
for the organic matter portion, insoluble in ether and water, 
are reported. The results show that the pentosans and 
celluloses are rapidly decomposed, while the lignins are 
affected only to a very inconsiderable extent. The nitrogen 
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figures . are of direct interest here. Just ahout as much 
insoluble protein was left in the first as in the second experi
ment: in the first the protein is considerably reduced, in 
the second increased. This tends to explain the activities of 
the micro-organisms in the soil. 

TABLE 3 

COMPOSITION OF ORr.ANIC MATTER AT BEGINNING 
AND END OF DECOMPOSITION 

Sample 11 

Organic matter (free from ether 
and water-soluble substances 

and ash) 

Pentosan .. 
Cellulose (calculated) 
Lignin 
Protein (insoluble in water) 
Unaccounted for .. 

TABLE 4 

At I At cnc'! 
beginning of of 
experiment I experiment 

m~. i m;:--
7,465 I 2,01 5 
;Z,OjO 3Ro 
2,610 610 

1,180 II 750 
816 253 
8.6% I~~ 

COMPOSITION OF OkGANIC MATTER AT BEGINNl~G 
AND END OF DECOMPOSITION 

Sampk 1 V -Stems and LealJes 

Organic matter present (free from I At 
ether and water-soluble sub- begmning 

stances and Ash) of 

Pentosan 
Cellulose 
Lignin 
Protein 
Unaccounted for 

experiment 

mg-. 
IS,II4 
3.928 
6.262 
3.40 3 

1111 
10.25% 

I At end I of 
I experiment 

mg. 
8,770 

1.553 
2,766 
3.019 

SI 9 
10.41 % 

III 
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The results show that since there is a very definite ratio 

between the energy and nitrogen consumption of the micro
organislus decomposing the organic matter, it is easy to 
calculate, given a certain amount of plant material and 
knowing its nitrogen content, whether nitrogen will be 
liberated in an available form or additional nitrogen will be 
re'luired within a given period of time. Calculations can 
also be made as to how much of this nitrogen is required for 
the decomposition of the plant material and how long it may 
take before the nitrogen is again made available. 
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AN EXPERIMENT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF 

INDIAN LABOUR' 

By ALBERT HOWARD, C.LE. 

One of the outstanding prubleltis o/lhe presmt ph<lse 0/ coloni,11 
development in Asia and A/rica is tll;,t of the b.:;{ ana 1II,d 
scientific methods lor the organization 0/ work i1l l(/rgc·~ .. d,· 
agricultural undertakings. The author 0/ this short article, 
who is fI well-known authority on troPical. agriCftlture and has 
lor thirty years contributed to the scientific improvement of 
agriculture in the East as Imperial Economic Botanist at the 
Government. of India Research Station at Pusa, at QueUa, and 
latterly in the State.o/ Indore, describes a small-scale experiment 

. from which many lessons may perhaps be drawn. TJ~ experi
ment has been tried in the State o/Ind(Jre under the stimulus of 
having to obtain an adequate labour force to carryon the l1wk 
of an agricultural experimental station in competition wit:1 th,' 
rival attractions exercised by work in ncigMour;'ng /(/ctorit~. 
No doubt tlte conditions are not entirely on all/ollrs witl! those 
0/ plantations carried on under competitive conditions, hut the,' 
. are sufficiently similar to give the experiment a living and 
practical interest. As the author points out, the financial basis 
is provided mainly by the cotton industry in India and by the 
Indian States members 0/ the Institute 0/ PllJnt Industry, 
without any call/or assistance by the Government of India or 
by Provincial Governments. As the article shows, the best 
results have been obtained under a scheme which proviJ.:s for 
a six to seven and a half hour working day, paid leave, medical 
attendance, good housing, and opportunity for promotion lor 
the labour employed. [Ed. International Labour Review] 

I Inlernational Labou~ Review, Geneva, 18, 1931. p. 636. 

IS7 
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The foundation of the new Institute of Plant Industry at 

Indore in Central India in' October 1924, "provided the 
opportunity of breaking new ground in at least four directions, 
namely:- " 

(I) The best method of applying science to crop 
production.' 

(2) The general organization and finance (including 
audit) of an agricultural experiment station. 

(3) The most effective way of getting the results taken 
. up by the people; and 

(4) The management of the labour force employed. 

The present article deals with the last of these items: . with 
the methods by which a contented and efficient body of 
labour can be maintained for the day to day work of an 
agricultural experiment station, largely devoted to the 
production of raw cotton. 

THE INSTITUTE AND ITS ORGANIZATION 

The Tnsti"tute of Plant Industry at Indore is supported by 
an annual grant of Rs. 1.15,000 from the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee and by subscriptions. amounting at the moment to 
Rs. 47.550 a year. from twenty of the States of Central India 
and Rajputana.' During the financial year 1929-1930, the 
income from all sources was Rs. 1,79,080, the expenditure was 
Rs. 1,75,041. The management of the Institute is vested in a 
Board of Governors, seven in number, elected by the sub-" 
seribers, the Director of the Institute being Secretary of the 
BO:lI'd. It will be seen that the mam source of the funds 
available for the payment of labour is derived from the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee (a statutory body representing the 
growers, the cotton trade and the officers engaged in research 
on cotton) created for implementing" the Indian Cotton Cess 
Act of 1923: an Act which provides for the creation of a fund 

, This aspect has been dealt with in TI" .If Ppli&tJliOti of Sci,,,c. 
to Crop P,odwclion, an Exp.,imem car,i.d oul at tn. Insti,w', of Plan' 
[ .. du.,try. 1 .. do,·., Oxford University Press, 1929. 

• In addition to these sources, the Institute makes use of the produce 
of the experimental area of 300 acres, of the royalties on its publica
tions and of a number of miscellaneous items of income, including the 
fees earned for advice to individuals and bodies outside the Society. 
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for the improvement and development of the growin!>. 
marketing and manufacture of raw cotton ill India. Tllis 
cess is now levied at the rate of two annas per sbn,b,·d hal<> 
of 400 lb. on all cotton used in the Indian mills, Ir exported 
from the country. The money available for the payment of 
labour at the Indore Institute is thus largely dr:1wn from the 
cotton industry itself. At no period in· the history of the 
institution has any financial assistance of any kind been 

. asked for or obtained from the Government of India or from 
any of the. Provincial Governments. 

At the beginning, great difficullies were expenenceJ in 
obtaining an efficient lab,)ur force. The Institute lies along
side the city of Indore, an important manufacturing ~llll1 

. distributing centre with a population of 127.000. Nine 
large cotton mills (with 177.430 spindles. 5.224 loom'>. an 
invested capital of Rs. I.67.97,I06, and utilizing 68.000 bales 
of cotton a year) find work for 12.000 workers. In addition 
there are a number of ginning factories and cotton presses. 
The Institute therefore had to meet a good deal of local 

. competition in building up its labour force. It was clearly 
useless attempting .to recruit workers at rates below those 
readily obtained at t~e mills or in the city. Further, it soon 
became apparent that if the Institute was to succeed the 
Director would have to pay attention to the labour problem 
and devise means by which an efficient and contented body 
of men, women and children could be attracted and retained 
for reasonable periods. 

Consideration of this problem led the Director to the 
conclusion that it could be solved by providing for the regular 
and effective payment of wages, for good housing. reasonable 
hours of work, with regular and sufficient periods of rest, and 
for suitable medical attention. 

The application of these principles soon met with success. 
An adequate labour force has been built up. partly from me'1 
recruited locally and from the Rajputana States and partly 
from the wives and children of the sepoys of the Malwa Bhil 
Corps, the lines of which adjoin the Institute. A permanent 
labour force of about lIS is now employed throughout the 
year. In addition, a certain amount of temporary labour is 
employed for seasonal work. 
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The predse manner in which the principles above mentioned . 

have been carried out in practice may now be described. 

CONDITIONS OF LABOUR AT THE INSTITUTE 

Payment of Labour 

Wage rates for me.n on the permanent staff range from 
about Rs. I2 to Rs. 20 a month,while men on the temporary 
staff are paid 7 annas a day, women 5 annas, boys 3 to 6 annas, 
and girls 3 to 5 annas. After the rate of wages has been 
settled in each case, care is taken that: (I) the payment of 
wages is made at regular intervals.. and (2) the wages are paid 
into the hands of the workers themselves and there are ,no 
illicit deductions on the part of the men who disburse the 
money. 

Regularity of payment is a matter of very great importance 
in dealing with Indian labour. At Indore, workers on daily 
rates receive their wages twice a month-on the I8th and the 
3rd, in each case at 2.30 p.m. The permanent labour is 
paid monthly on the third working day of the following 
month. To ensure that all payments are actually made 
according to the attendance registers all disbursements are 
made in the presence of two responsible members of the staff. 
Both of these men have to sign a statutory declaration that 
the payments have actually been made. The signed state
ments come regularly before the Director for signature, and 
are in due course placed before the auditors. .In making 
payments the envelope system is used, the payee making a 
thumb impressioll in ink in the register or signing his' or her 
name. These arrangements have been found to prevent any 
illicit deductions on the part of the staff. The payments are 
mrtrl.e in pllblic; the rate of everybody's pay is known; the 
signing of a proper declaration in the register makes it possible 
to institute criminal proceedings at once for any irregularity ; 
the Director is always available for inquiring into any com
plaints. That none have ever been made proves that the 
labourers actually receive their pay in full at regular intervals. 
Payment is made in coin; no attempt .at payment in kind has 
ever been made; no shops for the sale of food exist on the 
estate and nothing whatever is done to influence the workers 
as to how tlley should spend their wages. _ 
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Hours of Labour 
After the regular payment of wages, the hours of labour 

come next in importance. Indeed in India rest and wages 
are to a certain extent interchangeable as the workers regard 
any extra rest as equivalent to an increase in pay. At first. 
the Institute observed the tim hours" day so common in India. 
but this was soon given up. It was found during the hot 
months of April, May and June that both the labour and 
the cattle required more protection from the hot sun. An 
experiment was therefore made to reduce the hours of .labour 
during the hot months to six daily, beginning work at sunrise 
and ending the day at sunset. The actual working hours of 
the three hot months were arranged in two shifts-four !;lours 
in the morning and two in the afternoon with a si:c hours' rest 
during the heat of the day, i.e. from 10 a.m. to .. p.m. At the 
same time the work was speeded up and both labour and 
supervising staff were given to understand that the six hours' 
day in the hot months could only be enjoyed if everybody 
worked continuouSly and conscientiously. 

The first result observed was a marked improvement in the 
health and well-being of the men and animals, probably due to 
the operation of .two factors: the health-giving properties of 
the early morning air and avoidance of excessive sunlight. 
With the improvement in general health there was a corres
ponding reduction in cases requiring medical assistance. To 
everyone's surprise, it was found possible to speed up the 
work very considerably. The experiment of shortening the 
hours of labour was then extended to the rest of the year ; 
working hours were reduced from ten to seven and a half. 

These working periods, six hours in the hot weather and 
seven and a half during the rest of the year, refer to the time 
actually at work; an extra half hour daily is spent in travel
ling to and from the place of work. In no case does the 
working period exceed seven and a half hours except for about 
a week at the sowing time of the monsoon crops. During 
this period, both man and beast do not obtain much more than 
two hours off duty for foo<\ during the hours of d~ylight. A 
full ten hours' day at. high pressure is then the rule, as all 
realize that the sowing of cotton and other crops is a race 
against time. As soon, however, as sowing is over, the 
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workers enjoy an extra day's rest on full pay. The sowing of 
the monsoon crops is the only agricultural operation in 
Central India for which anything more than a seven and a half 
hours' day is necessary. . 

For ,three years the agricultural operations of the Institute 
have been conducted on the short hours system. The result 
ha.s heen successful beyond all expectation. The miracle of 
speeding up Indian labour has been achieved and shorter 
working hours have led not only to contentment but also to an 
increased output of work. This result has only been achieved, 
however, by careful and detailed planning of the work to be 
done each day. The daily work programme is drawn up by 
the Assistant in charge of the farm during the previous 
afternoon and submitted to the Director as a matter of routine, 
so that at daybreak each day the -Assistant btows at once 
what has to be done and no time is lost in deciding what tasks 
have to be performed .. The taking of the attendance and the 
allocation of labour to the various tasks occupies less than 
five minutes. In less than ten minutes after assembly, the 
various gangs are at work in the fields. A great point is made 
of getting down to the job at once. Punctuality is now the 
rule, and it is becoming rare to have to deal with late arrivals. 

While it is important to start work with the sun, it is 
equally important to allow the labourers to reach their homes 
by sundown, particularly during the rains when snakes 
abound. Indian workers like to reach home in daylight-a 
point of great importance in obtaining their willing co-opera- . 
tion. Finally, it is very interesting to note that th(j policy 
of the square deal on the part of the Institute towards its 
labourers as regards hours is now being answered by a .natural 
desire on the part of the workers to give the Institute a square 
deal. Less supervision is becoming necessary; everybody 
realizes that a reduction in hoilrs is only possible if real work 
is done. 

Leave and Holidays _ 

The Institute is.c1osed, except for work of extreme urgen<;y, 
on Sundays and on twelve important festivals during the year. 
In addition to these sixty-four days, the permanent labourers 
are allowed one day's casual leave .and one day's sick leave 
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every month provided they work twenty-five full days during 
the month. 1,11 cases of injury while OI;l duty, they are allowed 
full pay up to a maximum. of seven days. In the case of 
temporary labour, all holidays and leave, except the extra dar 
allowed after the sowing of the monsoon crops, are ~h'en 
without pay. . 

Hou.~ing 

As regards living accommodation, the demands of Indian 
labour are very modest ... A roof which does not leak during 
the rains, a dry earthen floor, a room which can be locked up. 
a partially closed-in verandah which serves both as a kitchen 

. and a store house for firewood, are-all that is expected. At 
Indore the one-room cottages are ariangedin blocks of six 
around an open courtyard in which four trees have been 
planted to provide shade. The quarters are fumigated and 

· .whitewashed once a year when any petty repairs to the roofs 
· and brickwork are attendee! to. .. 

After a .stofIll-proof 1'00m, the next essential is a supply of 
good drinking water and a separate well for washing. The 
water used for. drinking is raised· by a simple wheel pump; 

. the well is provided with a masonry coping about two feet 
high; no drinking vessels are allowed to be dipped into the 
water. In this way the' risk of cholera is greatly reduced. 
Once a simple wheel pump is installed, the labourers and their 
wives never attempt to lower a bucket by means of a rope. 

Provident Fund 

So far no provident fund for the workers has been instituted. 
The existing provident fund only a.pplies to the permanent 
staff of the Institute drawing Rs. 30 per month or more.. Till 
the .completest confidence between the workers and the 

· management has been achieved, any suggestion of keeping 
back the pay of a labourer for a provident fund is likely to be 
misunderstood: It was decided to start a provident fund for 
the educated staff and gradually to extend its benefits to the 
labour force if and when i. demand comes .from the workers 
themselves. 
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,/vledica/. Arr\lngeme~ts, ' . 

,The work~'s and staff employed at th~ Institute obtain free 
medical attendance. In addition, the workers and the staff 
drawing less than Rs. 30 per m~nth Obtaiil free, medicaments. 
The workers are examined weekly by' the doctor so that any 
precautionary treatment or any advice Ciln be given in good' 
time. In cases of childbirth the ~emces of a nurse are 
provided free of charge. The personality of the Sub-Assistant' 
Surgeon dealing with Indian labeuris very important. The 
workers deal with an' unpopular man in a very effective 
fashion-they never make use of his services. 

Certificates 0/ Efficiency and Promotion 
An experimental station, like any employer of labour, needs 

some system by which the labour force can automatically 
renew its youth. The annual export of trained labour to 
c:entres at which improvements are 'being taken up is one of 
the important fUnctions of the Institute. For these reasons, ' 
therefore. a supply of promising recruits must be arranged. 
To bring this about some system of promotion for proved 
etliciency 4aci to be devised. At first this took the form of an 
annual promotion examination for the ploughmen. As' they 
increased in efficiency apd could manage and assemble thelr , 
illlplcments and also plough a straight furrow, their pay was 
increased by Re. 'I per month. This system is now being 
superseded by the certificate plan. All the permanent workers 
in the Institute are eligible for special training so that they can 
earn efficiency certificates fof such operations as: (r), cultiva
tion and sowing; (2) compost making and the care of the work 
cattle; (3) improved irrigation methods, including the 
cultivation of sugar-cane by the Java method; (4) the manu
facture of sugar (Plate XIV). A certificate of efficiency (with 
suitable illustrations) signed by the Director can be awarded 
for proficiency in all these items. Each certificate which is 
awarded annually will carry with it an increase of Rs. 1 per 
month on the basic pay. When a member of the labour forc~. 
hac; gained all four certificates, he will becoIIie eligible for 
transfer to other centres on higher pay., In this way the 
Institute holds out hope and 'places it within the power of any 
man to increase his starting pay in fo~ years by ~bout thirty 
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per ('ent. It also enables an ambitious labourer to save 
enough money in a few years to purchase a hvll~\ng anu , ) 
become a cultivator. This is now. taking plact;. !::V(;[j )Lul 

a few·ofthe labour.ers return to their villages wiul theil 5,nl; '';. 

to take up a.holding un thcir own aCC()UlIL. Ol".;r~ ". L' 

. deputed for woz:kin the Contributip,g State,; OJ< il ,fL'a';e,l j-<-';,', 

The vacancies are aUl()maliCally tak..::n cith"l l:,y yc,'1J1g" 
members of the s;ime [,unity or by YOlu11tl'Cn Oil the' w'lHip" 
list of 'temp,lrary, worb'rs. 

CONCtUSION 

It is possible that the system descnbed in this articlt; IS v ij. 

fully realizable on' a farm working. under mlKid CUllU,U,' , 

Nevertheless, there are a certaiI}. numoer of dtJni;!Jt~· :" ... ; 
experiment which the wl'iteJ;' fl!e~.are vf u;liv(;!sdl vIIid::) 
dealing with p~ti ... e labour: From t11(' P0;1lt' of ',+w tlf ,:.;, . 
worker it is perhaps must ess,entiat that he should feel that hr i~ 
receiving r a square deal. From the point of view of tht' 
management the best results are ohtained by s(,fl1pUIO~l" 
attention to pay. by c;h(lrt hours of intensive work, bY.,)roper 
housing ami medical care, and by interesting the worker 1'1 : lie 
undertaking through givmg his work an educational valul. 
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